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“Could not the Missionary Boards receive

licensed,)

in

ot hehe
pea

SEAT

ould

2h

onal

Conference “and

answer

to that

For the sake of legal form the cor-

more experience and more time for executing their plans. Different Boards could be
appointed for diffeverit purposes, or, if preferred, one large Board with different sections “or ' sub-committees, with an annual
meeting for ‘general consultation, ’

The Committee

having in charge Theo-

logical®Education. could be appointed in the
same manner, and thus the arrangement of

mi

studies and appointment of teachers could be

be
particular to give
State) of sub
ud
& chert f

placed directly and properly under control
of General Conference. This would give ef
us unifornfity of instruction, greater securitheir papers.
All obitaa
accounts of revivals, and other ty against error, and stronger denominationMu
ERE
must be Sesompied with the
al sympathies and unity.
oroper names
It would seem still more important for
the press to be placed under the same general control. Indeed, the General Conference has undertaken to furnish the periodical literature, and the purchase of the Star
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f-andthe publication of periodicals not selfWEDNESDAY. SEPTEMBER 2, 1868.
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money but the general
‘is the end, then one paper
agement of all others is
But if general usefulness

:

The parching earth looks up with eager eyes

The first bright drops that glitter from the skies
To greet.

A cooling draught has cheered me

whole

On life’s way;
with a heavenly dew

To-day.

0

Father,

I thank thee for the joy
Of meeting here;
Oasis on life's desert strand,
To cheer us in a weary land
So drear. -

keep me faithful all my journey through
Life's desert waste.

i nomination.

i know that storms and shadows still
iid
Must dim my way;
The fire must burn, the tempest beat ;
Along the way.

The thorns and briars have torn
Thy weary feet before ;
Thou knowest how much I need

sweet heavenly

dew
To cheer me on my Ta
0
The golden shore!

Be thou my sfFength, my guide, my stay—
.
My daily light—
And when deathly portals I have passed,
with

the white-robed throng +at
; — Central Presyter ian;

tn

of

pV

Deviominstional “Unity.
i —

Frederick
%
W. Robertson,

3

Lie

Our denomination now extends twentyfive hundred miles, into atleast five states
beyond the Miss. River, and yet is well
united in doctrine, * polity and spirit. A
large number of interests are local and

would

£73

-

prove or remain neutral, and then keep up

prestige of”
( Toryism drew him in that direc-

thority,

‘Robert

tion with a powerful magnetism, but he so

as they think

preacher, and

were being sacrificed in the persons of the
ignorant and crushed
poor, that his’ “whole

Among |the articles in the’ July number
of the Quaréerly ix one, entitled

acter

of this able English

pointing out. the leading characteristics
of his sermons, published by Ticknor and
Fields. We make the. following extradys

moral nature bound him

for the benefit of the readers of the Star:
is the Newport of England;
but the transatlantic Newport boasts a far | ness—not distinctly recognizing the fact,
more self-complacent and ‘perhaps. a more that while it brought him disquiet and pain,
intellectual aristoeracy than its eopyist as it enabled him the better %o understand
the mouth of Narragansett Bay. Fashion," both parts of the great socigl problem, and
wealth, fast-living and free-thinking ar e | saved i , a, measure his vehement nature
thoroughly represented in that noted seas from excesses: on either side.
port, as also are conformity and intellectIt is not difficult: to perceive in him the
ual routine. It has its full share of gossip
traits of a profoundly earnest, sincere and
as well as gluttony, and both assume airs "magnetic nature, and find ample reasons
and play off their dignity. There are many for believing that his preaching would be
in such a town who are perpetnally on the attended with obvious and decisive. results.
lookout for a fresh sensation, and every He was thoroughly independent, and yet
new phenomenon is promptly reported and delicately appreciative; stern and uncomvigorously discussed. Mr. Robertson was promising as an old Hebrew prophet when
such a phenomenon.
His first public word sin wastobe rebuked or a principle onbroke like a prophet’s voice’: his Sabbath tended for, and yet as tender and pitifufas
services were generally sufficient to stir the the father of the prodigal son when a waycurrents of thought, and nearly every ser- ward and straying heart was seeking its
mon sent the blood leaping” through the real home, though clad in rags and torn
veins of his crowded congregation and fur- ith passions. The gospgl was far less a
nished material for not a little eriticism and | system of doetrine or, a list of precepts to
discussion.
~
47
him than it was an inward force coming to
The six years spent here were ‘eminently harmonize and interpret a warring expesix
laborious. He. devoted himself earnestly ence and fashion gharacter. into a “heavenly
to every department of the %ork connected likeness. He had a Bidad, inward life

| Brighton

with his sphere as a clergyman, and took a

which enabled him to understand the strug-

deep and active interest in whatever had to
do with the more’ general welfare of the
community at large. He was the counselor of the working-men and most heartily

gles of many classes of men,

entered into the ir plans and efforts for selfimptovement.
Literature and science were
by no means overlooked by him, and there.

was scarcely one of the great practical
questions that came up in social or political
life that he did not effectually
grapple
with and on w hich he failed to have some-

thing of real significance to say.

His pow-

ers seemed to burst at ut into full blossom
in this Brighton air.
"His sermons wefe
weighty with thought, fresh in style
method, and not less marked with boldne

than with beauty. They never ran into commonplace,nor followed routine,
nor suggesged an ambition merely to ‘he a po
preacher.
Familiar passages of Scripture’
became like new revelations as he drew.
out their deeper lessons, and the

platitudes

of the mere clergyman were exchanged for
the vital and practical speech of an earnest
man intent upon reaching and profiting his
hearers. His life was too intense and his
labors too abundant and taxing to last. He
used up his vital resources much faster than
they could be accumulated, and

so

he was

it seemed to leap to its conclusions,

if not of existence itself.

In these

the funds, &e.,

causes

To attemptto keep these

and striking.

but his

At least eight of them were

after they were délivered,

&ec., &ec.

If such-measures are really desirable, let
| them be adopted, and Abraham and Lot occupy the field without any strife among the

in-

stitutions and their fands and management

herdsmen.

all in one’extreme point, and yet hold other

- ,

aid. *Hehad felt so mach of the
Christian truth that he charged it
when he proclaimed it fo others,
quickened the hearts on which it

powerof
with life
and so it
fell. He

and are found

among those embraced in these volumes,—
Such strains were enough to break down |

lived it before

he

preached

it,

and

so

localities responsible for equal sympathy
practicable as to persuade a Western farmer

manage it.

tional unity? Will not the a
of these | We are evidently
enterprises require for. heir support. and ‘ous denominational
success separate combinations

who could read I

without being

powerfully stirred to a nobler Christian life,
and that must be a dull :ard shallow preacher
indeed to whose ministry the diligent study
of these books fails to bring an elevation
and a gain. Preaching will appear a-highcr art and become a sublimer function in
proportion as the work of Robertson is studied and

understood;

and so far as it is re-

peated and perpetuated there is no danger
that the pulpit will cease to be a recognized
force in society or fail to be the power of
God unto salvation.

“zations?

If these: institutions

LE

forced out upon personal

to Wo
sibility
lity

then there will probably be local feelings
and organizations created to support them:
Why may not all these subjects be. placed
under the control of General Conference,

the only body in which all the -dénomina«| iin Christ,

tion participates, and which would then do

-

Events

of the Week.
Hr

a———

CoMMISSIONER ROLLINS
Does not seem to be quite at ease again
There was almost an inward fierceness
connected with his werk, and his attempt |Lin his position, and it is Fumored that efto repress its outward manifestations only |=forts are being made to bring charges

‘service could not be a protracted one, and
IN THE SOUTH
approaching some seri- such a nature could not wholly escape the.
ne
general
situation
remains
questions. My intenge

.
feiss

R.

Dunw.

their presence,

commanders

and

the

soridence of Rev. Be

inh Phillips, is

more fayorably located for access to the Santals

their

than any other in our mission,” The village has
much improved, a large and
school
upon their own responsibility.
It is be- house has been erected; and quite a number of
lieved that this order will do away, with private dwellings constructed on the newlyjtlaid
the necessity for State militia at present, out streets. The church recently organized has
and effectually prevent any very serious 24 members, the school 115 pupils, and the Sab-

subordinates will act in case of emergency

outbreak.

This is as it should be.

bath sehool has an average attendance of 100.—
The children: are fond of committing the Secrip-

The

ex-rebels of the south, if they wish to carry
their points, would do well to keep as quiet

‘tures to memory, an exercise in which the Santal boys and girls greatly’ excel.
scholars have been converted,

as possible until after the elgetion, and cer~

3

tain parties are admonishing them to this
effect. It is possible, however, that they
may not see the subject in. this light, as it

Seven of the
ase

BALASORE
has a church of 44 members

:
A

Sabbath

school whose average attend:
48 120. The inmates.of the orphanage number 90.. Nearly all

is difficult for the Ethiopian to change his
are famine orphans, Mission Vernacular and Inskin or the leopard his spots.
dustrial schools -are sustained at this station.
A
A CONFERENCE
J dark cloud is hanging over Metrapore, its Chris-

has taken place during the week at Sulphur
Springs, West Va., between Gen. Rosecrans and Gen. Lee, Hon. A. H Stephens and other southern generals and civ-

ilians, and various rumors have been afloat
respecting its characfer.
At first it was
supposed that its objects were of a political
nature, and that an attempt was to be made
to fix upon some plan by which a reconciliation might be effected between the

North and the South:

But later reports are

to the effect that the conference was in
reference to a Southern Pacific Railway,
several of the leading ex-rebel officers being Railroad Presidents, and Gen. Rosecrans being the representative of a large
and influential company of capitalists interested in railroad matters.
This may
prove to be correct and may not. The affair calls to mind the Niagara Conference,
in which Horace Greeley figured conspicuously.
:
tal

©

THE POLITICAL SIBATION

=<

tian village. The Rajah refuses to renew the
lease
of the land on which it is built, and it is
feared that the native Christians will have to,
leave their houses, gardens

and fields,

the law allow them them to remove
of their houses*
* Gleaned from the last India
Baptist Mission,
!

nor

any

will

portion

Report of the F. Ww.
»

Rev. J. L. PHILLIPS,

;

of Midnapore, India, has written an articie for
the F, W. B. Quarterly on *“ Work for Women

in India,” from which wg Select the following
interesting

facts

respecting

Zenanas

work connected with them,

and

the

:

ZENANAS
are the women’s department in a babu or

native

gentlemen’s

barred

house,

They

are

closely

against intrusion, and are as secret as a nunnery.

Upon entering ‘the house of a respectable Hindu,
you never get sight of the women

of the family.

All are imprisoned within the elose

inner apart-

ments, and know little or nothing of the outer
world,
So far is this privacy carried, that even
a physician cannot see ‘his lady patient when

summoned

age attendanceof the Sabbath school has heen
100, and there hdve been several conversions.—
Whole families come together -to, study
God’s

Word in company,
A Biblical class, or school,of
several young men, having the minjstry in view,
is taught by Rev. J. L. Phillips.
b
The Zenana work continues to be encouraging. One of the women having committed to
memory portions of the Sth chapter of Matthew,
exclaimed, while her face was radiant with delight, “Oh how beautiful! It is nothing but love
and forbearance! How much sin and sorrow

would be avoided if all would follow

these pre-

cepts!”
The tyranny of the old mothers-in-law,
however, often’ interposes serious obstacles.—
Many times the young women hav® said to the

REE

rr ACB
-has issued an
or dosigned to’ meet all proper demands.

then we will be Christians

like

all dead,

you, but as

long

as they live we must do as they do.”
The work of printing at this station has so ine
creased that: it has been necessary to add a new

pressto the establishment.

fo one of these first class families.

Printing

has

thirty zenanas have been entered, and

carried into them all,

the Bible

In Calcutta and its vicin-

ity, three hundi®d:ate now visited by missionary ladies of different. sogieties, and
about a
thousand women, are under instruction.
One
hundred and fifty of these Calcutta zenenas, including 450 women, are visited-by missionaries
of the Am. Ladies’ Miss, Society.
Glorious results must follow,
SANDWICH

ISLANDS.

A call has been issued at Honolulu for 4 convention of evangelical missionaries from differ-

ent parts of the island world of the Pacific, to be
held in ‘Honolulu in 1870,
missionary laborat the
have been completed.
wonderful triumph the,
those isles of the sea will

when a half century of
Sandwich Jdslangds will
What a story of the
gospel has achieved:
in
these missionaries have

| to relate!

been

In proportion to its population, the province of

done in four languages, viz.: Bengali, Santal,
Oriya, and English.
Thirty schools, comprising 669 pupils, are sus-

Nova Scotia is the wealthiest and possesses the
greatest resources of any of the British American
colonies, Tt has splendid harbors, valuable forests, inexhaustible coal mints, productive gold

tained among the Santalg in connection
with this
station.

Portions

of

the

Gospels

are read

in

them, and the Lord’s prayer in Santal is repeated
daily. New schools are called for by.these children of the forest, and their interest in education

is continually increasing.

A school for training

Santal teachers is in operation which has had

(different pupils during the year.

70

These carry

the seed of the kingdom to many a distant jungle
home, and during the late trips of the missionariesin the Santal country, they were repeatedly
to find that Gospel truths had been re‘where
the voice of ‘the miss opus eihad
) HOR.
he

diggings'and quartz ledges, fair agricultural lands, °
fisheries, h very tolersible climate, and until lately its people were contentedly and almost ubsurd-

ly loyal to the British crown.
fon

enterprise

effected

and

a ‘goodly

freely discitss the relative advatages of their present position, and what they

\

wus Sri

mir

aul nation. like thehohe

of Whom were
like
the New Dominion
more of these orphans indulge the hope *i pony
to keep themselves informed as to the gen- “number
but hea
that their sins have been forgiven. The school confer on them ng advantage
pathies gravitated strongly toward the aris- eral condition
necéssary taxation. The di
of’ affairs in their districts,
regu#0
school
125 pupils, and the Sabbath
all acocunts, to be on the fifcrease.
oh
‘tocratic elements in society, while his deep- but all their subordinates will carefully has
lar attendants, The churchnurhbers 50 members
PY

a

ebbing fast. They celebrated last Fourth of July,
y places, and
with a good deal of energ
in some

TELIA

famine orphans,

ly ave the military ‘commandets expected

The New Domin-

has of Inte, however,

surprising change. Debt, taxes, stagnation of
business, aud a host of other evils, havé come upon the luckiess provincials, and their loyalty is

that Way co ¢ from that ‘quarter for. aid.
a
- station the past |
God has greatly:
Its framed with a view to afford assistance year. Thirty-one igaedgirls’ asylum, under the ingen ebile i
withthe shortest possiblb.
delay. Not on- Cire of Miss Crawford, have heen baptized, nine

wr
PY

district

need

missionary : “When. the old folks are

the toughest and most elastic constitution.

| eagerness thatis sure to overstrain the sys- |
y for perpetual and actual unity,|
tem, and the agony that wears out the life
some
g more than mere sympathy and
;
»
| generosity, together with the advice of oth- before its time.
Like many other marked characters, he
ers, emboldens me to venture these sugges“tions which are offered in the kindest of seemed made up of obvious and active anfeelings and with the prayer ‘that we all thgonisms. Hig real tastes ‘were often at
may be one, and that the world may believe war with his settled principles. His sym-

both

most

72
:
make only on the condifion that she takes the Sadepth of a character and the nobleness of a visit.
ad
cred Scriptures with her and and teaches them
life that cannot be studied without admirato her pupils. Very rarely have the Hindu baMission Field,—India, &c.
tion and gratitude. These seven. volumes
bus heen able to resist the fascination of the fancn
may well gd commended with a special
i cy work, and this, by God’s blessing, has been
MIDNAPORE.
emphasis to the attention and study of every
the key to throw epen, as if by magic, many a
At
this station the
working power
of secluded zenana, to the healing beams of the
man who is in earnest to make the most of
:
*
his ministry, who is capable of receiving the church has been increased the past year; great Sun of Righteousness.
re is a growing disposition to
study. the
stimulus and Suggestions without attempt<
PROGRESS OF THE WORK.
Scriptures, and the young people are making pering to turn copyist, and who can separate sonal efforts for the salvation of those around
The work of zenana visiting has been opened’
the abundantgold of precious and saving them. They also go out into the villages to con- under auspigious circumstancesin several large
truth from the alloy of an occasional theo- verse with their heathen neighbors, and encour- cities in India, 88 Delhi, Agra, Lucknow, Alialogical dogma that will not satisfy an or- age them to attend the Sabbath school. A degree habad and Benares, in the northwest provinces.
thodox critic. . He is surely to be pitied of success has attended their efforts. The aver- At our own station in Midnapore, upwards of

knowledge, approval or disapproval, and melancholybr keen torture. He writes in be among those engaged inthe foul conspirin its management and editorialsd have had one of these moods: ‘I am not fit for min- ‘acy. Mr. Rollins is said to take the matare to have the press now as mighty as the
“just as Jittle to do as with the Star's.
isterial work. I want years and years: to ter very coolly, and will doubtless be able
pulpit under local control, our Theology
If it is not needed, let the Conference say
to maintain his-position against all opposicalm me. My heart is too feverish, quivers
taught by sectional direction, and our Mis§0. If the demand and practicability of its
tion. Gen. Burbridge is the man who has
sion work accomplished by different §ocie- existonce is demonstrated let the Conference | and throbs too much as - flesh recently cut
by the surgeon’s’ knife.” Such an intense ‘| an eye, on his position.
ties, what will becomeof our denomina-

., to take stock in a fishing fleet. And if we

move their troops to such points

it

I have no desire to discuss any of these
questions further. The Freeman was re- added to the wear. - His Mondays brought | /against him and thereby secure his removal.
solved upon in my absence and without my | a reaction that sometimes ran into heavy Senator Fowler;of Tennessee, is reported to

and support, will probably be found about as

and

church six miles |

will, on their own.au-

presents but few new features of interest.’ He has to make a diagnosis of the case as best he
may from the statements of ler friends.
In an
eame home to his hearers not as recited The same general characteristics of the extreme case, by much urging and a movement
campaign,
to
which
.we
called
attention
dogma but ‘as translated experience. He:
| to leave the house, he may be permitted to put
never contented himself with copying other last week, are still manifest. New and his hand far enough through a heavy curtain to
men’s thoughts, or reproducing their meth- valuable recruits are joining the Republi- feel the pulse of the patient; or, in a desperate
ods. He kept clear of accredited common- can ranks daily. A spirited gubernatorial case, she may be constrained te protrude the tip
of her tongue through a shaded screen.
The
place, and he thrust away platitudes that contest is going on in Massachusetts with- only persons of the opposite sex the wife is al-~
he might supply instead ‘with intense and in the Republican party. The State Con- lowed to see are her husband, her sons, her husthrobbing convictions. He spoke always vention will be held on the 9th inst., and band’s younger brothers, and her men servants.
This Zenana system 1s not of native origin.
with, 2 definite end in view, and every ser- the impression prevails that it will be of a‘mon seems charged with the forces of both very spirited character. Lieut. Gen. Claf- Nothing was known of. it in India before the
Loving are the rival candi- great Mahommedan invasion. The name Zenana
d heart, His insight into Seript- lin and Dy,
es
Both are worthy men, but the for- is of Arabic or Persian origin, and belongs to the
ten marvelous, and his skill in un- dates.
Mussulmans.
It is wonderful how binding this
he deeper and fresher meaning of mer is the special favorite with the prohi- foreign custom has come to be throughout India.
ssage,long since grown trite and famil- bition wing of the party, which is now Until recently, female missionaries have had to ?
iar, is almost unequaled. While his ser- especially active and seems intent upon re- confine their labors “to” the women of the lower
deeming the temperance reputation of the class, who are compelled to pass their lives in °
mons are crowded avith instruetion, and the
tilling the soil, carrying wood and produce to
;
thought is developed "in stich an order as state.
the market, and working out as day laborers. For
THE CHINESE EMBASSY |
shows the well-trainegd logician, he often
long years every efigrt of the missionaries to gain
on a visit to Boston and vicinity, access to the wom the higher class imprissuggests, even moré than he states,—stimu- now
attention
and is oned in the zenana®; was unsuccessful; but at
lating the mind instead of ov erburdening is attracting much
everywhere favorably received. A ban- last the underminipinfuiiuence of the gospel has
it w ith material.
drawn the bolts of-th@Smightiest barrier that opThe results were natural enough. Men fuet was given toit by the city governposed the progressof truth in India.
ment
of
Boston,
on
the
21st
ult.
Mayor
listened to him as to one who knew their
KEY THAT UNLOCKED THE ZENANAS.
mental conflicts from having fought through Shurtleff presided, and addresses were
Entranc&to these dark households was gained
similar ones‘in his own soul, and were at made by Mr. Burlingame, Gov. Bullock,
first startled by his revelations and after- Hon. Charles Sumner, Hon. Caleb Cushing, warily and gradually. The lady missionary first
succeeded in getting’ the consent of the husband
ward won by his ready and practical wis- Ralph Waldo Emerson, Gen. Banks, Chas. for just a short call. After a little acquaintance,
G:
Nazro
and
Edwin
P.
Whipple.
The
dom. And the multiplying thousands of
attractive specimens of needle work, and some’
Orientals are said to have been very much handsome . worsted patterns were introduced.
readers who pore over these volumes, even
when least satisfied with his statement of gratified with their entire journey in Amer- These greatly interested and amused the zenana
women.
A gay cap or slipper has been shown
some special ‘points in theology, can do no ica; and no one who witnesses their minute
the wife, which she would exhibit to her lord; he
and
critical
inspection
of
everything
ofless than acknowledge their deep obligawould be so entirely led captive by it as to yield a
tions to him as one of the most fruitful and fered to their view; can doubt that they ready consent to the regular visits of the missionmean
to
Profi
by
the
oppertunities
of
the
quickening of preachers, and admire the
ary lady. But the regular visits this lady can

« appropriations” would imply the necessi- | written out for a friend, from memory, soon
ty of a general organization for Feceiviag

all localities have an equal interest and responsibiligy.

property then

and so they

trusted him and sought relief through his

a state of things to everybody else antagoheart was set aflame by the frjetion that
nistic, to praise and yet to do it so faintly as
great departments of work and peans to be worse than censure, is to compel would hardly be ‘noticed by many other
which are emphatically general, and ought those doing the work approved to organize, men.’ All public questions interested him
to be held under the control of the denomi- if not produce, a local feeling to do the and enlisted his attempts to understand and
nation. In other bodies, general institu- work so coldly neglected by those who solve them, The struggle between capital
tutions have to be located so as best to ac- ought to make it their own. , Let the ques- and labor was one that drew out his effort.
commodate all the sections embraced. This tions then come squarely béfore the General ‘He made politics a study. He saw and felt
the antagonism between the formal teachis done either by selecting a central locali- Conference ;
ing of the church and the drift of public
“ty, or 'by dividing the institutions and lo1. ‘Can wedo our whole duty, to ourcating them in different loealities. Thus in selves, Bast and West, and to the world, thought, and sought to mediate between
states, although some have supposed it was with only one paper? 2. If not, is there its hostile and contending representa4h
very appropriate to have Penitentiaries and aiiy reason why one paper should be espe- tives.
He seemed dso to have a presentiment
Donate Asylums located near Legislative cially supported and controlled by General
that his work would be a brief one,—that
Halls and Court Houses, yet different local- Conference more than the others?
3. If we
ities are generally selected for such general are really one people, why has any one its very intensity which he could not escape
institutions, while counties and towns at- section any more claim to funds held in com- would kill him in a few years. Andso he
“addressed himself to it with an energy that
tend to local affairs, So in our own organ- pt
another?
is rarely equaled, and that often seemed
ization Churches, Academies and Colleges
Neither charities nor ‘‘ appropriations”
are local, and must be Sustained by loeal | are expected or asked by equal partners. | little less than desperation itself. And the
enterprise.
But our Printing Establish. Appropriations mustbe made to individuals tax which he laid upon his brain was such
as few men could long endure. In Decemments, Theological Schools and Missions
or to organizations. If General Conference
ber, 1849, he preached sixteen times, the
are emphatically general, and ought to he
ig not prepared for appropriating *“‘liberal- sermons being all fresh and strong, special
under denominational control. These are

ly” for inereasing personal

to their side and

made bm ‘8 most valiant soldier in their defens.
He discerned this discord in himself
and ewailed it ag a calamity and a weak-

must be sustained as such, but there are

vital and general interests of the whole body,
and without harmony upon these subjects
we may as well relinquish all idea of unity,

meen
though 16 has dismissed: TS4n fmm he Sengipore

interests of watch and report any indications of trouble.

| the masses, - The chivalry and culture ‘and - District commanders

—————

early consumed in the flames wherewith he
lighted up the community inwhich he lived
and labored. Constituted as Mr. Robence, then no one section would have reason to complain, whatever might be thought ertson was, hi¢ inner life was certain to be
of the propriety of such a course. But the’ intense and earnest and weating ; surfoundConference will probably have to furnish ed as he was by men who often touched
him only to stimulate or sting him into
all or none.of our periodicals. The numan intense activity, it was “inevitable that
ber and location of these papers must of
he should be often roused to. the highest
course be decided by the body that publishpitch
of enthusiasm and the very climax of
es them, and if the General Conference decides that only one is needed, let others effort. He was thoroughly alive in every
gracefully submit or take their chances’ in nerve of soul and body. His sensibility
an opposition line, But to pretendto ap- was quick and powerful. His intellect
was thoroughly wary and critical even when

®
In mansions bright.

——

otherwise

3. The organ will of course claim the
largest degree of sympathy and patronage,
and thus give one section the advantage
over others,
3. This would probably resalt in unpleasant feelings and divisions. It will not
be considered equal justice to all. If all
the printing establishments could be placed
upon the same footing, and the property of
that kind now owned by the whole connection be gold, as it could be, and the money
appropriated or funded by General Confer-

But still I know my Saviour guides my feet

last,

do

commenced a work which the General Con| ference seemed unwilling to assume until
| its practicability was proved, has suffered
from such an imputation, although its fun| dainental principles and declarations are to
the effect that the whole enterprise and funds.
were to be placed at the disposal of the de-

Here I each solemn vow renew—

Ah! crown me

To

ing company which assumed the risk and

Dear Saviour, here thy dying love
I taste=—, . =
0!

subject.

where,
to be a
employ
General
of this

lead to serious ev ils.
1. If there is one ‘“ organ” and other
independent papers, it seems ‘to place
individuals and corporations in opposition to the denomination.
And an exist-

My soul is strengthened to begin anew—
My spirit moistened

good. If money
and the discourthe true policy.
is the end, then

the questions ‘are: How many, and
and how? So long as we pretend
unity and in that united capacity to
the press in our great work, let the
Conference have entire‘ control

Cool waters to the thirsty soul

- How sweet!

:

est Soins allied him, to

their appofntment or nomination from the son and his Sermons,” delineating the char- hated oppression and honored the rights that

t

lo EB
Agents aro allows

to local ‘commit.

‘ =

body.

Suhseribers
other British Provmoes, will in Co
sae
in addition to
the ities af the Paper, to prepay tho bovis to the
:

real work

of money, &e., porated Societies could continue theit exisall communica- tence and confirm the appointments? Three
be addressed to years instead of one would give the Boards

advance, $2,50,
"

the

| tees P

General

paid striotly in

SEPTEMBER

”

va

wr

© THE

MORNING

were robbed by his toil; but God

piety, if they

keg fiveor ten years torid them
of booknd scholastic habits, and get
them into

a contibition of 10, 12

thouglit,

blessed his labors, till now the little church
strong

SEPTEMBER 2

and things of eatth below ‘andhe the sky v
above. Either there must be,

saw his

self-sacrifice
and enriched his heart, and

of his care bids fair to become

STAR:
only

J

act

and

with men.

|

is the use, ” we

hly educausands of

ave as

of such spheres,
oo

important.” Let none féel that these dear
“The Other Side.”
k
what to say, nor ho
say
it,
bretliren are in the way, but letall bid them pression of its greatness,its glory and sa0 that men will listen? What doesit
——r—
Folie
credness. He had felt it to be too great
God-speed in their self-forgetting toil.
mean that one fourth or one third of your
In the article signed *‘ Androscoggin” in
Doubtless
the tendeney, among all is to and ‘mysterious for him to speak of it to months. A good man has been taken from
ents
are expensive failures, educated
some
doubtless
is
* the Star of Aug. 5, there
gain as good places'as they can command. any one and thought nothing of its being our Israel. Funeral services by L. Cum- ‘by
ty to be n
but ciphers in the
r
Com.
truth as in all sweeping statements; but Certainly there is a great pressure on the: otherwise with everybody; but since his ming.
:
ry,
and spoiled for the old occu
because it seems to me to reflect too se- part of churches for the best qualified men; doubt had arisen, he thought if there were
rom
Es Ry should never have Jett?
Is there not some fatal defectin your sys_verely upon some of God's ‘dear. servants, and none would accept any other could really such a world from which all persons
Life. With Christ.
tem?”
y
Fae
whom may he ferhid I should ever forget they pecuniarily help it; for all know that had come to this, those older than” he, * ess
There
is,
if
we
do
not
keep
it
in
full
harBY
IL.
M.'
to love and honor, T would say a word in other things being equal, it is easier to ‘pecially his parents and other persens whom
mony with the w 8, of God's providence,
J
—
We
i
. their defense.
raise a good salary for an educated and he regarded as knowing everything and " For:yeare dead, and your life is hid with Christ in as an instrument for doing his work! There
;
i
Instead of churches of other denomina- ‘able man than a moderate
is not, if its working is. well adjusted and
one for an ordi- could speak of everything; might speak of God. Col. 3:3.
flexible! Queries like these are too sweep.
tions, of the same pecuniary means, paying nary man. But suppose the other things this. And now that he was not sure there
O hide my life with Christ
in God :—
ing. «There may be an element
of truth in
Let me his presence know ; *
double the salaries which ours pay, I am | are not equal,—suppose the spiritual life of was such a world above the sky, or that he |
them, but they make strong
points. instead
Andjn the humble paths he trod
convinced
. generally, and in many cases the educated man to be so poor that he had come from another world to this; or
of opening broad and candid views, A
Let my feet love to go.
;
know, that their poorer churches do not
heavy percentage
of failures is not a pecuLet his dear presence in my soul,
should be, capable of uttering or fecling a would ever go from this to another, he dared
pay, of themselves, much, if any more
liarity of the
ministry. Letthe critics tell
Shine with unclouded ray ;
:
sentiment like that quoted from the “ good: not ask .if he could at all speak.of.it to any
us where
it does not occur! Is there none
than ours of about the same wealth; but brother” by * Androscoggin,” as if ‘‘re- oge, as such an inquiry would betray” his
O may his love my heart control, *of it among lawyers, physicians, teachers;
And lead me day by day.
all such are assisted’ according to their ligious experience” is a poor shallow foolish conceit if, as he now suspected, his
editors, merchants, mechanics, farmers?
need by old and rich churches which our subject that could be exhausted in from idea was but a conceit.
0 hide my life with Christ in God :—
Nor are we to set down every man as a failweak churches haye not to fall back upon. “ three to five sermonk,” while it needed
The doubt increased and the conflict beWhen storms becloud my sky,
ure
in the ministry
who fails to be promiYoul
nd comparatively poor, yet self- the light of science, art or literature to in- tween his hope and his fear became pain-|
nent; many a quiet, retiring, humble, faithAnd when I feel the chastening rod,
ful pastor in obscurity is doing a
at
O may he still be nigh
«lependent; most of our churches do nobly terest and benefit an audience, or who had filand unbearable. He wished he co
work; and God will henor him for it, if
When heaviness is brooding on
and deserve praise. The time wgs when a poor opinion of a réliance upon the work know the truth in-the question. Even con-*|
men-donot,
. . :
My spirit lik: a pall,
we labored under a blind and ruinous mis- of the Spirit or personal experience to” il- firmation of his doubt were better than the
|... We shall receive a power impulse in
0 let me think ‘where Christ has gone,
"take, an extreme of reaction from elder lustrate and explain the Bible.’ I would suspense between it and his. hope.
the work of ministerial
training, certainly,
But
And trust to himmy all.

—will 0
3

errors, and

such

rebuke

was needed far ask what man really comprehends. it any
But so have our min-- ‘otherwise or further than he is so taught?

istry faithfully preached,

till I think our. His power

people are awaking, though far too little,
yet it must be admitted when al] cirenm_ stances are fairly considered, as well “as
other denominations,—to the spirit and
the duty of systematic benevolence.
Let
us ‘encourage progress.
If any fail to ask for their services .all
they would command, or to occupy fields
as important as they are fitted for, let them
he prompted and encouraged; for the
greater the field the greater the usefulness if one be fitted for’ it, but I do not
think thatsuchis the tendency. Our ministers
generally are too truly men not to have a
a fair and sensible appreciation of them-

selves.

-

jp
that

the

be with

more

liberal

culture;

la-

enter the field with meager preparation.
“The writer of the article would, it seems,

say to such that they ought not to have entered the work thus. Does he forget that
God calls men to preach? He cannot deny
men,

(mostly in the infancy or youth of our deto whom

circumstances

works,

know hy asking ‘his parents or his elder
brothers, he could not risk the shame of
asking such a question of them, nor dare
to speak of what no one else ever spoke.

and a better learner of Christ,

but

and

cate themselves since, so as to be practical-

them

possible.

Of

privileges are better.

course

the training of the schools would have
tanght them better how to study, and so
have made greater iniprovement possible ;
but I feel sure that none would receive or
use nore thankfully any assisting hints than
they. Doubtless stronger faith might in
some instances have increased the privileges
and also sometimes the paying capacity of
churches. If ant are failing in ‘this regard,
may they improve, as ‘ they that must
give account.” * .
.
3
Bro. A. complains that they sometimes
labor with their hands nearly as much as
_others, and speaks as-if it was covetousness

avhich led to it. “It may be so "in some
cases, but I know not where.

brother

answer

But

let the

himself where

he

says,

speaking of the competition of cheap men,

when all true

dark

age, ave

gone: then of course they must work more
and more, yet all the time they dare to take
is given to preparation for, and activity
Master's work.

Unfitted

through lack of advantages for the better
fields, they humbly remain where he places
them, trying to live double lives and bear
double burdens, that the ** poor may have
the gospel preached to them.” God forbid
we shonld forget to hondr their labor of
lave, for if all cultured men had their humle
spirit of sacrifice
how would God's

‘kingdom hasten !

A

and

still

around

them,

and

Still may I look to him.
And for the joys beyond the tomb

"May my whole spirif yearn.
O hide my life with Christ in God i—
And let nry heart not cling
To houses, home, or earthly sod,
Or any mortal thing.
But O; with faith’s clear vision. let

Me turn my eyes away,
And have my best affections set

On things that ne’er decay.

|

3

Havingsaid that their preaching was worth
@mothing, Bro. A. goes on to answer his

es, he

said

to

his

cousin,

in

though

too

Small,

Let heaven within my seul begin,
This side eternity.

and
——

i

_IL*

FIRST

for return
to the

WusTtice.

ents, ' teachers,

From the hight gained in the journey, so

Rev.

near its end, the traveler lgoking back over

its course saw its distinguishable beginning
on a small plain, beyond which he could
see nothing. His way anterior to that
point was totally imperceptible.
He remembered that when there his thought was
above

the

stars and the sky. How he came by
idea he did not know.
That he had
remembrance then of experience of
world could not be remembered now.
was there memory of his having been
of it. Only it was remembered as a
known fact. And with the idea of his
ivation from the world above the

that
any
that
Nor
told
then
dessky,

was also the idea of his réturn to it, as

his

ultimate
thought

he
for

destination.
was his true

That
home,

world
whenee

he’

Christians—consider,

and

W. C. Witham,

°*

Another of our beacon lights has been ex-

head of Father

urged

his

hearers to choose

would serve, when he was
Christian

experience,

whom

they

lating his own

vil

ft

telling

their doing so fails to appear a reason.
They do not deceive their congregations.

enings and promises made, what such a
faith always makes,~a deep impression on
his fellow men. His educational advan-

haye homes at which théy labor, ney-

«wr going very fur from them. The people
know and understand them ; and only uner certain circumstances would they be

and of much of their power. Yet with many

of our churches” it has been, through the

infancy and youth of our defomination, and
sustained
pastial
tained preach

with some is stlll,the questioning ofor having
none
7

HS

fl

threat-

the hoihe of the Father of all that world—
his Father, beyond his father of the earthly,
temporary home.
How the translation of
tages were few,
descent had been, as that of ascent was to |
be at return, was mystery too deep

for

his

preferred, Every ono knows that their lack questioning,

of early, trainiag, and want of freedom from
manual laborreb their sermons of interest,

ple unquestioning faith in all God’s

Only the fact he khew—ar
thought—not the manner, only. as the hori-

but perhaps ‘he has done
as much with his ewn peculiar talents,.and

“in the destitute places where

he was often

have been
boundary of all that was this ‘telléctual culture. . Wanderers
world to him, might be the ladder of ‘de- reclaimed, Christians strengthened, siniscont and ascent between that world above ners won to Christ through his travels and

©. AS

toils, We doubt not thatin the world above

ATHETUGUERG

' From

a brief autobiography we learn

wisdom,

something ans

of a collier In En

prospects

were of tists in that town, 16829.

“‘ the first shall be last and the last first."
and when we are debating how to fit a ministry to a’people, the very nicest of all points

this

in our question is, how far shall we

all

We shall find occasion

quick, demonstrative, impulsive, excessive
even, sometimes in its manifestation, but
always present, a Lviag under-current on

the

mentation,

rather to cor-

alizing

the

that will

nota

thesda,

their bidding.

saints below and the angels
above rejoice over the conversion of one
sinner, yet fears ray mingle with their
joy ; but when the Christian victor leaves the
battle field and rises to the perfect blessedness of the saints inlight, the whole family
of God on earth and in heaven may rejoice.
that all his dangers are past.
:
:
i
J. HAYDEN.

lib-

But when

sponse.

great aspect of our

problem

tic struggle in eivil war.

.

ciering, the

len, the visiting of

vide in addition to-this, as largely as possi-

:

of currents in our country
toward the rapid
formation and the
ntic growth of ignoCareful ingni-

rers estimate that in this old Puritan Commonwealth of Mass. not less than thirty
per cent. of the people never attend, even
occasionally, any church! In the other New
England states, facts will hardly warrant a
more cheering conclusion. In other sections of the country we shall find still less
to brighten the scene. It is doubtful
whether at this hour one half of our forty
millions are in any proper sense supplied
with ministers, or in

any

Sones

ct 3. de-

ee reached by even the most casual and
the feeblest of our evangelizing instrumentalities. True, it is not wholly the poor and
the ignorant who thus live untaught and
God,

or even

a

Yet it is chiefly these,

Why

form

ht

and domestic affliction, remind

one of the

lo | days
of Peter and Paul. 'Ttiss
to ad
think
that

faithful laborer should travel miles

from home, and preach half the year with

praying

and
fal-

battle field and hospital

cemeteries for the dead, "whose graves we
may strew with flowers, avere appointed for

'e have already alluded to the strong drift
es.

and

g forth, or sons

to relieve the wounded, and the opening of

less care-

fully disciplined, to carry the Gospel to im-

rant and neglecte:

preaching

weeping over sons go

We shall also see that we must pro-

gy will not reach.

to

The statesmanship, the Jritiousm, the generalship, the mechanical activity, the finan-

un-

mense masses whom the best educated cler-

True, the work

be done was the work of the nation as a unit—the work of all classes in all sections.

touched ; for,
ble, for some adequate ministry,

who

It was on the young men of the land that
God laid the chief stress of our late gigan-

with the

remains

man

CALL TO YOUNG MEN.

, wise learners while
there be enough of
harvest
Te. us, at

insisted,

a call which no

churches.

most earnest emphasis, on such a demand
for the best educated
ministry, another

II.

Itis

seeks the highest welfare of our Sgutzy can ;
set aside as having no claim upon
while it makes a special appeal to the consciences and hearts of the young men in our

men,. they shall be

we have

city and country.

of

in hoth

will not our best

educated clergy reach them?

{ us,

while

that

young mén

valiant

million of

fought for our ‘national

armed

exis-

tence, through the four bloody years, amd

won our great vietory!

| God, our chief

The

were, under

hope; for with

it was stern,

all besides,

bitter, persistent fighting only,

in the name of God and liberty, that could

save us. And now in the sacred war of the
church against ignorance, error, corruption,

vice, irreligion,

infidelity, the

call” to our

young men includes and intensifies all others.

WHO

ARE

YOUNG P——EXAMPLES, d

By young men we must learn

to

mean

not the young in years,so much as the young
in spirit.
Men at thirty or forty are often

still young ; some are younger at fifty than

others at yuo): What we need is GROTEY
enterprise, zeal, ardor, that will count a
share in this great work a privilege, and in
the very momentum with

which

it moves,

will warrant its being quickly commissioned to proclaim God's word, just

Tarsus ** straightway
which once he

OBSTACLES,

The record of his

if any grave
to the dis-

be met hy a cold, guarded, calculating re-

Beither in gut theories

and beyond other

unblest, without

Professorship at Andover Theological Seminary, created especially to provide for the

moving of the

tribution of laborers,or the incompetence o!
some who have run before they were sent,

best preparation in the schools for the great
‘University oflife, in which, like other men,

godliness.

the main

waiting for some

waters for their relief. But,
perplexity is to arise with

one-sid-

even its chief centers of interests =~

shall be turned into hell,” they assert that
God loves men so well that he will take
them all home to heaven together irrespective of character. There is not a sinner
on earth butthat deserves to be in hell and
would be there, even now,-did not mercy’s
intercessions for a while stay the avenger.

do little good anywhere, but spend

careful reading, or earnest Christian work that evil is surely a great way off! Ttcanwill give it.
:
not be seriously felt, till the supply is, on
the whole, greater than the demand—and
A LIBERAL ‘EDUCATION.
when, pray, dpes that seem likely to be?
Education in the spirit of the schools - Now, at least, the call for more laborers is
merely, however thorough,or afterwards in too loud to be unheard or unheeded ; or to

plain declarationsof God that * the wicked

Supply of - Ministers.

He hits the golden mean—

their years chiefly, like the invalids at Be-

commerce or thoughtful travel, or

God suffers them to live. Contrary to the

Selections

educals

the ministry above the level of the people ?
The one element of sympathy between
speaker and hearer—sympathy
well rooted,

as Saul

of

preached ‘the faith
yed.” Our pastors

Three things, at least, will be in the way. | and churches
must be on the alert. to find, .
They are not fitted to labor well among in every department of life, the men. to be
such men ; they could not bo
uately enliste , and the means4o ‘equip and sussupported in this work if they ave
) tain themin such a movoment. -. . .
to it ; and every one of them is imperativeRESPONSIBILITY ‘OF CHURCHES.
ly needed elsewhere. Jeedad, as we

have

already sgen, where his culture will
be one

gredt-element of his strength

; and he will

among the freedmen or the poor

8 a

in the thinly populated parts of the ‘dered. Tire new Professor is évidently the South, nor among the rude Lr
| this world,
with no véSpect ‘any other.
ther. travels
well chosen and thoroughly adapted to his of the West, nor in the small, declining, al| No sign, no intimation of any other could country; his patient self-sacrifices; his sphere
and duties. He says:
be} most ¢xtingt, churches of the East, nor
perseverance in preaching through poverty

he soo fit all his observation of persons

true

‘whoceting.
followed Wehint thinl
ina
Wet

Speech at a tem

that Rev. William C. Witham of Buckfield, | shorter course’ of stpdy. The views pre- go, ought to go, to the field for which he is
it was an illusion of his fancy.
No menone dent’ broth. that
prepared.
So long as more congenial
ofLAN
it he henrd
by all aid
the persons
he Me.,- was born on Cape Cod, Massachusetts, sented ave disoriminating® just, apprecia-|
p
conversations
5b lo
has borne many such. tion
J
i
n
1794;
wag
convertedin.
Paris,
Me.,
in
4
Hive wid free from all ‘one-sidedness and ex- than they oan be supplicd, they will not in
(Aroscogein,
| of the persons and things of this world, 1824, and was ordainedby ‘the Free Bap- travagance ; and hence deserve to be pon-. any considerabl® numbers spend thle ives
plans and

be

| Mr. Gough tells us, in his inimitable way.

am instance

| All interests,

to this must

er communities all about us, if we
would
Hope to see them laboring with thé ‘Highest

nor our practice should we
help in the
least
to foster so hurtful a bias. But after
we have Sought to
give our students the

EE LLEd b

We take pleasure in presenting

bond

of the pastors who-shall labor in these oth-

talents,

such men, as well, for

ed education, Jd

portions of the inaugural address of Rev.
ave: many who ‘will be stars in the J. L. Taylor, recently chosen to the Smith
But: the iden of this celéstial origin, indu- there
crown: of ‘his vejoicing
0
RRR

bious for awhile,” hecame shadowed with
apprehension that it might not be true,

need

called to labor, as many with a proader in-

zon, the

and thi below,”

leaders;—fof

shrewd, candid,
life shall last; will
them for the great

fidence, could doubt that he loved that ser- of right at
vice, and patiently waited the sure reward. |.
——The
We remember him wheft in middle life, he

his joy in Jesus and his assurMce that he
some indefinite term he ‘had been sent: to,
was called to preach his Gospel. His simthis. The sojourn here accomplished, he

They

8

for

eral education now ; but a narrow

Chips.
;

outgrow

the line of the schools chiefly, is

With him at last appear.
Cauterbury, N. H., Aug., 1865,

Witham is laid low, and another has been
added to the number of those who have
“overcome,” and have the promise of sit——If there was a church numbering
ting down with the Saviour on his. throne. many millions, ‘embracing all the D. I's,
Out of his seventy-five years, forty-five and all the learning and talent of the world,
were spent in the service of his Heavenly they could be no’ standard for my conMaster. . None who have heard his pray- _Beience’; it would not be excusable in me to
ers, his expressions of filial trust and con- swerve a hair's breadth from my convictions

own argument by telling that theso cheap
anen often outrun better educated men in
competition, while the reason he gives for

would be reealled to the everlasting abode,

And follow him while here;
And counting all things else as dross

to justify the wicked on the ground that

—

tinguished: . The honored

3

O hide my life with Christ in God :~—
Ard make my soul secure;
"Tis written in his blessed word
His promises are sure.
O let me humbly bear the cross,

i

aying of .an Atlantic cable—the

the drill and discipline of our faculties in
the schools, so that we may have the power
to think or to speak. The mind is often as
effectually quickened, sharpened, expawded, made expert, by such sc coli os So

——Men wonder that God allows wickedness to exist, and will sometimes attempt

judge if for all in thé beginning of their life's
journey, there be not the same need of instruction as in the case of this traveler.
GREY.
he

BTAGE.

world:

home,

had been saved from much error, danger
and evil following the fall by the idea
of celestial origin and destination. - Par--

;

‘that he had come from a

heavenly

One thing which now saves us from some

of thymen
evilsso incident.
large

rect and enlarge our views of education it- moving neither too near nor too far from
self in its widest scope.
the level of his
people, borne on the tide of
deep kindred feeling in his own heart and
DISCIPLINE AND CULTURE.
theirs, and they hear him as the common
A technical routine of discipline—so ma- people, to the vast astonishment of the Rabny years here and so many more there—is bis, heard Christ, * gladly.”
yuite too little. Make the strictly profesDo we then, in thus stating the problem,
sional training as complete as
ssible ; advocate a new era of invidious caste in socritical, tasteful, broad, varied,enthusiastic,
ciety, and corresponding caste among thc
besides adding to this everything within clergy? Shall one of these orders in the
your reach before and afterwards, apd the ministry be shut up to the ignorant masses,
clergy for such communities
in such and the other shut out from them?
Far
times will not be spoiled for their work, from it ; we want no such result, and we
but just so much the better fitted for it and could not have it if we did. We shall find
the more effective in it. Nor is it in all the earnest workers of both classes, in both
cases indispensable that one -go,
by regular spheres, often crossing hands, often interstages, through Academy, College, and changing fields or forms of Sabor. We Hall
| Seminary, in order to that hi h education still have a
centage—perhaps a
large
of which there is such need.
Education is per cen
bao’ is
in each class,

And 0, be Christ my precious friend
‘When I approach the grave.

that plane Of the beginning of his earthly

Retrospective.
—

|

|

yet

not the mere knowledge of books—nor

Upon the path my Saviour trod,
And let that path be mine.
O lead and guide me to the end,
My soul from sin to save,

fying himself for his eternal heritage there,
.
—and had he been. shown the way from |

life,

:

O hide my life with Christ in God :—
O Holy Spirit shine

hither sent
for a term to prove if he
would his celestial origin, in doing the
will of his heavenly Father here, so quali-

¢

Prospective

The wicked thing to cast.

_ O hide my life with Christ in God :—

that he was from’a higher world than this,

ent before the

oF

O may I hasten fast

Forth from my all but bleeding breast

interroga-

ET TREE

most important points in the Home Mis- which
they move together, will atone for a
sionary field. Such men, too, are indis- thousand faults besides.
pensable at all great centers of influence in
Cooler and more carifal men—men fax
the older communities of the land.
greater and more laborious--will often wonThere need be no fear that we shall over- der what can be the secret of such a minisestimate the value here of the highest cul- ter’s
power ; but their surprise is his com-

ture.

Till idols, which there make abode,
Are on his altar laid.
:
If there's one dearer tham the rest,

‘ No, you could never have been higher

greatly increased from those of former
days. So far as I know, our young men
when pressed with the Divine eall,. feel
deeply the need of every possible help and
training, and are working heartily for it.
If any do not so feel, or. through indolence
or covetousness are not so working, may
the words of Androscoggin sting - them till
awakened from their dream of self-conceit,

We

‘Say to me, ‘“ Peace be still.”
O hide my life with Christ in God :—
My quivering heart O aid,

than the trees,” was the decisive.answer.
It was received as oracular—death to his

are

4

From his eternal throne.
© let my soul for aye rejoice
To do his blessed will;
That I may hear his heavenly voice

tory disclamation,
‘* I was never up higher than the tops of the trees, was I

of

was long since laid and waits
only for the
magnetism of responsive hearts!
And

piety, ripened and refined by whatever the
best discipline can impart.
There must be such men to carry forward the great work of Foreign Missions.

-

O fix my heart above,
Help me to pass beneath the rod,
: Sustained by his dear love.
O let me triumph over sin,
Through him who ‘died for me, —

now do, that it is a duty and blessed privilege to consecrate one-tenth,of current in- hope, confirmation of what he feared. He
comes to God. Then will the Millennium was of earth, and only earth was for him!
begin to dawn.
;
Had he found true answer—assurance
Our advantages,

it ask

Let me fear him alone
Who rules the heavens with slightest nod

yet obtain the knowledge he wanted, Turning hislook from the heavens to the tall
grove on one side of their little firelight
brightening the leaves of its lower branch-

thought

ship, which touched the heart springs that ;
Mr. Gough for once could not find! So

The great work ean never

O hide my life with Christ in God :—

vain eonceit the world of his hope was; and

serious

no need here of
i
ending
in repeated failures, to-establish a bond of
sym
y between pastor
and flock, like

”|{-want; on the contrary the more it expands
and varies in this free atmosphere of secunlar life about it, the more imperatively will

Free me from every heavy clod
That weighs my spirit down :
Create in me a willing heart
My Lord to serve and fear,
Aud cheerfully perform the part
Allotted to me here.

al

Are these
growing masses,
then, to be left without a ministry ?
Te

WANTS.

O hide my life with Christ in God :—
-Let me not fear earth’s frown:

above

from

at least—especially for one whose e
edother,
rt
ucatiow was so limited. He himself
tells
pretend to be much inI. We shall see that we must do what- us that he does not
ever is possible to
vide a far greater terested in other subjects, but on this he
er of fee
We
supply of thoroughly educated ministers.— feels with- all bis
yl
ing due care to keep thelong disci- know, too, thathe is in a wonderful'degrec
pline of such-men #lways in earnest sympa- master of many varieties of style in speech
thy with their work; devising all wise and action, chisfly hesauze De is so smiobionsays on
that
methods of bringing them into contact with al and sympathetic—
less the rough colmen, so that they shall not by any mis- night he i
chance be educated away from the people liers in vain ; but, when he had done, that
or the times, nor in their spirit away from reformmed drunkard, their fellow workman
hbor, came forward and stirred
the most self-denying fields or forms of la- and
bor, we shall find a demand for more of them with his quaint words and homely ilthen than we can. furnish: and the better lustrations, so that more than fifty rushed
We can educate them the greater will be the to the platform and signed the eg odze
Here was a power of adaptation, of fellow call.

+O in the hours of deepest gloom
.
To him still may I turn,

bank of the brook of the pasture. It was
an evening of early autumn.
All was

Christians will feel, as many

time.

awhich statement I can bear witness. They
commence giving far more of their time to
toil for the poor struggling churches, left
by Providence to’ thelr care, than those
churches can possibly pay them for. This
they do willingly, freely, till those precious

in, theirbeloved

he might

the blaze of “their little child’s fire-place
and chimney built in the side of a grassy

:

to the truth of

savings, the hope of declining

moment

parents or brothers a cousin, his. senior
by a year or two.
They were spending
an evening together by themselves, by

To be sure, we need greatly increased
benevolence, but let us take courage. The
churches are beginning to move in the
right direction, and I see by faith the day

and send their folly to judg

«* some come from the farm, shop or school,
having a few hundred ‘dollars which they

are willing to sacrifice,”

atany

opposite directions; opposite,

ch the more surely

sons

not conflicting nor inconsistent with, each

hide my life with Christ in God :—
And when my faith grows dim,
And doubts press as a heavy load,

But he had, an associate more familiar than

strength of God strive ye to do better whose

ly useful and acceptable to many parts of
God's vineyard, and certainly as much as
to

Though

in-two

O

this the greatest of all themes to his: feel-

«luties actually forbade the acquisition of
the culture usmally so desirable, and he
probably ‘will not-deny his wisdom in 20 | would not advise the withdrawal ,of their
doing ;—hesides, experience has justified it. * unsanctified feet from the pulpit,” yet
Rarely, if ever; have they failed to edu- ‘these were of the class in question.
In the

‘nas seemed

ask,

arched the starry sky, in the beauty, glory
and mystery’ of its limitless depth and sinot on the account of his cheapness, but in lence.
In vain had the inquirer gazed into
spite of it; while it never fails.tg.be the it, asking the solution of the question torcase that the man of fine and highly "culti- turing him with its doubt and belief, its
vated powers, who has truly conceived the hope and fear. He feared no shame in any
Gospel’s infinite worth, is successful in win- answer it would give. But it gave no anning souls and is in consequent demand by swer. If the world of his hope were there,
the true Christian church, just in prepor- {it was in the hight beyond the stars, betion to his culture and actual power.
yond all sight, all call. If the stars knew
We need our poor, rough-hewn brethren, of it, they gave no answer, made no sign.
but rich in faith—all that God has sent us of The conversation with his cousin guest, by
them, and if any feel their competition as his little out-door fireside, -had ceased for |
a burden, thereis nothing for them to do some moments, as-his gaze had fixed on the
but to get up and out of the way by a strong- starry sky, and his visitor's on the blaze of
er and more spiritual life. Daniel Webster the little child's hearth, when the inquirer
once said of the demand for lawyers, “There
determined to endure the suspepse no lonis always roomin the upper story.”
ger, but yet cautious of the dregded shame,
If fathers Phinney, Coffin, Chandler and would put the questionfo his ‘oracle in a
Fairfield were living, probably the brother manner not to betray His vain conceit, if

none know it more thoroughly or feel
it more keenly than do they who are
obliged by the force of circumstances to

nomination,)

not

ings.

much for God, is beloved and deeply taught
of him. Some may think it strange that
truly live churches always prefer spiritual
to mental riches; but they always will
where but one can he had; and-if: the poor
brother is ever preferred to the other, it is

but

the fact that he has sometimes called

should

dared

their silence for

make him a deeper student of God and his

ble subject, and that all other teaching is
comparatively too trifling to claim the effort
of God's ambassador; and who, sacrificing

hors of poorly educated preachers can never be so acceptable to congregations, especially refined and educated ones, as they
would

always

He

and all voices continued

it does not always.
What wonder is it if
such a man should be rejected, when compared with the poor half-learned brother
who has the true greatness to understand
that the gospel is all the really inexhausti-

5

Of course every one knows

as. a student

how could he know?

our

the ministry.

Ld

_ amore than at present.

are

It must not be

for po

our seminaries are only the i

ponents of the church, Ay

er all of its forms, They

educate the men whom

y However, dh!

and ex-
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York, un-

send to them. : Their own

or
will insensibly be cooled
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nly help to

rohes

the ¢

the pra

shall

the work
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The
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among the lumbermen, the miners,the fish
5
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the
ter of a century, that our excellent theolog- ermen, the newsboys, the throngs of
o
'
stituen
if
a
us
18
|
ical seminaries
are too widely estranged grants, the thousands of boatmen and sail- he Clorgy ond nly of thin ; and, earnestly .
God's blessing, be
from common sense—that, somehow, while ors whom we are anxious to save. Nor

It hag been
a common remark, for a quar-

A

their graduates arc learned and zealous, it shall wo have any right to question oither
hi
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is hid with Christ in God, our regl exis- | 5, Carry tracts and good books with you « He stands fire, he stands fire, He's genuColored -Preacher’s Experiences. | life
tenceis hi dden with God. The 2blessedness to read, distribute,or lend, accordingto ine.” After that, no one distu
d him.

~ Wdectisements.

| of being saved is that we lose altogether simstahees.
“won ki
souls
. ‘He had overcome opposition—hps
- FATHER PARKER'AND PRESIDENT LINCOLN. our connection with earth, we get life with
4
opportunities to do
to the respect.
wd op
mab
secure, because none can touch the
In the vicinityof Nerfolk, Virginia, there Jesus,
life
of
Chyist.We
are
translated
out
of
the
all.
i
Ra
Cae
_ lives a noted old colored preacher known as ‘power of darkness into the kingdom
To
.
of God's
*,
7. Never, by deed or conversation® api
3
4
.
Father Parker. - He was a slave up to Hp.
Son.
“We walk by faith, not by pear to be. ashamed of your religious prolamation
time,” and had for yéars prev ousYu.
yy
:
.
i
;
y Tul
=~.
fesgion.
ly been Fig to buy his us by installis remarkable how that ve¥se comes in:
Letme entreat you to vead these items
mentsof $120 4 year, having in this way 2 ItCor.
* Therefore we are always of advice over and over again, and recup-to
paid tohis master $1300. The colored folks confident,5:68:
CUTLE Y COMNDAYNY,
knowing that while we are at themin every time of femptation, They are 4 : MERIDDE
l
Miso fue urer EB vero
‘home
in
the
body,
we
are
absent
from
the
affectionate
warning
of
one
who
knows
th iy the Lord ; for we walk by fiiith,not by sight.
hem byby the
mw ARL
CIT TLERY , |
rauaed to them
ore
of the freedom granted

soni of thos!nto whose society you may

le

ht.”

,

i

>

a}

%

LY

.

the danger of your

a dayof

cipation Proclamation, and: held

heart's

thankaghving ovet it.
There was service ‘We are confident, I say, andiwilling ‘rather
, a procession. Father to be absent from the body and be at home
in 4
church
and then
with the Lord.” We do'not walk as others
all around us who mustsee everything be+ the Angust
fore they believe, who must grasp every\ SK
1. dap
TOE
Rh
Se
y
A er service we had a’procession of col- thing by their senses, and must touch, taste
-- ored p 16 through the streets. As many and handle. Therefore the Apostle says
BE
ie
as five thousand people marched fourabreast twice «We ave confident.” ~
What
gives
this
strong,
unbroken
confi
through the town tothe General's healquardence?
Just this one fact,that ‘we walk by
ters. BELL
leneral appointed me to make a faith,not by sight.” We speak of things we
The
speech 0 him when the procession got. have never realized by our senses. We have:
there. | 9 they had me ina nice carriage never seen the Lord,” we have never witwith four black horses, in the middle of the nessed anything of the glory: Have we

heart.”

corners

where the soldiers

were

standin

world—no

one
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whichneeded alFtheir skill. A fine tool, with |

: ERIDEN CUTLERY

out which they could not work, slid down
the pipe. Their hands were too large to
get it up again. The house was .full of
grows people but no help could they give:
their hands were.as large as the plumbers’

0
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when
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Company,

MANUFACTURERS
OF
Plain and Galvanized Wrought Iron Pipe; Steam and
Gas Fittings of all kinds ; Brass and Iron Valves;
Steam Whistles ; Locomotive; Marine, TubularsFlue and Cylinder Boilers ; Barlow’s
Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes

on

1]

Rav4i Beckorn OF, New Yt,

bot-

escorted me rightinto watery grave, the fearful thought that his
Hall ; that great mar- soul was sinking to ‘‘ the death which never
wise men all sittin dies” flashed up on him, rendering doubly
making laws for the] significant his despairing cry, “Too late!” .
It was

a

d, a

eader, are there

no drowning

Then we went to the other end of the

than this.

We shall all be there.

meet-

Also, Saperior Pianos, Melodeons ;and Publishers ¢ SUN.
We will rent85gue Organs by

the month,
3m22

you love the Lord Jésus Christ? Now, sir,
} chink 7 can say, yes.
What will you say,
sir ?”
;

WANTE
popula Lo
g accura
mother.

When he had stopped, all present were: silent. Atlength the lawyer said that, as the
evening was far gone, they had better con.
clude it with prayer, and Jioposed that the
seats with them—me! 1 felt as weak as a brethren, what shall Ido to be saved?” Have native should pray. Hedid so; and as he
child; Lfelt like good Simeon did: Now you so forgotten the danger from which the poured ont his. heart to God the lawyer could
let thy servant Sept in peace, for mine great * Captain of our salvation” has rescu- not conceal
his feelings, . Tears started from
eyes have seen.’
Then I visited the Treas- ed you as to be deafto their imploring cries? his eyes, and he sobbed aloud. All present
urs, the Patent office, and the White House. Let us stretch forth our hands to these de- wept too; and when they separated, the
sat down in the Park there, on one of spairing, sinking souls,and place them in the words ‘What will you say, sir?” followed
the
‘iron settees, and there I spread out my strong arms of Christ. Like the brave sailor the lawyer home, and did not leave himtill
arms, likea buzzard does his wings, dnd who risks his life to rescue a drowning com- ‘he was brought to the Saviour.
-lay back and enjoyed the scenéry
so much. rade, let us labor, endure, and suffer if need
The ocean-breezes are bearing to us, from

¢« From
4w22

building—to the Senate—where the old far-off heathen lands, the entreaty, ‘‘ Come
men were—like the old school of the proph- over and help us ;”'and in our own communiets. And I sat right down in one of their ties the inquiry meets us daily, ‘Men and

‘Ad,’ says I, “this is the air of

freedom.’—

be, to save the perishing.
And, oh! beware,ye that bear the name of
Christ, lest your profession be but a false

Next we came up with the committee of
colored men from different States, who
were going to call on the President,
My.
Lincoln.
INTERVIEW, WITH THE PRESIDENT,
’
!
J
.
.
:
Ne
They took us into the White House,
threugh all the
grand rooms there. I felt

of i

rely

Rather, *“let
may see clearly
then shall yotir
like the Quéén of Sheba did when she went: at last, on the

v
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| npited in a common

.

|

But he got right up,as

had introduced

vate duties of reading,

meditation,
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IF TRAVELING.
1. Never, on any plea , whatever ! travel
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©. on the Lord's day. ~~ 7 FA RNR Aime.
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‘on the altar.—Jeremy Taylor.
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and bé safe,

'2.. Mike pe area ement#4o stop, if |
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enjoy ourselves; thus Josie, in some placg/where you can ‘ens
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suitable religious privileges.
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THE WILCOX &

corrects

Granite

Boston.

GIBBS SEWING

MACHINE,

in use for family sewing the Wilcox &

Gibbs

had

Sewing

Machine. For the simplicity and perfect finish of the
machinery, the ease with which it is operated, the
noiseless manner in which it does its
elasticity and durability of the seam,

werk, and the
he
believes it

well worthy a first rank among Sewing Machines
3
L. R. BURLINGAME,
Dover, N, H. Jan, 27, 1868.
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* A SURE CURE FOR

© A

TT ARRHE.
DEMERITT’S

Oatarrh

Remedy. -

ORGAN,

GEORGE T. DAY,

WOODMAN AND HAMMETT
prepared to furnish any School Books
pub:
lished
in Boston, New York, or Philadelphia,
together with any article needed in the School Room,
including
GI
, Maps, ‘Charts, ‘Pointers, Blackhours, nk
, &c., &e. Also. a full assortment
of
ik Books and Stationery, at the lowest prices

CHARLESTOWN, Mass., 1867,
D. J. Demepitt :—Dear Sir:—1 cannot refrain fronr an
expression of the greatest gratitude to you; indeed Ihave
no language to express the great benefit 1 have received
from your North American
Remedy. For ten years 1
wasdéafllicted with chronic Catarrh, gradually growing
worse, until I had almost become a burden to myself and
those around me. I was induced by a friend to try your
remedy ; I have used not quite one Jackage, and to my
aston ishment
I am entirely cured. 1 say to those afflicted with Catarrh, try it, ang Fa will be cured of that an-

noying disease,

..
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Tested free at their office, 117 Hanover St., Boston.
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MRS. MARY BAKER,
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M7 Warren Street.
These testimonials ave a sample of what we are daily
receiving. We warrant it to. give immediate and per-
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Dover, N. H., Jan, 27, 1808:
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TERM begins on Tuesday,

the

CAMBRIDGEPORT, Mass, June 26, 1867,
D. J. Demeritt :—Dear Sir:—This is to certity that I have
Ihave
been
personally Requainted with’ the ORGANS . been aflicted with that loathsome disease. Catayrrh, in its
of Messrs.
Baker and Randall, Manufacturers at worst forms for nine years. I used many Kinds of remedies, but did not recefve any lasting benefit until I tried
Providence, R. I,, for several years past, and do not
your North American Catarrh Remedy.
I can truly say
‘hesitate to set down their Instruments as equal in
that I received more relief by one application than all
mechanical excellence, in action, in purity and richthat I have ever used, less than one pack
has
ness of tone, in durability, and in the combination of others
entirely cured mer I heartily recommend it to all who
numerous valuable appliances and good qualities, to
‘may be afflicted with Catarrh.
‘those made at any other establishment in the country.
DANIEL STCNE, Proprietor, Union Houss, -
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ning. He did not ‘flinch, however. ' The Next Term begins Septom
third evening he kneeled down and prayed,
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imitations.
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r all.--Stemcil Tool Samples
free, Address A. J. FULLAM, Springfield, Vt.

To their surprise he

exclaimed :

IN

It not only relieves the child from pain, but

directions for using will accompany each
e,
f
Be sure’and call for
“MRS. WINSLOW'S SOOTHING SYRUP,"
Having the
imile of * CURTIS & PERKINS,”
on the hel wrapper. All others are base

can

because

the best

P. 8. Wringers of all kinds Repaired.
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ru

PITTSBURGH,
PROPRIETORS.

ped on his knees, and they in:

of the soldiers

97

‘We helieve it thé BEST and SUREST REM-

DRUGGISTS,

FR,

n

SUCCESS
'

&

GEO. H. HOOD,

EDY.IN THE WORLD, in all cases of DYBENTERY and DIARRH(EA IN CHILDREN,
whether arising from teething
or any other cause.

WORMS

apprehension,

focts., twice as mang 30)
2

v

:

acidity, and gives tone and en
to the whole
system. It will also instantly relieve
Griping in the Bowels and Wind Colio.

a Day

Picture

erly watchedto seeif he verily dare to pray

the sixth, one

in

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN EMPLOYED.

Wa

ii

For Children Teething.
This Falusble preparation has béen used with

specific for worms Mosea with the

WHOLESALE

m2?

leaped upon the bed and shouted in his ear.

a second time.

i

Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup,

B. A. Fahnestock’s Son & Co.,

a storm. IHisses, shouts and
filled
‘the ¥oom with hideous noise. Belts were |
at the knee
soldier, one man

Why do we long for this rest? From what to your soul, and honorable Bgin God.
re
oss of their continued mocking and
ac
oid arise in our hearts?
. Every day find or make time for | noise. Onthe fourth ev
the ‘noise was
‘rom - the
that we are not‘‘at home.” your private duties of reading, meditation, less. On the fifth it was still less, and on
Our members are here
Nr

And it is given

‘

v.

DON'T FAIL TO PROCURE

ery one knows its
perfect safety. It has now been
before the wii ot over ‘‘ FORTY YEARS,” and has
attested its su riority in thomsands of cases,
throughout all parts of the world.
It is the imperativey duty of eve ryy parent to watoh
the health of his child, and to pro de himself with
this potent 3, pecie.
Be careful to observe the initials of the name, and
see that you get
“B. A. FAHNESTOCK’S VERMIFUGE.”
x

;

end.of
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et been discovered which
has
e substituted in its place,

Nothing

and

and many other of the religions and agrienltural
apers.
P Send the retail price, Washer, $14, extra Wringer,
orward either or both machines,
free
Jiaces where no one is selling, and
so
sure are we that they willbe liked, that we
e to
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ety, and no one could fail to be stimulated

to it, but it 18 the one stable and eternal

for the most part earnest and God-fearing

by coming in contact

with the piety and

culture of its members.

Tts

ape old temple
:

ritual

ministry are

growth, or shake
"its foundation,

its
It

to

complexion.

souls as they were, except through the same

—

leader, whom Congress

Temi

ed. in support of this view

of the

Ermer

ig ha or a

Do ang 1. Bo

Vermont, . till the inauguration of some
great home. undertaking that should com-

mend itself to the intelligence and enterprise of the people, and furnish a field. for

What proofs has the College
Seminary to show, that this end has been

gies of our young men and young ‘women

and M.-S. 4.the development and activity

reached to any considerable

past?

would

have

h, a
been

Please examine

extent in the

their records and

of the emer-

there. Live Green Mountain Seminary, and
Lyndon Lit. & Bib. Institution!
J. ¥.
W aterBury Center, Aug. 19.
:
Maine Central Institute.
————

Now is the time for the friends of this Institution to show their interest in the enter-

prise.

The building is under contract tobe

finished in six months and to be paid for in

six monthly.

payments.

Its costis

to be

finishing

of the

£32,000, not including the

inside of the two upper stories. The foundation is completed. The corner stone was

laid Aug.
Weymouth,

17, Revs.

E. Knowlton, N. F

D. Waterman,

S. McKeown,

R. W. Files, Esq, and others taking part in

the ceremonies. The brick work is progressing rapidly. One of the wings is raised to
the top of the first story already.

The ques-

tion with us now is, Shall we pay aswe go?
The means we now. have will not more than
meet two payments.
Brethren and sisters,
let your responses come to us ina substantial way.

The trustfes attheir late meeting empowered their agent to appoint others to aid him
in collecting funds to meet these payments.

Revs ®N. F. Weymouth and L. L. Harmon
will act with us in forwarding this work.
Will our ministers and leading members,
stir up an interest in their various localities, collect what they can, and forward to me at

Pittsfield ? The time is short, the work is
great. But it can be done. Will our friends
say it must be done? Fourteen hundred
and twenty dollars in cash and personal

pledges were receivedat the late session of
the Penobscot'Y, M.

This speaks well.

The school has been in operation only two
years, and yet many of the towns and villa-

ges in this Y.. M., are beginning to feel its
influence. With the hearty co-operation of
its friends, it is to becofne a Star in the East

| which shall not only cheer the traveler as-

ern Vermont formed no part of our original

biillt in the village, a careful study of the

site, so far as the prospect from it, and also

mark the spot where heavenly influences
cluster, the place where Jesus discloses
himself tb our youth and they enter into an
abiding alliance with Him. Shall this work
for God and our children be accomplished ?
A. L. GERRIsH, Agent.

Pittsfield, Aug. 25, 1868

Reports of the Home Mission Society.

|

According to a vote of the General Conference, all organizations

of State,Y. M.,

orQ. M. Home Mission Societies in our denomination, are requested to make an annual reportof the amount of funds raised and

number of missionaries employed,and of the
amount of mission work performed by
each of such organizations during the ygar
preceding the. first day of Sept., to the
Corresponding Secretary of the parent

Concord, N. H,, Aug.
20, 1868,
Fi
:

stands Camel's Hump, vieing with Mans-

sossly of finds, in carrying forward field, its hight being only a fow ‘hundred
worldly enterprises. None ever questioned feet less... These are of coursein the Green

view the. case all such. the wisdomof raising money for railroad
As»we
Any considefable attempt to do
o | reagoning is far-fetched and irrelevant: If building.
fue second. church in. gem pot. adheres in

80og

hii be considered madis asked for great

Mountain range. The whole line between

and so around

to the right and left, and

even in the'rear, ave hills on hills in wild |

|

:

pin

Revivals, - &c.

LAWRENCE, Mass.

God is again visiting

profusion. The soil in the vicinity is ex- us in Lawrenge. by his grace. , During the
are past week ten or twelve have expressed
;
‘at cellent, the hoyses though not large
unchristian and EE
of almost without exception neat and tidy, their purpose to livea godly life, and ‘there
SAS
ce, as begga , | and the whole aspect of the:
00d | are indications )
: is lt fn asking
a
are
|
the
result
of
the
r
e
v
i
v
a
l
last
s
p
r
i
n
is one of thrift and good taste,
here are
clearest
caseof imperative scores
on scores of the’ ‘most ‘beautiful. Rev.H., Perry of Attica,N. xX, assisted, about

a

communion sen- |
£1

immersion. Wha iio worthy of nien- | aid, Bix, lie

no oth- duty, and cause
the
is -often leftto suffer
the painful findertaking.
f Wester- rather than’
Bates College through its Prosident, as
with: Rev. Mr.
Hubbard last
Why should a man sent forth an
earnst appeal for $25,000 to
conditionswhich will give the Col- |
Who 1 10: rordly 10340 in extending liberal | meet
m
/

to it from various

cending the hill of science, but shall ever

New and Notes.

case is sacrifice. AI spoNintily admit the ne-

timents are not necessarily connected. with

———

desire has been realized. For more than
twenty years we have felt that our cause
would make but little further progress in

surrounding points are
willing te follow. With a President who
sought only to follow, and a Congress of | concerned, have given us, we think, considjealous equals, the nation drifted on like a° ering the limited time spent, a somewhat Home Mission Society, that the amount of
“ship with no wind in the sails and no hand correct idea of the ‘‘lay of the land,” both all Home Mission funds and Home Mission
on the helm.
Encumbered with years, literally and figuratively.
work in the denomination may be embodworn out with long and weary conflict, Mr.
ied in our ‘Annaal Home Mission Report.
The
site
is
well
chosen,
The
locating
Stevens could put forth but half his power.
But for this burden of years, his name woald committee, who amid the snows of winter Will the Treasurers and Secretaries of all
stand as far above most of his contempora- selected it, would, we think, be confirmed such Societies tmmediately forward their
in their judgment. could they see it now reports to the subscriber so that he can have
most earnest consideration and action on ries as Clay, Webster or Calhoun’s above
theirs. As it is, no single mind has done
amid the bloom and freshness of summer. them by the first week in Sept ?
the partof every friend of Zion.
more to shape this era.
"Also all churches which-have been aided
J. J.B,
From it there opens up to the admiring eye
a panorama of lofty mountains, green by the Home Mission Society are. hereby
Current Topics.
trees and sunny vales—rarely surpassed requested to send reports acgording to a
for extent and beauty even in any part of circular which will be sent to the pastor of
——REGUI, AR OR IRREGULAR ? A wriler
this . romantic state. To the right some each of those churches, immediately on the
Raising\g Money.
in the Watchman and Reflector arglies that
fiftepn. miles away, rises Mansfield ‘meun- reception of the circular, Brethren do not
money for benevolent tain, the highest elevation in the state, piled forget nor delay to answer this request.
the Second Baptist church in Newport, “R. . The task of raising
I., of which Rey. C. H: Malcom is pas- “purposes is. in itself evidently very taxing, up oy
of more than four fifths of a All reports should be received beforo the
tor, is not a ‘ Regular,” buf an
Irregu- vexatious and undesirable. The .goodness mile, laigely a place of summer résort. 7th day of Sept. f
Sitas Curris, Cor. Sec. .
lax,” Baptist church. The chief reason urg- of the ‘object: ‘prompts * dnd urges the To the left, and at about the same distance,

a} ‘spent at Das. ar.
|
Calvinistie or
Ee

adopt the language of *‘good old Simeon,”
we can say at least, that a long cherished

but to those then having them in charge.

We should have had, at the

start, what we have lacked all throu

gospel which they preached.
What then can we do to promote the reading and study of the Seriptefres in every department of society? This is an inquiry
of great practical importance in connection with our various plans and labors
in the cause of benevolence. A subject so
vital, especially in the present state of our
country and the world, is worthy of the

State, and’ some who led us to ‘eall in

Sapien I

It

not belong to the donors of the Institutions,

that make a
great man, Mr. Stevens adds
one more. His whole life was of a piece.

men in the prime of their usefulness. We simply because this church does not regard
| observed, however, a few such men a¥ Drs, | immersion as an essential pre-requisite to

shady side of life, but who have come
regarded asamong
the human Mor
Kearsarges and Washingtonsof the ¢

management.

for which the Apostles and primitive Christians suffered-the loss of all things earthly.
Nowif the College and Seminary shall ‘in
coming years, fail in reaching directly or
indirectly this momentous end of ‘saving
souls from death,” “the responsibility will

mold them—surely ‘these’ are the qualities

built oii a sure’ foundation. t has with| Wallace, Young and Botton; now onthe | communion.
“atood manya storm. Fewill a.
allIt changes, and glocay,

its financial

for which he gave his most precious life, and

programme.
An urgent request, however,
from
our
previously
mentioned friend, D.
Beginning, middle and end were one harmonious whole. Our ‘‘ GREAT COMMON- S.F., and a desire to acquaint ourselves
ER'S" life was no : patchwork. : Giddings personally with this important enterprise
must yield to him in intellectual ability and prevailed on us to‘tarry over a single day
the qualities of a leader. Adams's life was for this purpose. A drive through nearly
a patchwork of selfishness and servili
ty all the streets within a mile of “the institucrowned with ten years—ending the eighty
—when his soul rose to serve
his country tion site, a hasty trip to Waterbury *‘street”
and his race. But the GREAT "COMMONER some three or four miles away, where is the
to the sacred word, which shall inspire our won his title by the simplicity of his life, néarest rail-road station, a brief but pleasthe wholeness of his devotion, his unmatchsermons, and pervade the minds of the ed abiliity and the proud success Heaven ant call on Bro. F—r, pastor of the
away near
people. ‘Paul and Peter, Luther, White- accorded him. Ifin 1861 he had been fifty church, living some two miles,
field, Edwards, Randall would not, if on years old, instead of close on seventy, the the present meeting house, Thich of course
earth now, be as successful in winning war would have had, we think, a different is to be given up for a new one yet to be

of the

Lord is the most glorious and secure institution of which we have any knowledge.
© Men despise it, ignore it, hesitate fo belong

institution opento man's Sollowship. It is

individuals

witty ; but not adapted to the vital wants of
the Congregationalists. May God reward the soul—it: leads’ not to repentance and
them not only for their sympathy and en- salvation. Smooth things are spoken which
couragement but also for Shetr benefac- many like to hear; but divine truth is neglected, sin abounds, and souls are lost.
tions.
If we would see
Our account of the day would be sadly There must be a change.
deficient, did we fail to call attention to the the refuges of skepticism and infidelity
sermon in the evening by Prof. Bartlett, of swept away, sinners seeking the way of
we must return
Chicago Theological Seminary, favorably life, revivals multiplied,

twelve district associations, some one

Sa the church of ho living Gdd grows like
the palm tree, silently yet grandly amid the
babble and confusion of the world.

as

found, or eloquent, or tasteful, or smart, or

in the meal, as the morning breaks in the
east, as the forces of nature -and life un- was shown, in a manner both natural and
suggestive, by the preparations for his
fold, us the lily or the cedar grows, so the
work of the Lord in the renewal and con- coming, the propagation,’ preservation and
extension of his kingdom,
the complication
‘version of the souls of men, goes on silentof it with all the wants of the past and the
ly. The temple grows. So did Solomon's
central relation
it
holds in the present. The
- temple.
It arose in silence. It was built
question for all is What think ye of
of materials made ready before they were
Christ?” We utter only a partial truth
brought thither—*¢ neither hammer, nor whenwe say that the sermon was a masterax, nor any tool of iron was heard in the
ly effort.
house while it was if building.”
The General Association of New Hampshire, composed of the representatives of
Nor workman fbi
AXEX TUN,
Like some tall palm
Majestic silence!

doing

in saving the
life of the nation and | done.
‘Having now stood on the sites of two
4,000,000
from perpetual bondage. The
object as here defined is the salvation of embryo schools in Vermont, and listened to
immortal men from everlasting ruin, the the earnest and determined words of their
to
same great object Christ came to secure, and founders, though not quite

referenceto the pemusal and study of the was deeply involved, and had to rely on
Scriptures? How: oles have a record like the personal credit of the brethren of the find revival following revival, from term
that of the old Bereahs, study ‘them dili- Association for its support. It has grown to term, and year to year, whole classes
gently and daily, ‘‘ search” them as Christ in size, in appearance, in circulation and in graduating believers in Jesus, and some
funds.
‘A practical printer, he deexhorted, to learn the Way and obtain eter- lighted in the beauty of his craft, and eve- ready preaching Jesus to the edification
nal life ? * How many of us make the ,Bible ry issue was anxiously made correct and and salvation of many ‘souls. If saving
our choice book, above all human philoso- comely and was a source of pride the near- fen is the great, distinctive, overshadower it came to the perfect ideal. He was ing work of the-College and Seminary, the
phy and literature—the priceless treasure
t
the
first to suggest its present form, and outlays though ever so large will pay.
of wisdom and tru?
devoted himself beyond his strength to the
The burden of raising this last amount of
How is it in the family, even in Christian great and costly theugh -minute details
°| $50,000.is of no ordinary character, esfamilies, where precious children are fast necessary in effecting the change.
forming their character for time and eterIt is due to add that Mr. Rand was an pecially so soon following gigantic burdens
nity?
What ocehpy on book-cases and old and tried friendof the deceased Editor already ‘borne. Backs do break thongh
center-tables—Bibles\and works illustrating and. Publisher of the Star, they often coun- ever so strong sometimes. ‘There was an’
and commending their
iples ; or those of selling together respecting matters in which assurance expressed in the Star, as the settled:
conviction
and
belief
of every
skepfical tendencies,
fictgp, and folly? If they were mutually interested.
body thst the money would be raised. As
the latter, and owr youth Become demoral* Tue Readox Way. The reason why though backs never broke, and hearts nevized under such influences, is ita marvel ?
Rev. Mr.
Punchon, the great Methodist
er fainted, and nobody's help, in particular
Sabbath schools are a noble institution,
preacher, resides in Canada has now bewas needed—*‘yes it would be done someand are doing much, but only a little comcome manifest.
It appears that he recentpared with ‘what they might do if they
how, because Pres. Cheney had undertakly consummated a marriage in Toronto,
would honor the Biblemore. Many of them|'
en the task,” Such a spirit, though unintenwith his deceased wife's sister,—a thing
make the sacred volume altogether secondtional, or one over sanguine of success, often
be regarded as illegal in
ary, or lower, or practically discard it al- which would
works mischief ratherthan good. Mr. Chetogether.
Something else more inieresting England. Should he return to England, ney cannot raise, this sum from his ownrewhich
he
proposes
to
dd,
it-is
believed
that
is substituted in its place, and other themes
sources,
nor from simple confidence, nor well
than it suggests, and the library books are his marriage would be pronounced invalid. expressed praises of ‘‘distinguished abilioften any ‘thing but biblical. This is all It is stated that but a few years since a ty,” but from the funds of: the people. Vacase was on trial in which an Englishman
wrong and a fearful loss.
Let the sacred
rious persons must contribute as they have
had
gone to Sweden for the purpose of marvolume with appropriate helpsto the unability, or the money
will not be raised.
derstanding of it be made the center of rying his deceased wife's sister; but the If dozens, or rather hundreds will say, with
attraction in all the exercises and provi- marriage was pronounced invalid, and the the President, the amount shall be raised,
sions of the schools, and they would gen- children incapable of asserting their rights our co-operation with him shall be vigorous
England would do well to,
erally, as such do now, become the nurse- of property.
revise some of her laws and the one in and persistent till the work is dene, it will
ries of the church.
be done and no backs broken, while
all
There is a lack alse in our Titeraty in- question among them.
shall be happy in the achievement of a work,
——A STRIKING PORTRASTURE.
Wendell which both for its educational and Chrisstitutions. Why should they ‘study almost
every thing else, and use the Bible, if at Phillips gives, in the dnéi-slavery Standard, tian power, shall be felt, and loved and honall, little more than by way of compliment? the following portraiture of Hon. Thaddeored and sanctified by divine goodness to
It will be found to be both children and to children’s children in all
If, as the most profound have admitted, us Stevens.
the Bible is the book of books, it should vivid and characteristic, and for the most time to come. “
J. 8.B.
have high and large places in our seats of part just:
as.
A clear, broad somprohension
a long,
science. Religion is to-day suffering imGreen Mountain Seminary.
measurably throughout Christendom from sure foresight; a soul that knew not
fear of men ; fearless to attack, and with .
this very omission and defect, and infidelity faith that no defeat could tire ont; utter
A visit to this place which bids fair to be
gaining. . Nor can we stop in this matter disinterestedness ; entire loyalty to justice ;
short of the pulpit. Much preaching is pro- great knowledge’ of men; rare power to the seat of Free Baptist learning for west-

ings attendant-upon a life of self-denying

the waves of light as‘ they .break every
known
morning in new and living tide on the shores
Star as
of a thousand worlds ? Silence is tho muEternal,”
sic of the spheres. God's work in the upbuilding of the church is mighty and won- are dealt
drous, but it is silent.

&o., to be erected sooneror later, will far-

of .ancient and modern times; withheld as spite of this unfavorable feature, *‘ Carleenjoyed the luxury of.a day's vacation from it has been from the people, abused and per- ton” says that it is evident to the most casthe use of “the pen and scissors” and the verted by a corrupt priesthood. Protestant ual observer that the country is making
irrepressible call for “‘more copy”-a thing communities, though professing to receive great progress, and that for the two hun:
the beauties of which, but few outside ofthe it as the only authoritative rule of faith and dred millions of this land it may be truly
editorial fraternity are supposed to” appre- practice, have shown that their adhesion to said,
ciate. We went, however, neither to ‘‘the its doctrines has been mainly nominal.
¢ The morning light is breaking.”
seaside” nor ‘‘the mountains,” nor did we True it is expounded every Sabbath in the
A RETIREMENT. We regretto learn
even visit the old homestead on the eastern churches, copies have been multiplied by from Zion's Herald that’ Franklin Rand,
shoreof the far-famed ¢‘Smile.of the Great the million.and scattered broadcast among Esq., who has been connected with that paSpirit,” either of which we would have the heathen, and through | the labors of mis- per some thirty years has been compelgladly sought. We were charged witha sionaries a great work is in progress. Still led to retire in consequence of ‘ill health.
graver mission—that of bearing the Chris- when we think of the interest at stake, the Speaking of ‘hi retirement the Herald says:
tian salutations of the oldest and largest of worth of the soul, the frailty of life, the
Through his unsurpassed faithfulness it
the thirty Annual Conferences of our own enticements of evil, and the necessity of has kept steady pace ‘with the prosperity
of the church and the land. [It was not much
denomination to the oldest and largest of labor, the deficiency is"appalling.
larger than one-fourth its present size when
the evangelical denominations intrenched

“stood, that in.all our efforts and struggles
in behalf of denominational upbuilding, we
of God cometh had found no better friends than among

be rapid ; creation /upbuilding and growth
proceed with steady ‘pace. Nor is it noisy

progress:

done for, the College and Seminary, making

-

an aggregate of some $300,000, when com- ‘nish ample acéomodations.
But between this and the actual rennibg Nor more o than fifteen centuries the Bible to by our missionaries in India. ‘ Carle-’ pleted, pay ?” . In other words will the ond H
of n first class’ school | there is work, to
Justify
the
dutlay
?
has been acknowledged a:as the only written yton,” of the Boston Journal, who is just
Ifthe
end sought was persomat-hpmor;
revelation from God to ‘man by the whole completing: a tour * round the world,”
mental
culture,
social and literary distine- ‘the state will prove themselves adequate,
civilized world. To immortal beings en- speaks in a recent letter of the same tei
tion,
temporal
or
gven moral improvement, as they certainly have the abilityto do. 3
joying a-brief- probation, exposed to end- dency. Referring to the fact that no modFunds are to be furnishedin order to man
instead
of
spiritual
life and salvation, it
ern
writings
have
exerted
a
greater
influless ruif, it unfolds the way of salvation
it
with a faculty of suitable experience and
wold
not
justify
this
immense
outlay
of
through Christ. It is a chart to the tem- ence among the class speeified than those
ability,’and
to lay at least the foundatien of
money
and
the
exhausting
labors
necessapest-tost mariner on the sea of life, a lamp of Theodore Parker, he says: * It ina good library and an adequate supply of
ry
for
the
achievement.
But
when
the-end
volves
no
loss
of
caste
to
believe
in
him,
to the feet and a light to the path of those
apparatus. The school must be of the first
who walk in darkness; it shows those Ia- but to become a Christian, to attend church claimed by the President, Professors, and
class
or it cannot live and flourish. This
its
truestfriends
who
ought
to
know
the
believe
den with ruin and guilt where alone they hand réceive the rite of. baptism,
whole ‘section swarms with small ‘acadecan find rest to their souls, cheers our pas- in Jesus as a Saviour, isto broom apos- best, is the ‘Eternal Life” of the human
No
Man can squl, there is mo outlay, however large, mies and ,precarious high ( ?) schools.
sageto the tomb, ‘and consoles us when tate, unclean and impure.
become
a
Christian
without
being.
cast
off | ‘which dees not find justification in such an The faculty of ‘the Institution must be of
dear ones are removed by death by pointing
end. Outlays for material injrovenents a high order so as to draw patronage, if
by
his
dearest
friends;
wife,
children,
fato a glorious hereafter. . Whatindeed would
our condition be without the inspired word! ther, mother, all hate and curse him; but for educational purposes and moral “re- need be, even from under the very eves of
Yet the Bible is not read and studied as no such consequences follow when idols straints.alone, are toa certain extent justi. these schools, giving to it a power that
such a book should be. We refer not to and Shasters are rejected, and the theology fiable. The sacrifice of human life and treas- shall be widely felt and acknowledged.
is accepted instead.” But in ure to a very large éxtent, was justified This can be done, must be. done, will be
the neglect of it in Catholic countries both of Mr. Parker

among our Granite Hills.
ving Dover in the early train, a few
the revealer of God and the Redeemes®of minutes before eleven o’clock found usin the
He is the only possible basis of this: Old North Church in Concord, where the Gen.
man.
superstructure of living souls. The cor- Association ot the Congregational and
ner-stone is also Christ. He is built into Presbyterian churches of New Hampshire
this spiritual edifice by his life and death.’ had already cofhmenced its<session., The
Denied and rejected by his own, he is yet opening sermon, by' Rey. Mr. Dastan, of
in God's wondrous plan raised to his true Peterboro’,. from Jehn 15:4, was able,
Christian vitality,
place in the temple and built into the pogg earnest and practical.
growth and productiveness ‘were shown to
of honor and power.
*‘ The stone which
the builders refased is become the head- depend upon ¢abiding in Christ, and it was
stone of the corner.
It is the Lord's doing very trathfully and forcibly asserted that
the preacher who draws his instruction
and it is marvelow§,
in our eyes.”
As he
corner-stone, Christ invites and binds to- from Christ will neithér be dull nor unsucgether the separate walls of the building— cessful,—doctrines which now demand a
Jew and Gentile—making both one; and is practical exemplification. The sermon is
the means by which all the building
is worthy of a larger audience than .the one
fitly framed together” and all the work which filled the pews of the North Church.
The, ‘Narrative of the State of Resquared and ruled. He is the headstone of
the eorner and his people are built into the ligion” which occupied the earlier portemple evenly and squarely with him and tion of the afternoon presented a brief exhibit of God's. dealings with the churches
held firmly together by him.
during the year.
Revivals were instanced,
This temple of living stones is said 3
changes noted, accessions recognized; intergrow aswell as to be upbuilt. . The wot
© is very suggestive. The actual process of esting incidents narrated, and the condition
the building being a spiritual work is like and prospects of the several churches and
growth unseen. You may see that a tree local conferences stated. Then came brief
has grown, but you do not see it grow. biographical sketches of the ministers and
You may mark that a man is regenerated minister's wives who have closed their
and sanctified, but the process is spiritual earthly pilgrimage during the year,—a feaand unseen. You see that the believer is ture which added both interest and solembuilt into this temple, but you do not ob-¥ nity to the occasion, causing many to look
serve the steps of the process. Unseen forward with fond anticipations to the bless-

‘perceptibly, bat it rises.

——PARKER IN IND:
The Deistical
and Pantheistical tendencies of the better
| educated Hindoos is a subject often referred

and with the wing -‘building for boarders,

On Tuesday of last week, we, the.Junior,

is « the Lord's house.” Such is the blessed
privilege and distinguishing glory of the
faithful. They are built up a spiritual temple for the habitation of God through the
spirit. The Lord's house was once on the
sacred hill at Jerusalem. Here he showed
his glory and dwelt with his people. Again
ili the temple of the body of Jesus was his
* habitation, for ¢*in-him dwelt all the fullness of the godhead bodily.” Now through
lands, and they are built up

nelly

Day Abroad:

.

It

congregation, assembly, by this figure.

the Spirit he dwells with his

the

structure

The word ** church”

meaning

|

outward scaffolding ; they shall dissolve
and pass away, and this great work, the
church of the living God, shall stand eomplete, filled with his praise and shining

lr

the. faithful than that magnificent

Sindy. of the Scriptures. Ss

large outlay, including all” that has been

18

house lots

within easy distance of the In-

forty have been baptized, Bro. Perry has

stitution. The people in the ‘vicinity ‘have been ‘a very efficient ens ‘in. leadi
to Chiist. Several thousands
subscribed nobly for the school, an “there | souls
seems to be felt a general and most his efforts have found hope. It was ig

lively: interest in: the enterprise which | seriesof meetings which he was
with the way
promises to be a large success, The main | that ¥ was mode
agorss be od tenacious in maintaining manus one¥iginyant of’ the M. 8. Semin { building, now in Process of Sreetion, 90 3 | of life. Lo
’ Vig
2 Gy d
sentinients and practices in.
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nal day shall dawn upon it. Iti is the great
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 2, 1868. work of God in all time. "Empires and
kingdoms.are nothing, the great globe itself and all that it inherits, are nothing to
©. GEORGET. DAY,.
this “spiritual temple: Nature;
the blue
LX BREWSTES. :
dome of the sky, the eternal hills, the wonder-teeming myriad-peopled earth; Providence,
and, all its far-séeing wisdom and
should
n
publicatio
for
communications aesighod
veiled
mystery” and mighty power; the
business,
on
letters
‘all
and
Editor,
the
to
addressed
be
“to events and circumstances of all the ages of
' * remittances of money, &c., should be addressed
the world and man ; all these are only. the
the Agent.

Temple

ry $50,000 in all, whichous, the President some 50 feet, three stories high, when
viewed from the main thoroughfare, will
proposes to raise as soon as practicable.
The question iis often asked, ‘‘Will this present, we think, an imposing appearance

praise is in all the churches, completes the those which are obnoxious in his own? We
narrative of a pleasant and profitable day believe the
¢ true spirit of Hberality operates
5
{in all directions.
stand complete and glorious in all its fair abroad.

Ye glorified in the splendor of eternity. It
isbuilt up in the night of time; it will

proportions, when the morning of the eter-

presses the

1868.
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Fort FAIRFIELD,
Me. . The territory embraced in this town is six miles in width
about
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THE MORNING STAR: SEPTEMBER2, 1868.
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tized them, withvhis wife and a Bro. Young

with us in the Master's cause, we feel that it is

and his wife, came and united with ‘this

lone church,

It is situated

our special dutyto ¢

trump on these prairies, and up and down

It borders on the

province of New Bruns-

these rivers, in the name of God and the F.

wick,

Aroostook

Baptists.

the

river

sweeps

own

tosis

Rev. N. Fessenden, and Bro. W.

—

Provincials and Americans, They } other places; and to our great joy, onthe

ed of

are generally respected for their enterprise,
intelligence
and morality.
~ °
:

5th of June, '66, delegates from five
churches met within about sixty rods of the
place where the fifist ‘church was organized,

The F. Baptists,C. Baptists, Congr&fationalists, and Methodists have sustained a union

to organize themselves into a Q. M.;

Yet

o

3

Aik

_ N.B. Its

“FISHER'S COUGH

probable. that two entire days will be’

ovis|

"Qs

M. REPORTS.

X
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Cattaraugus; Cattaraugus Cen-

Ee

Netiees

5.

multiplied the Divine

presence became

“more sensibly felt until the whole community with but a very. limited exception

seemed to feel that this was a religious

of the cause. Thus

work of a high ordér. Taking into consideration the population of the place, the
work was one of large magnitude, embrac-

donian cry came
ly dependent

Q. M.

from

labor

When, however, those stary-

of the Pope.”

in number,

(the Q. M. numbering

but

the winter.

fort, and it seems to me that I can see

churches were organized, and the others in-

brethren and sisters felt the

of God

hundred

béyond what they would have done had
there been four ministers present instead of
one.

The

world

+

providence of God

seemed

to

aid

in the

us<in

:

natural

the work.

ay

labors of others who labored as Missiona-_

ed a position of influence
of our

hans

whom will unite with the Congregational-

, . From

ists. Rev."Mr. Wardwell (Methodist Presid-

ome

of the Seven

the day with them

to

Hundred.

.

since

1833 to think

of

of it.—

Then my sun of life is fast declining, and what
‘I have many

dear brethren in the

death

and removal of its members, will become
strengthened,
not only from the number
added, but from the moral and social value
of those added and in prospect of being

Bot

Tre ron

thing deleterious,
delatarious,

edicineis free from an,

tothe’

pleasant.

of Hon

ties.
But I am- about the work to whieh I was set
apart in, Mass, in 1836,
I now take this method to state to the brethren
that
I desire to locate (ifit is convenient) with
a church or where some brethren are, where
I can get me a home either under the homestead
act or on reasonable

terms,

as by

sickness

and

misfortune I lost one a few years ago. I wish it
to be understood that I do not aim at building

tianity in this part of God's great moral battle-field. Should a proper spirit be cherished

on other men’s foundations.

No, I have seen foo

a spirit of rivalry for numbers, and sélfish-

much service to shrink from labor now if God
wishes it. Neither would I object to going where
duty calls, only IT would like to get me a little
home to leave for loved ones.
If a church or even a few brethren were to collect where they think something could be done
for the good of man and the glory of God and the

ness in a religious form become the ruling

enlargement of Zion,and wish to have me call and

power among these representatives

see-them on trial, please address Simeon

land, at South Jackson, Jackson Co., Wich, ©

by these Christian churches, the extent and
grandeur of this work can hardly-be

con-

ceived,
:
d
nia
:
It would be sad indeed if a desire for denominational greatness should develop into

Saviour and his holy religion.

of the

While these

different churches with their members, keep

Quarterly ‘Meetings.
————

towards each other, the golden rule; and
while they may feel that the highest type
of denominational greatness is obtained

VAN BUREN Q, M.—Held its last session
the Van Buren church.

ed into the Q. M.

only in subordination to Christian greatness, we shall find eurselves advancing in
Christian experience to that high plain of

ROCKINGHAM,

minister.

C.’PURINGTON.

Q. M,, N. H.—Held 1ts last ses-

Rev.

N.

Good

The Blae Barth Valley Q. M,

preaching

with

Next session at

The

d ¢ounty, and this
in Blue Earth Co.

tude to

The first

Austin Wheeler from Me., who was laborgd
the Prescott and Guthrie churel,
which was ‘the only chutch we had within

the church has lost

bereaved

family

*.1

their

deep

fai

\ C

m

+ M. and we wibRive
eminently

Hi
ih Few old ot labor,
of

3

posing there would be an opportunity of

;

‘4, That we hail with gratitude the
Rev, C. Crowell among us, and we

greet him with a

to enlist the Christian sympathies and

Resolved, 6.
Seedyo* Sew re
I

ob

until

port

rebation.

ot this his we feel the
red ort in our feeble church-

‘with

this ob,

oney and our prayers,

“accomplished.

i

Resolved, Y.' vv whilewe recognize Chris-

tians everywhere as

brethren

aid’

co-workers

M. A. Quimby, 421;

;
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some line of credit; and as the same will be based,
80 faras practicable, upon the written statements of

that the reports will prove more truthful and complete, and, therefore, superior to, and of much greater value, than any previously issued.

By aid of the MERCHANTS’ PROTECTIVE REFERENCE
REGISTER, business men will be enabled to ascertain at a Jlance the capital and gradation of credit,as
compared
with financial worth, of nearly every merchant, manufacturer, trader, and banker, within the
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changes in the name and condition of firms, throughcountry,
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publication of each half yearly volume of the MERfCANTILE REFERENCE REGISTER :
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Protective Union.

THE MERCHANTS’ PROTCETIVE UNION organized
and incorporated under the Act of the Legislature of

the State of New York; authorizing

the formation of

corporations, passed February
17, 1848, and the severa subsequieit acts amendatory thereof, is established for the following purposes, namely :
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by. enabling its subscribers
ttain facility and safety in the
gran
of credits and the recovery of claims, at all
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standing of business mer upon the written statements
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furnished to this office, at least twice each year—the *
agents of the Union to examine and correct the,
same when deemed erroneous; and where the written
statements of the parties can.not be obtained, by
reasons of their declining or - refusing to furnish thie’
same, then such information to be supplied by the
reliable and responsible correspondents
of this institution, whose names will also be published in the

Reference Books to be
above stated.

N. Y.,

To
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enable
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its subscribers

to
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protect
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furnishing them with their recorded raf
8 a8 to
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Face Divine,
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effects of
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Look. at the countenance of the

what's the matter,”

of the principal

known
and reliable legal
correspondents, whose
character will prove a guarantee of the correctness

Sent prepaid by first post at prices annexed.

of the face dejected. Interrogate the indepraved Luinors they neutralize and expel thém expression
more closely, and you will discover that CONthrough the natyral channels. They purify thie fluids, | ‘valid
BTIPATION; the tesult of a disordered stomach and a
-eleausé
the bowels; invigorate the,
and:
hief: Phas
-toppid Hyer; is at the-bottom
regulating the various functions; restore the body to

of over 400,000
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traders, bankers, manufacturers; and public companies;in more than 30,000 of the cities, towns, villag-
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Enfants.

“BOSTON.

What is the Matter with You?

small amount of space which they occupy in the draw-.
ing-room or parlor, commend them to all who are fn.

PROTECTIVE

to promote and protect trade, by enabling its subscribers to attain facility and safety in the granting of

THE MERCHANTS’ PROTECTIVE UNION MERCANTILE, REFERENCE REGISTER, containing, among other
things, the
NAMES, NATURE OF BUSINESS, AMOUNT OF
CAPITAL, FINANCIAL STANDING, AND RATING AS TO

those

Sold
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transcriptions from, the popular .orohestral overtures, | White Pine Compound.

may be exeeuted with the finest eficots, while

MERCHANTS

&

credits, and the recovery of claims at all points, have
to announce that they will, on or about September
1st, 1868, publish in one large quarto volume :

It imparts tone and vigorto the Uterus, and
gives renewed vitality to the whole system. All cases of Aovitity
peculiar to Fumates will nd a sovereign remedy. In th
compound,
;
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>
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V
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WHAT MOTHER DOES NOT REMBMBER the terrible
ravages annually made by Diptheria® What mother

response are so free; that not only may the lighter
styles of organ mugiobe satisfactorily performed;but.
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Mercantile Reference Register.
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A Specific Remedy for Female Diseases.
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lon #0 delicate, and the gradations of power so entire
ly under thecontrol, that an indefinite variety inthe

‘The manipulation and
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Me.
22, by Rev. N. C. Lothrop, Mr,
and
Miss Abbie H. Colburn, both
)
H., June 7, by Rev. H. F. Dickey,

Philbrick and
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Is a Quieting Medicine for children.

with

both of Springfield.
iid
In Sandwich,
Aug. 16, by Rev. G. W. Bean, Mr,
Enoch Lewis and
Miss Almira D. Leighton, both of 8,
In Topsham, Me., Aug. 20, by Rev. A. A. Smith,
Mr, Samuel James, Jr., of Brunswick, and Miss D.
A. Dunlap, of Topsham.
'
.
In Garland. Jnlv 10, by Rev. A. W. Reed, Mr. Henry A, Swett and Mis : Mary M. Preble of Garland.

with, which would serve to develop the ingenuity of
the player, especially the student, who would, with
remarkable ease, transfer with practical advantage
his
experience thus obtained to th largest pipe organ,
and at the same time have the convenience of practic:

ing at home,

Horace H,

REMEDY

Sold by Druggists.

In Great Falls, Aug. 16, by John C. Hill, Esq., Mr.
Charles E. Warren of Great Falls, and Miss Estelle 8.

that for the practice of organ music and development of
contrasts in registration and blending of stops, these
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Mortimer F. Pingtee and Miss Eilen 3.
Groves Sf Bangor,
In Pelham,
uly
Daniel L. Colburn
of Pelham.
In Springfield, N.

and tin,
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In this city, Aug. 27, by Rev. J. Rand, Mr. John B
chester;
Miss Sarah KE. Rose, both o
Moore and
In this city; Aug. 25, by Rev. J. Rand, Mr, Samuel
King, of Kennebunkport, Me,, and Miss Sarah 8. D 1

ORGAN MusiC.—One of the great obstacles in the
encourdpement of young would-be organists, is the
inaccessibility of the large church organs to any but
the organist of the society, who is certainly privileged in having such an instrument at his command,
He, even, is debarred from practicing in the winter
season, owin,
the absence of warmth in the edi:
fice on scculardays, A.celebrated European organist
while recently examining and performing upon one
of Messrs. 8, D, & H, W. Smith’s large sized AMERI-

peculiar instruments were

Mari],
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—The great quieting remedy for children teething, allays all pain, cires wind colic, convulsions, griping,
&e. Large bottles 25 cents, Sold by Druggists. |1y26
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"Pa. Free Baptist Missionary Society.
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sales—for
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| es, and settlements, throughout
the United States,
their territories, and the British Provinces of North
America; and embracing the most _important inforFLOOR O1L CLOTHS are made a speciality at the
mation attainable and necessary to-emable the mer:
New Carpet Warehouse, 47 Washington 8t.,
Boston.

Union 8. 8.,.8t. Albans, Ill,
Levi True and wife,
Ogden, N. Y.,
hi
Dudley 8. 8. soc.,
Martinsburg, W. Va., to con.
5 Alls. a
V hater 1 ¥.
pay
or
Meeting houses
. Va, J.
A. Lowell, Lew-

and’

MATTINGS

auction

All

td

to whom steady employment and
pay will
be given. - Also, a 800d Machine Stitcher wanted.
PURINTON & HAM,
’°
11 Central 8t., Dover, N. H.

OINTMENT will cure Old Sores,
OINTMENT cures all Diseases of the
*
by mail 60 cents. All Druggists sell it.

Warehouse, 47 Washington Street, Boston.
JOHN J. PEASLEY

Home Missions,

ton, 20,005 C. ©. Lib

B

for postage.

Wanted! -

VAP MAKERS

a tonet biol. Ba

C. PERRY, 49 Bond 8t., New York.
where.

Union 8. 8,, St. Albans, Ill,
.
Mrs. J. Green, Manchester, N. H.,
FREEDMEN'S

=

hl

. Post Office Box No. 80,
San Francisco, California.

3m22

7

= WEEKS & POTTER, Boston, Proprietors.

cargo

C. F. Penney,

» BY EXPRESS.
A. Moulton, Derby Line, Vt.
. S. Willard, New Sharon, Me., via, Farmington,
C. E. Weld, Esq., W. Buxton,"Me.. via. Saco.

others in this behalf?
:
Funds can
be sent to J. WYETH COOLIDGE,
As#’t Treasurer, No. 28 Cornhill, Boston.

genuine welcome of fellowship. :

Resolved, 5.
the cause of
Missions, esy Among jhe ¥resdwuen of the Roth, shall

having a home nearer, went to their next

Lawmprey, 8,73;

chil

of new patterns just received—for sale at less than
market prices, at the New Carpet Warehouse, 47
Washington Street, Boston.
Fis
)
JOHN J. PEASLEY & Co.

BY MAIL.
‘Wm. Phelps, Montgomery Center, Vt.
J. A. Brown, Washington Mills, N. Y.

gratitude to

work,

8

e State, or upon any other

-

TAPESTRY BRUSSELS CARPETS.—An invoice

Clerk.

Books Forwarded.

Will you not consider what you cén and ought
to giveto this cause? and will you not also’ try

in their

ph, Tt 43 ol seg

Rev.

hold its

Church, Sept. 18.

G. H. Pinkham, 6,00; J. Calder, 6,50; E. C. Cook, 2,00:

Rx

And

tion, on account of imperfections in matchin

«Se
ey,
.
=
3
gather the precious harvests now ripe and ready
Col. Genesee Q. M., Mich., per J. M. Sanborn,
for the sickle.
Columbia Ch., N. Y., per
KE. H. Jackson,
”
3,25
A. Green, Manchester, N.H.,
9
All moneys contributed will be expended; Mrs;
A friend, Lawrence,
10,00
without any deduction whatever, directly in the Col By Rew, E. Knowlton,
;
M
grants and distribution of publications, at forty
Green & Carter, 3,00; J.
Moses, 2,00; J,
Inss, Las N. Robinson, 100; —~— Freeman, 2,00;
per cent. discount from catalogue prices.
.'W. Ca
‘We most confidently and, earnestly appeal,
mhson:10, LOLA
H
ih en Rg H
“therefore,to the friends of Evangelization for
Rev. A. W. Reed, 1,00f Mrs,
help:
1
Pong
ed

with our

and

will

posi

Thtdrmnation ss to price of land in any portion of
Secretary Immigrant

New Carpet Warehouse, 47 Washington Street..
|.
JOHN J. PEASLEY & Co.

Receipts for Books.

:

‘We still need funds to continue our

a valuable ember

Brown

Clerk,

J.C. Smurzy,

turn

parties proposiig Ne
should be
addressed,

#5 CARPETS AT LOW PRICES.—An invoice of
Electro Tapestries,
for 50 cents per yard. These carpetings are made of fine wool, close texture,~and neat
figures. Are sold for about half the cost of produc-

hold

L. Gerrish-~H, B. Hunt—Y.’' Jennings—J. Johnson—J. D.
Mead—O. T. Moulton—A. Mason—C. J. Mott—I. Pelton—R. H, Place—S. P
L. 8. Parlance—N. Preble
J. Pinkham—T. Parson.
+ W. Rogers—M. E. Rogers—
I. Rowe— 8. Savage—H. Small—A.
A.Smith—C. M. Sewell—A. Stockhan—L. B. Sanford—J. H.C. Tompkins—S.
H. Tolman—A. B. Vining—J. L. VanEpps—T. E.
Webster
—W. 8S. Warren—J. Westlake—R. Ward.

the patrons of this Society by their gifts and

and for the

brother

ctions.

1y28)

—E. Clarke—J. Fullonten—M. V. B. Gile—E. Grant—A.

prayers in behalf of this cause.

Clerk.

and we do most heartily sympathize

~ 1i6r%, *WoMie of WHOM Were no Better
than
dead.
Things at this

and sayhe bap-

rving mercy

WHEATON’S
WH EATON'S
skin.
Price 50 cents ;

—L. P. Bates—E. C. Brown—@G.'H. Bael—E, G. Chaddock
=A, L.Chamberlain—R. Custom—L. H. Cobb—U. Chase

who have been aided by them in their labors for

A

God fof us

Brown,

fifty miles, and nuibered fourteen mem-

nfants,

Sig

Christ, have expressed

presence of his To ¥ Spirit. ‘manifested among
nag
;
Resolygd, 2. That in the death of Sister Sarah

F/ Baptist
we saw after we came was Rey.

to preach By thieE. M's, becanse he

the

the surplus

tors and Evangelists, and in the great work of
Home Evangelization.
Many whom they have
instrumentally broughtfo Jesus, and thousands

Resolved, 1. ‘That'we, as a Quarterly Meetin
have
on for renewed expressions of grati-

through
the three counties first mentioned.
j Je came

liberty

when

sold,

lications have been, and still are, blessed in
revivals in connection with the labors of Pas-

social meetings.—

M sions $16, 16.

There is a survey already made for a R. R.

+ would ot spriaklo

are

"Fhe field is broad, opportunities numerous and
inviting, and the calls are pressing. - Our pub-

WimiresTowN Q. M., N. Y. Held its June
session with the Columbia Church, We enjoyed
a good meeting in Conference. The following
resolutions were passed, and it was voted to have
them published in the Morning Star, Next
session with the Poland Church, commencing
Sept. Oth at 10 o’clock A. M. Collection for

The cars ‘are running to

covenant meeting, The writer's brother,
now Rev. B. A. Stow, having beeh refused

Next Jahuary,

church

The contrast’in the voicing of the stops in Messrs.

Mapleton church is in Blue Earth Co., and
Freedom and Cobb River churches are in

dark.

good

for the land.

words of life ?

Harper's

North Danville,
JosEPH FULLONTON,

of Minn, near the Iowa line in’ the counties

time looked
The whiter and his wife, not” sup-

C. Brackett from

Quarterly Meeting
!

THE EVANGELIZATION OF OUR COUNTRY.

Ferry was with us, but the collection) for Misgions, taken at an unfavorable time, was small,—

This QM, is located in the southern part

here in the fall of '65.

oA

tism at Hampton;
6 at New Market; 8 at Danville; and 156 at Manchester Pine St. South Berwick needs a pastor.. It isa good. field for a good

tional selfishness amd cupidity.

Wausaca Co.

er

Van Buren

next session with the Benn

The American Tract-Sociéty at Boston
has
withdrawn its collecting agents from the field.
Its benevolent work, however, is to be as vig“orously prosecuted as the friends of the Society
shall determine. ' That work must depend largely upon the spontaneous contributions of _its
patrons.
Will they not enable the Society to
give to the masses of the people the blessed

sion at New Market, All the churches were represented but two. One has been added by bap-

ascendency over denerhina-

Wauseca in the’ last
fall will run to Mankato

the

0. H. P. SHELDON, Clerk.
I

see eye to eye,” and Christian inspiration

of Freeborn, Faribault, and Martin.

One church was receiv-

Next session to be held with

45

Divine life where * Zion's watchmen shall

+

with

the Porter c! rrhi Soummencint on, Friday
18th of-Seps;-at two o’clock
P.
M.
ay

‘BS. MOUNT,

any address upon receipt of

a

WHEATON'S 0 INTMENT¥T will cure the lich.
“WHEATON’S OINTMENT will cure Salt Rheum.

Clerk.

will

for

the money.

eT Al an

ery
bottle is warranted.
1d everywhere. TEBBPTLS BROTHERS, Proprietors, Manchester, N. H.

Clerk.

its next session with the Ellington Church,
Sept. 12
at 10 1-2 A. M. Also a three days meeting will be held,
commencing Wednesday previous to the Q. M.

- Melodies and no more Dialogues and Recitations as
we are entirely out of both of these works.
*

«

in mind as applicable to themselves, in
theiydeportment and spirit to be cherished

shall hold the

Cleav-

OF, i 8 IUxunant diessing

Sidney and Waterville Chureh,

Meeting

Syrup

|

72 fhm Boe

Regenerator.

Meeting ‘will hold its

Quarterly

Quieting

=

subscribers immedi

person allowed to hold more than five Shares

Is the wonder of the day! It soils nothing, restores
white and
hair perfect,
vents its falling

Thursday, Sept. 23, 24, commencing

Chautauque

Balley’s

Le

U. 8. CURRENCY.

No

yll

Tebbett’s Physilogical Hair

Ellsworth Quarterly Meeting
will hold its
next session at Morgan’s Bay, Sury, September18, 20.
»
F. SAUNDERS, Com,

to sweeping away the debt of this mission, and
it-is expected that the whole indebtedness will
be wiped out.

denomina-

ly moved into the fertile and beautiful state of
Mich., and am a stranger to churches and locali’

hs

Our hearts ave filled with gratitude and
praise for, this timely and valuable accession, which we feel God has'givento us to
aid in the mission assigned to us bythe Sayjour. We feel that our denominational
banner is under God to have an equal and
an honorable position among our peers in
advancing the glorious work of vital Chris-

D. PEIRCE,

=

of Bmpive takes its
ETA NE

Star

Certificates of Stock issued to
Split
of Blood, und Puismogats
Aeotons. generaiy.
1s
r
!
Lup:
ately upon receipt of

Mother

Pennsylvania Yearly Meeting will hold its
next session at Latrobe,
Westmoreland County,
bottles.
commencing
Friday, Sept. 11. Opening sermon by
vf
Rev. J. M. Springer, or Rev. C.J. Carter, alternate.
Mr. Beecher’s folks are bringing to completion™
JAMES CALDER, Asst, Clerk.
their commodious and elegant mission building,
which is to be opened in September. The work
Letters Received.
was commenced with . $20,000, $15,000 being
8. Aldrich—E, B. Aldrich—S, B. Andrews—M. Atwood
—dJ. M. Bailey—E. D. Bragdon—W. Bacon—0. E, Baker

I

tion that know me too well to report that I
would lay my armor down until honorably discharged. But reasons why many (undoubtedly)
are idle were stated by a recent writer so I need
“not say that many would be in the fleld at work if
the churches would do their duty. I have récent-

and

enue, which he has just resigned after a short
pastorate. It is the old story of new wine in old

do for my Master must be done quickly.

the different churches will receive strength
and encouragement. Our own little church,

- «

year

have borne too much ofthe burden and heat

From ‘the results of this work of grace,

added.

expéct next

shade or had gone into one. No,brethren, I have
been too long identified with the F. Baptists and

pal) to one. - There have also been additions
to most of the different churches by letter.

the

and the respect

/

8S. BOowDEN,

over the expenses of the church is to be devoted

I did not think that as my family was sick last
winter and spring so that I could -not leave to
secure a field of labor, that I was reclining ina

ing Elder) to fifteen, Rev. Mr. Nugent (C.
Baptist) to eight, Rev. Mr. Austin (Cong.)
to four, and Rev. Mr. Washburn (Episco-

extinct by

and

Wednesday

He did this without changing his views of doctrine
or church polity. His ministry was a short one.
He then went into the Dutch church at Lee Av-

8 In Plymouth

build one or more houses of worship.
And
though our growth has been some like Jonah’s gourd, yet we earnestly pray. that
God may preserve us and “help us to be
rooted in the faith.
S. A. Stow.

al, so far as indicated by the rite of bap-

almost

enemies,

next session with the

And then, if méney is wanted for Catholic institutions, schools, orphan asylums, &e., grants are
asked for from our State Legislatures, and appeals made to Protestant Americans, through
fairs and in all imaginable ways.
This is a” blessed land of “equal rights 1

paid

members, overcome much opposition, gain-

tism, is as follows. Forty-three have been
immersed and four sprinkled. I have administered the rite to twenty, — four of

was

communicants,

ries we have increased to fourteen chuihes,
containing three hundred and: nineteen

The denominational results of the reviv-

which

sixty-three

There still seemed to be an imperative
demand for labor in new fields. . Our crops
had failed through the excessive rains of
last yoar, but through the assistance of the
H. M. Society we were able to sustain Rev.
E. Berry as Missionary through the winter ;
and by God's blessing on his labors, and the

The favorable season of the year, the
weather, the traveling, and external circumstances - genérally, were such as to im-press the mind of the Christian.
The meetings have been uniformly characterized by great solemnity, universal
candor, and a deep solicitude for true spiritual life. It ‘evidently is the dawning of a
new religious era in the history of that
town.

and

A

at 10 o’clock.

Rev. Mr. Hicks, a very ‘successful Methodist
minister at Baltimore, was induced to accept the
charge of a Congregational® church in’ Brooklyn.

creased.
At the first annual meeting,
the Q. M. numbered eight churches and one

importanceof

making personal effort in the work

So at the fall term, Rev. N.

Fessenden was sent out as Missionary, new

Ye

Waterville. Quarterly

way and another;from the pockets of Protestants.

six-

ty-four) and many of them poor, yet it was
determined to sustain a missionary through

the

y

:

:

Divided into 200,000 Shares at $5 each, ‘Payable in

dren, which greatly assists the child through the
months of teething, allays all pain, reduces inflammation, corrects acidity of the Stomach, .and never fails
to regplate the bowels. Sold by all Druggists, [1y28

Eawrence (Penn.) Quarterly Meeting will
ola its next session with the Chewtson Church,Sept.

upon for

4

Capital Stock, $1.000.000,

| ONLY
25 CENTS for LARGE BOTTLES!

We

Notice,

the support of a foreign potentate and hierarchy.
These funds come very largely from poor Irish
laborers and domestics, and ultimately, in one

dence of God, I'was the only minister of
four denominations who was present for
the first eighteén days of this especial efhand of God in this event, as the Christian

Thus America is drawn

, or A. Chubb,

The Nova Scotia Free Baptist Conference will convene with the Cape Sable 1sland Church, (Barrington)
on Tharsday, September 10, at 10 o’clock A. M. Provision will be made
for the conveyance of teams across
Barrington Passage.
fag
J. 8. PORTER, Clerk,

No'less a sum than $27,361 was collected at
the various Roman Catholic churches in New
York and vicinity on a recent Sunday, ‘*in aid

ing for the bread of life, asked for a few
crumbs, we felt that we must go.
The
brethren saw the demand, and though few

uneducated,
met togetherand-the Lord blessed them all. As it happened, in the provj-

E. E, Colby, C. A. Bu

ww

Providing Homes for its Members

Ema Bol 4 4 Bn
of Epa

shall endeavor to provide ample entertainment for. all,
this
8. W. CoweLL,

ing $6000 to furnish a house for him.

many

hands’

elected

quire of

few gentlemen of that city have raised $60,000,
to secure to him a $4,000 salary, besides subscrib-

organized, the Mace-

to the

on their own

for a living.

social

life. It may emphatically be said that the
rich and the poor, the intelligent and the

4

"Dr, MecCosh,. the newly

i
President of

Princeton College, finds generous friends in NewYork, to add to the * loudness” of his call. A

places. - But the ministers were poor, most-

ing persons of different ages, and from the
different circles of intellectual and

year before at Tientsin.

fathers, made wise by long experience, with
streaming eyes counseled us in God’s name.
The younger men solemnly pledged themselvesto work faithfully for the upbuilding

¢

REE

and thereby increase immigration. CHER

DR.J.W.POLANDS

i

fom etka Sah
wil ous, ns doer

of God. As meetings were

PY]

bn

~OF
CALIFORNIA,
under the laws of the State, November
80, 1867, for the purposeof = =~

Incorporated

An Envaluable Medicine for the Purifyi
All who pu
to attend the Vermont Year)
meeting alternating each once a month. ‘the best
of all was, God was with us. Rev.
©. of the Blood.
rifying
M
from the South and East, will come over the
.
An
English
Bible
agent,
beset
by
an:
angry
Conn.
&
Passumpsic
River
R.
Rs.,
to
Bradford
VerEach denomination has a small church and A. P. Walcot came with the Manchester and
DR. J. W. POLAND'S HUMOR DOCTOR,
mob in one of the cities of an interior province in mont, here Seats will be ju seadiniess fo Souvey pas:
unless
we except the Methodists
these church- Ninda_ church, and preached the first ser- China sent this eard to. the Mayor. His Honor fengers
+ Oran
n the
val of
the up train
roa:
from
Concord, on Wednesday the 9th. Those poo
uncles, Vicor, all Obstinate “Afteotions of the Skin; Meres are aidéd more or lessby H. M. Boards.
mon to thé Q. M.. His subject was the re- invited him to his official residence, entertained
es,
and every Taint of the
System; Dy
. R.
on!
ce
ashingia, and those
0!
ting in the pe
On the first of April last, I commenced building of the walls of Jerusalem under him hospitably, and asked him to preach the Gos- mon
tonby stage, from Shre
t
19 he place id esting Jfree
te the Digestive Organs, NE Silious Somblaints, Neural
on
pel
in
his
house,
giving
the
most
respectful
attenholding meetingsat the village, and Chris- Nehemiah. After he sat down the brethnight. Free
transpor
n
ervous Aftections,
eadach
Languor,
4088
Wednesday
a Monday follo:
only.
fete, Depression of Spirits, and Costiveness.
1y
+ tians united in a continued effort for a revi- ren took up the theme. The gray-headed tion. The secret was a Bible he had obtained the furnished an coming
to K. Orange, are di;
og: 4

val of the work

*

S0 rl

SECURE
A HOUSE IN CALIFORNIA {

DROPS”

ly recommended to those who are troubled with night
coughs, as it insures a sweet and refreshing sleep.
, NASON, SYMONDS & Co., Kennebunk, Me., Pro-

Wh

or} Cairo; Toni
Momieale f.agrange 5 et;
awrence. Pa;
; McHenry ;
; Noble;
pledges himself to do nothingte prevent au argu.
g oh Herrin Bort, Min. Ox
ment and adjudication of the ease upon its merits. | Norfolk
ord, C. CO. Coun
; Putnam: Richland
;
ford,
W W.: pi
Tama; Walton ; Wayne; Zun.
It is believed that this challenge will be accépted Hook River; on
and we may thenexpect to'hear what'ean be said
‘|

by those who are on the fence to those who have
§
nearly climbed over. .
if

11%)
RR

“ Westward the

‘The Great Now England Remedy: -

QM. Clerks will ‘very much oblige us by forwarding

hid

4d

prietors ; GEO, 0. GOODWIN & Co., Boston, General
Agents. Sold all by Druggists,
~~
-[6m28

have not sent in their statistigs for the Next Register.
Adair
& Schuyler;

JEL
CNET

BA GO

{| Will, if taken in season, break
up any Cough,
and prevent Consumption. It has in many cases cured the

The followingis a list of Quarterly Meetings that

their reports immediately :

BING

$i

ful silken tresses. But, above all, the great wonder is
the rapidity with which it restores gray hair to its
original color,~ Savannah ( Ga.) Repudlican.

:

[3

hg

tum.” Soft and brash, dry and wiry hair into beauti-

T1.D. STEWART, Sec'y.

Dover, Aug, 24,1868,

its northern and southern limits, forming a up their voices in behalf of Zion. So this
3
./ Genpral.
beautiful
and picturesque site for a village litle vine was well prepared “to run over.
Acvordingto the Efglish papers, Dr. Pusey,
which is already under way with a prospect the wall,” for five of its twenty members
of being in the future a place of importance were preachers.
‘We talked together, the great leader of the “march to Rome” in the
in, the county. This town derives its prayed and planned, then went out in the Established Church, Mas addressed a challenge
‘to an appropiate quarter,” courting a formal
naine from Ex. Gov. Fairfield.
i
name of God to execute our plans. God ‘prosecution concerning the alleged: heresies of
The
people of the town are now COmpos- blessed us. ; Churches were organiztd in which he is regarded as the representative. He
d

F

grow. A better dressing than any “oil” or “poma-

ent
N, H., on Wednesday,

held at the office’in Dover,
Sept. 16, at 11 o'clock, A. M.

ad
a

i

nh

| and miraculous article, Cures baldness. Makes hair

| CORPORATORS NEETING.

cour

gal

fe

=

“Barrett's Vegetable Hair Restorative” is a perfect

denomina

| SotBATA
atl mete

the writer received

_ north of Bangor and fifty miles north of license from this church to blow the gospel

" Houlton—the shire-town of Aroostook Co.

h our

tion and labor
to sustain
and: build up its individual interests
and institutions.
Res
, 8. Thit we take a deep interest in
the cause of education in our midst, and re
u‘Whitestown Seminary as deserving our co!
al patronage and influence.
i
P. PHILLIPS; Clerk.

making their hearts glad.

Rev. B. A. Stowand

one hundred and: sixty-five miles

and

¥

mms
Et
Re

=

and twelve miles in.length.

’

‘= =

rod

THE MORNING STAR: SEPTEMBER
the public-house, where he takes
behind a good. can of beer. The

shelter
money

some left in the flower. .

2

And if thorns and thistles are part of the
was lost, that couldn't be helped; but curse under which we all lie, and will
home-peace was flung after it, and double spring up in the happiest homes, let. us ‘re
A
Sea-shell.
the sam was thrown into the publican’s member that in Christ—Who was made a
—
@—
pocket, and that might have. been pre- durse for us that we might no longer be unsweet,
x
warm
Cool lips of shell, sing,Sea-shell,
der the curse, but under the. ‘blessing—our
vented.
"Of ripples curling on the creamy
Or else it is that the manass
) has been trying very thorns may be blessed and sanctified.
_Of soft waves singing in each other’s ¢ear Vi
anew leaf. Poor chap, he has Did He not wear them on His own head,
Small wavelets kissing one another’s feet,
~~
Where flakes of-foam make music, a low speech been trying very hard, and he really is piercing His blessed brow, that they might
Tenderly sad to hear.
very much better than he was, as his wife notpierce our feet? If we would only take
Tell me of half-formed little broken words,
has reason to know best of any. But un- these thorns, these small worries, these,
Sung by the ripples to the still sea-flowers
fortunately he makes: one slip. Under a home troubles, to Him who numbers the
In silent sleeping tideless deeps of sea;
sudden temptation, meeting, perhaps, with hairs of our head, and who certainly, thereFor there the flowers have voices like tb birds,
an old mate he hasn't seen for years, he is fore, numbers the smallest sorrows of our
full-throatesd in this world of ours
That sing
On each melodious tree.

drawn

Not now, not now, sweet shell, some pther day
Tell me of sighings on ‘the lonely sffore,

ed to one;

And seas that sob to birds that scream above;
Tell mé not now of earth grown weak and gray,
Nor longing for the things that come no more,
.Nor any broken

love.

Of fresh cool currents funning under sea,
And happy laughter of the sunny spray :—
Ah! hearest thou the words that are thine own,
Know’st thou the message that they bear to me,
The things they seem to say?

Ah, Sea-shell, it is this—**The soft blue deep,
Which thrills with a heart that knows thee and

is kind,
Sighed for thy sorrow, now it laughs with thee;
Love is a secret which man cannot keep,
Hide it from heaven and the heedless wit,
But trust it with the seal”

as you

r
~-

. -

Where shall he go to find relief,
And ease and comfort gain?

And trust in God above ;

© #~1fiie darkest night will have an end,
And He afflicts in love.
In contemplation seek for aid,
And muse on heavenly things;

The soul most tried is not afraid,
If hope within it springs.

all.”

other njght.
1.

She

comes

I pity his
back

from

point him fresh to that Saviddr
in whomis
endless hope.ag well as endless lite fora

Dwell on the saffering He endured,
Who wrought salvation’s plan,
_ Whose pain and grief our peace secured,
And proved them good for man.

not undo the many

his successor was no bird fancier; the feathered family at the lodge was broken up and
dispersed.
treated in

fulness, patience, cheerfulness, unselfishness, love,
and above all, this precious

overcomings;

that

open to new
true wife and

us

women in this respect, they are not such
onemfor worries. A man, when a misfortune befalls him, however much it may wor-

and method of Mr. Hecker or go on

Magazine.

Sowing Little Seeds.

Bessie. ~ “‘It seems strange that such

the’

impressions, if only, like a
help-meet, she would have

large

small volume in a method at once clear, forcible

and just.

happy union

any

rational system at all,—striking at random
meeting more of failure than of success.

and

de-

its.

fined bump. It was quite irresistible to
the Irishman’s mind: up went his shille-

fetched the untimely

ne

blow,

they exclaimed in
ent: ‘Och, and
did ye know it was jist Staphen O. Rorke,

jeetsin every ‘family, and a sore subject

LirrLe

The Charles Dickens edition of the

Boz has here another illustration,

convictions

yet still waiting, for more light, full

heim, accepts in the main the classification of
faculties brought forward by Phrenology and
uses much of its nomenclature.
But he keeps
wholly clear of % materialism, pleads for special
divine influences as required by the human mind
‘to give a real royalty to the spiritual nature, and
makes as much of the doctrine of moral’ freedom
| and of the work of the Holy Spirit in the soul as

*

-

any

ities

and

crable raw peas ; and was laid up at the'end

feathered tamily, and go off on a desperate

back.

of his journey.

spree, which

The man’s wife knows this as well

Now, we all of us have to

sometimes

lasted

for, days,

parted on this point is often clear, fresh and
on this point,'and the work

of the

in-

deserve
to learn

husband's temperhas

a sore and

irritable our shoes, vexatious worries and - every-day
troubles ; with this difference, that some of
life of her, shé can’t let it alone. Whatever us boil the peas and some of us don’t; nay,
_ the man says or does, and whatever hap- I have even known wives who,at the end of
pens, that Jost money is sure to come up- the day, will empty the peas in their shoes out

ness, through which he suffered

in lonel'-

it with

not to be winked at; and
dissipation was co

when the

this subject were possessed and used.

The

vol-

ume is well worthy of a careful reading, and will

indefinite and fanciful as he is oracular. His
meaning is frequently doubtful, and when it is

Boston:

18mo. pp. 136.

Am.

it

brings out some interesting information touching

the old Irish language, and especially sets forth
the successful results of judicious and patient
missionary labor among a discouraging population. *“‘Mark Steadman” impressively sets forth

“Armadale,”

With

many

Illustrations.

er & Brothers.

1868.

in White,”

Newe<York:

ly fitted and quitein fashion. To" see him
ata little distance,yYour guess as to his age
by at least twenty
would wander downward

Jears.

ete.

Sold

Wilkie - Collins
has unquestionable
talent,
which he uses as capriciously at some times as
he does effectively at others.
His stories multi-

ply too rapidly for his own reputation or for the
highest satisfaction of his reader’s.
Bat in spite
of literary oddity, unreasonableness and a pro-

voking disregard of the accepted canons of strucand style,

he

is

sure

to win

readers and pretty likely to hold them, in spite of
their dissatisfactions and protests. .

The

reprints
are

of the English Quarterlies,
just
generally

less

strong

than

they

sometimes prove, but are alive with interest and
taking from their variety ; while the Magazines
of the Month appear unusually early and, supply
easy and entertaining reading, as thouglr there
were a general ambition among the publishers
to gratify the tourists
and idlers who erowd the
public conveyances or indulge their indolence

and suffer ennui at the watering

places.

We

by their titles.
THE . LONDON QUARTERLY Review for July
has eight articlés,—not one of which is dull

surprise by the crudity and superficiality which
mark it. Thus he says,~‘‘In order to possess

the powers which Christ authorized his Church
to exercise, his disciples should be united in
households of twelve, in the internal subjective .
unity of the spirit, and that thus united, they
should receive the external objective authority
to teach, which should properly be derived

and heavy, and all will repay a reading. The
seventh, entitled, “Sir Roderick Murchison
and Modern Schools of Geology,” is almost the
only one of alearned and scientific sort. New
York:

through the most legitimate order of succession’

tian. Bating such extravagant pretensions as
this, and separating the illegitimate from the
authorized suggestions which the author’s facts
are made to offer, the

book

may

be

read

with

real profit and set down as a fresh and genuine
contr ibution to our educational literature.
|.
NOTE 8, CRITICAL,

AND

PRAC-

TICAL, ON THE BOOK OF PSALMS.
By
Barnes, author of “Notes on "the New
ment;” ete., ete? In three volumes.
New York: Harper & Brothers,
1868,

Albert
TestaVel I.
. 12mo.

pp. 374.

EXPLANATORY

Sold by D. Lothrop& Co.

REVIEW

is much

quotations

from all books and tongues, yet uses them

without ostentatious pedantry, always with
effect. Thoroughly human in his tastes and
proelivities, not etherially Sistatning a pipe
or a merry meeting now and then,
but en-

joying them to the fullest, like smallermen ;

fond of ease, yet practicing the theory that
all work that is worth doing, is worth doing
well. He is, equally with
Longfellow, free
from all snobbish affectation of the oddities
of genius, whether of the greater or the
smaller sort. It is a rare privilege to visit
Lowell in the congenial privacy of his study.
It is a small room at the rear of the house,
the windows looking out
upon the shrub-

pres

beries and garden, and shaded with trees.
The walls are covered with book-shelves,

laden with the treasures which the “scholar-

poet's taste has collected. Rare editions of
the old poets and philosophers, English,
travel,

political, and literary

evincing the variety of Ly
terest. A large, o ,
place, surmounted

pamphlets’

essor’s injoned fire
mantel-piece

takes up nearly the whale of one side of the
room ; before this is a writin g-table

where- -

Ppon are scattered books, pape. letters,
of manuscript,

paper,

pens,

nkstands, by no means
On the mantelpieceis a

primly arranged.
miscellangous col-

lection of little. ornaments,

souvenirs,

and

utilities ; and you will not fil to observe

that pipes,
rs, and other convenient
apparatus for
are distributed about
here and there, hinting
to you that Lowell
is ET to “the weed.” It is here usually
that he receives his friends,and indeed all
who call upon him ; and hoes are not a few
who
recollect the Hoss
there before

e.~The Broadya UL

a blazing fireasme )

more

sion, he says that the slopes of the Alleghany range of mountains are glacier-word
to the very top, except a few points which
are above the ov el of Pei icy mass. Mount

& Co.

Washington, for instance, is over six thousand feet high, and the rough, unpolished
surface of its summit, covered’ with loose
fragments, just below the level of which,

New York: Townsend & Adams. pp. 808
This is a semi-annual publication, and it is the
first copy which
we have examined. The

acier marks come ton end, tells that

it lifted its head alone above the

desolate

waste of ice and snow.

amount of various medical and surgical informal
tion crowded into its pages is positively immense.
It seems intended to epitomize the best

written thought and the most marked and instructive reports of cases in medical and surgical
practice which the profession supplies in both
hemispheres, It does, in this department, very
troduced a new era of Scriptural exposition with
the preparation of his Notes on the New Testa~ much such a work as the “Annual of Scientific
ment. He struck a hapfy medium between--the| Discovery” does in another, To medical men
learned, critical and scholarly commentary and "its value must be very great; and to the general
the superficial expositions and devotional aids reader it is eminently suggestive and fruitful.
which had previously appeared. For ordinary
use in the family and Bible Class, they have THE ATLANTIC MONTHLY. September, 1868
Boston : Tieknor& Fields.
proved, on the whole, thoroughl
SEALY acceptable i
both sides of the Atlantic, they
have heen mul- PUTNAM'S ‘MONTHLY
AZINE,
GE.
Sopomber, :
Jat important pe of thle work in prompt. |
or G Ps
least Slmportant part of their work in prompt-

- with him; ina
mentor. When
saw the misguidfor someof his

at a loss for a thought, or a word, or an apt

illustration, is well primed with

BRAITHWAITE'S RETROSPECT OF PRACTICAL
MEDICINE AND SURGERY.
Part IVIL July.

quire any detailed sgatement. Though not-always thorough, sometimes jumping“the real difticulties and spending too many words on what
is easily understood, yet he is always manly and
wholesome. He may almost be said to have in-

and

into his society, and you can hear the constant flow of his witticisms and descriptions
for hours without a thought of weariness.
He always has something. to say, is never

not meant so much for the mass of readers as
for the students and scholars who read to be
- stimulated and taught.
New York: L. Scott

The general characteristics of My; Barnes's
Notes on the Scriptures are too well known to re-

fit of

One never is
were an old acquaintance.
tired of his conversation, once introduc ed

solid in its contents, but its topics are generA Continent Covered with 106.
ally those that are occupying
the attention of
the public mind, and they are ably if not al- |
Prof. Agassiz comes
ops 10 the conclusion
ways satisfactorily treated, New York: L. that the continent of North America was
Scott & Co.
-| once covered with ice a mile in thickness,
THE EDINBURGH REVIEW,
ith ten hereby agreeing with Prof. Hitchcock and
articles, and, as usual, they lack neither learn- other eminent geological writers concernIn proof of this concluing, criticism nor self-confidence. They are the glacial period.

| tured statement of an instructed scientific Chris-

|

entertains a stranger as handsomely as if he

L. Scott & Co.

THE WESTMINSTER

from the apostles whom he commissioned.”
"That sounds more like a faint and confused echo
of Swedenborg
than like the vigorous and ma-

men ; easy of access, alwaysbland and cour-

Italian, and- German, .are not wanting.
There are histories, books of sketches and

Pamphlets, Magazines, &o.
received,

is so brisk, so easy and

teous, quite devoid of any stiffness, fond of
talking, and always talking charmingly, he -

y. D. Lothrop & Co.

ture, movement

His step

nt, that his gait addsto the depeption

iy s one of the most social and genial of

Har-

Octavo. Pp. 223.

middle
has the . i
posed to come
dress he is jaun-

ty, studiously prim, every garment is exacts

By Wilkie Collins, author of

“The Woman

eye

But the poet's

eye. Lowell is rather below
is straight and well-built,
hands and feet which are su
of aristocratie descent. In

heroic self mastery divide the young feader’s admiration.
The other Stories are worthy companions. :
.

THE MOONSTONE,

a

extends

wherefrom

even,

is his best feature, large, dark, blue, gentle,
full of sentiment, sparkling, a true Poh.

obvious, he often provokes a startand a smile of | can do little more this week than’ ‘mention them

on his master, it is

said, would remon
friendly way; like a very
this proved in vain, and he
ed old man leave the

Same

and

long beard of auburn.

In this region, then, the thickness of

cannot have been

ice

made much less than six

thousand feet, and this is in keeping with

the same kinds of evidence in other

parts of

the country, for when the mountains

ave

much below six thousand feet, the ice
‘seems
to
have
passed directly
over
them. The glacier, he argues, was God's
great plow, and when the ice vanished

m the face of the land, it left it preared for the hand of thes husbandman.
he hard surface of the rocks was
ground
to powder, the Slements of
of the soil were
i

|

led ih fair propo

ried into ner gry agit

mingled with the Bindi

was

me was

unproduc-

tite
mk
districts, and a soil fps prefit for the agrioultural use
u of man!

Bhiladolphta Ge
1805,
into their husband's boots, and insist on cripsame field. He announcesin the Preface ‘that
a
HARPER'S
New
MONTHLY
MAGAZINE.
Se
#
pling him with their allowance in addition
[ncreasexpositor.
an
4s
‘effort
Ty ie
ber,
1868.
New
York:
Harper
&
Drothens,™
:
4k the 20 we could have fo his own, tormentinghis heart out when he
—
infirmity, and a
lowe of
“Facts for’
or Travelers. fe
ease.” He mislays his cap; comes home with their household worries disreputable haunts, he would endeavor to
will not. allow the further prosecu- ARTHER’S HOME MAGAZINE.
illustrates| : A navIPhia T. 5: Aahar. ptember, 1868.
hunt for 1. “Wherever is and squabbles, and the scrapes of his chil- put a good face On. the matter, would hop tionof a work which w
Courts haveToidod ia
what may be done in the course of years by an ‘HouRs AT or & Go. September, 1668. New Yorke |e
about
on
his
perch
in
great
excitement,
and
for tickets on railroads
can be eme
| dren; making him endure all that forms
.
i
tes io Wok De
the exact
the wontan’s portion
of the burden of life, «call out to the other birds, “The old man
THE SABBATH
AT HOME. septembe
1868. amount of their fare, Conductors ‘are not,
e which a good wife will bear, and keep from has gone on a spree! ona spree! He wont piri
k
a tiay and, great | Boston : Am, . Tract Societ; 0
5
have a high old ¥
.on her husband, turning ‘the be back for a week ! Lets
ing many other eminent scholars

to enter the

caty. seesaborious siden, wh vin the

side of things towards him, when

iy he returns, weary and fagged with work.
‘Now, my sisters, I say,

time. Ha! ha!

When

at the doe Taipé of sugar 10 Swostont the cupof
life,
not lumps of camphor’to , make
it more

are a

ota

row.”

always was a row; for the

:

ind

fullyto the heart. Fis Intoduotion-is, concise
pudencesoundly. Then the bird, seekingthe and plain, but suggostive and valusbis so ‘the |
given of each Peslm In order
|
dignified retirement of the darkestcorner accounts

Dbitter—helps meet for the man along the ter never failed to beat Mr. by
| road to heaven: Seeing, then, that we have
|
as women, there
to be
some

|!Tai RiveRsin Mansy, 8, You

t

rh im-

di Bot Fo
Tlondant of the lodge, sulked and muttered till, the
¢ | place. If there was so much lioney in the old porter’s good humor returning, he made]
no,

Pogo we

ThE CuorEN’s
adelphia.

T

Poo:

|

The authorship, dates, and the general
I

.

»

>

\ Soptembor, o

HOUR. spe

Tous: Phil

T.8. Arthur &

NURSERY.

: Tan LiviNG AGE.
critics,

iJoven

A

aders. September,

BEVERY BATURDAY.
+

l

Ea

September, 1808. Boston:

| that he has kept himself familiar ‘with the accu-|

meek avilnng rovuite-of idleal Celica bud hak
rows
by use. His Notes on the Psalms
“you've
|
indicate
a skill and vigor as an expositor that |
haveyou? 0, how drunk you
up
his comments upon Matthew fail to exhibit: He | Tum

letus boil the" naughty bird would be very apt

peas; Tet us try and make the best of and taunt
things, We women were meant, I think, come back,

our
roars Bore
LKS.

‘Mr. Barnes shows, in this latest of his works,

the old porter came home, this

Pig

comes fu

ness and neglect, very reprehensible,

From

These juv eniles are
ar of unquestionable Whole:
someness in tone
ne and spirit. “Donat Clare”
gives us’ many pleasant pictures of Irish life,

school-room

would be better and more efficiently dong if the
knowledge which Mr. Hecker has presented on

as you and I do; she knows also that if her | travel this life more or less with peas in Now Master Paul Parrot thought his weak-

.q POIDK, it is just that money, and yet, for the

beautiful—high, white, broad, and gently

‘im-

information

The

requirements.

teresting, and the suggestions made
special attention,
Teachers have much

:

the worreting in the world won't fetch it

the

he

receding ; the nose str aight,” thin, sensitive ;
the mouth covered by a thick, auburn
oustache n shade lighter than the hair,
on full, and amiable in expression ; the chin

By Cousin Zilpha,

Stories,”

The

gray hair. The features havethe regularity of an’ Apollo Belvidere, the forehead is

the nobility and the advantages of fidelity to
principle and conviction, and standing up firmly
and openly for the right. “Link” isa touching
any evangelical Arminian’ could desire. The
story of fidelity, affection, patriotism and selfchief value of the book is found in the views presacrifice, in which a dog’s devotion and a boy’s

is like au sore place; let it alone, or apply,
said the Irishman, ruefully scratching his some soothing ointment to it, and it seon
The Hospital Parrot.
head, ‘“and I am sorry; but troth, it look- heals over; but let it be. constantly knockedso tempting, that an it had been me ed. and rubbed, it festers and becomes a i
For many years there lived inthe porter’s
own feyther, I couldn't have helped it!” running sore. You best know what is your
Now, I am afraid we women are all of us husband’s sore point; and it would take lodge of the old Pennsylvania Hospital a
more or less like that Irishman. In every such a very little prayerful resolution, such distinguished and venerable citizen—a parfamily there almost always springs up avery little ‘watchfulness on your part, to rot, of rare cleverness and intelligence.
from time to time some sore subject or oth- ‘t give it a wide berth,” as sgilors ‘say, and This fameus bird belonged to the porter,
and was one of many feathered pets, the
er, something, the more you think and the avoid irritating the already inflamed spot.
more you speak of it, the more it worries I have known homes positively worm-eaten chief favorite and familia. A remarkable
you and those about you,and with regard to with these small worries; and 1 dare not affection ‘and sympathy existed between
which, the less said and thought of, the bet- think how many men annually are “nag these two friends; yet, I am sorry to say,
ter. Butlike the Irishman and the bulging ged”
Into public-housés by their wives’ their relatiohs were not altogether pleasant
. head, it looks ‘too tempting to a woman; tongues.
and peaceful. Tnnumerable were their
and though she knows it is the certain way
Perhaps you've heard of the two’ men quarrels and make-ups. The bird was very
to upset temper, and cause home strife, she who were sentenced as a penance to- walk knowing, and almost superngturally gifted
scannot keep her tongue off this one ‘unlucky to a distant shrine with peas in their shoes. as .a- talker—especially like some human
spot.
One of the two, being a canny fellow, boil- orators, in the language of railing and
A man by some act of carelessness loses ed his peas previously,” and performed his taunting. The old man, his master, had
some money.
Well, it was careless and pilgrimage... conifortably enough on two one deplorable "weakness—he would occaaggravating, just as the wirter was setting warm soft poultices. The other, not being sionally drink too much bad whiskey; so
in and work certain to be slack. But the so quick-witted, went howling and grunt- much that, getting quite beside himself, he
; thing is done, the money is gone, and all ing and groaning all the way, on his exe- would Lees his lodge and his innocent
.

of

of enthusiasm and faith, though liaving a reason
for every opinion which he advances. He confesses his great obligations to Gall and Spurz- | along with some that are sad and depressing;

who always focht on yer own side ?” ¢* Och,”

4

author of ““Twilight

admiration.

looks the poet. His hair is of a rich glossy
Curling 8auburn, long, parted over the middle of the forehead, and without perceptible

DONAT CLARE, THE MANUSCRIPT
MAN,
From
the Sunday at Home,
London.
Boston: HenIY Hoyt.
16mo. pp. 333.

Hecker has care-

intensely: strong in his

of

and thé pur-

or Show your Colors.

are

» Longfellow in-

latter who is verging on fifty seems not

is round

STEADMAN,

youth-

appearance... Both

more than thirty-five ; in his way, too,

works

the Religious “Tract Society, London.
Publishers. 16 mo. pp.

and

spires veneration, Lowel

With

chasers will find in “this installment one
most characteristic of his stories.

- Tract Society.

Mr.

Diekens,

character., While

remarkably prepossessin

wr

Charles

LINK, AND OTHER STORIES.

you sowed the seeds of illfemper. When
you waited some time after your mother
called you, you sowed disobedience and
selfishnesf. These are all noxious weeds.
Pall them up. Do not let thom : grow in
your garden. ii

hd

By

eocial

ful in manner

eight Illustrations.
Boston: Ticknor & Fields. .
pp, 522. Sold bid D. Lothrop &
1868, 16mo.
Co.

ent and yet deferential,

“When you were impatient with baby,

2

DORRIZ.

‘and

he much older than he is, Lowell is

comprehensiv er
-

fully studied his subject, he is a man of keen observation, of somewhat logical habit, independ-

that deserves attention.

reach the skies and meet before his throm.”
«And the weeds, father?

.

and

MARK

“Yes I have watched you planting flowers, and seeds, and weeds to-day.”

|"

simplicity

But putting aside the assumption which thus
meets one at the very threshold of the volume,
and looking fairly at the facts and the theory
from which the treatise springs, one finds much

seeds for a long while.”
“I have seen my daughter sow a number
of seeds to-day.”
Bessie * looked puzzled, and her father
smiled and said :—
.

:

Now, my sisters, I have given you two
out of many instances of what I mean; and
I can only beseech you to guard against
this habit of worrying, of nagging; for no
other word exactly expresses what I mean ;
which tells so fatally on. the comfort and
happiness of a home. There are sore sub-

lagh, and down it éame with a whang on
the obtruding head, which instantly disappeared with a groan. Out rushed a crowd
of wild fellows, but on perceiving - who it
was that had

=“

1}

Ponghellow appears venerable, and looks to

—G3

plants should grow from such little things.”
“You are just sowing such tiny seeds”
every day, Bessie, and they will come up sented respecting the different temperaments<
that mark children and pupils, and the need of
large, strong plants after a while,” said her classifying and training them in our schools in
father.
:
Secordance with the temperamental peculiar-

«0, no, father, I have not planted

of

ness,

theory

without

earance’

There is nothing abstruse or obscure.

Any pupil of eighteen years, having an average
mental ois
could readily understand
it;
and yet it contains enough for use in a mere
text-book for any collegiate class. There is a

prayed with him that he might be more
“Now I know that you are joking, for I not fail to stimulate inquiry and put it upon
| proinising lines of thought.
than conqueror through him who- loved
would not plant ugly weeds.”
oe
Like most other men who believe themselves to
him, all might have been well. I don’t
«I will tell you what I mean. When have struck out a new scientific theory, our aury him gt the time, makes up his mind that suppose she meant really to discourage
it can’t be helped, and ‘what can’t be him ; it was only the old impulse to worry, you laid aside that interesting book, and thor makes a hobby of his scheme of “education
cured must be endured,” and has done which was too tempting ; and so the wife's attended to what your mother wished done, and drives it quite beyond its .proper domain.
He imagines that he has found the solution of the
with it. But a woman’s worry is like a prophesy,” like many another one, fulfils you were sowing seeds of kindness and great problems which the Christian Church has
love...
When
you
broke
the
dish
that
yon
rat in the wainscot, there is no getting rid itsélf, and the man becomes worse than
been so long struggling to solve, He has his
knew your mother valued, and came in- explanation of conversion, furnished by his
of it.
ever. And then she turns round and says,
id you ever hear of fhe Irishman, who I can’t think how it is, Marian, that he stantly and .told her, you were sowing theory of the human mind and the classification
was making his way to Tipperary fair, will go on so; Iam sure I do. my best; 1 seeds of truth. ‘When you took the cup of of its functions ; he undertakes to point out the
with his inseparable shillelagh, as the thick never keep him waiting for his meals, nor cold water to the poor woman at the gate, essential features and the actual and radical deyou were sowing seeds of mercy. These fects in the church #s an organization, and prostickis called which an Irishman carries
nothing, and yet this is how he serves are all beautiful flowers, Bessie. But I ceeds to assure us that if it. were constituted in
"with him for chance action? On the outis, it would
me.” She cannot see where her fault lies, hope, my little girl has” been planting the harmony with this scientific
skirts of the fair he passed a tent with the
that she has worried and discouraged great\{ree of ‘love to God,” and that she speedily grow up into spiritual. majesty and rehead of some one bulging out against its
generate our social life. On this topic he writes
him back into his old sins and vile hab- will tend and watch it until its branches with great confidence, but he is often as weak,

loose canvas walls in a beautiful and

. -

The clever parrot was kindly
features ofthis volume are decidedly superior to | y
a new home; but” he never | those which appeared in the Notes on the New sput of the moment.

though the alternative were to adopt'the

lesson, -** This is not your rest.”—People’s

tide may rise, even though the water ebb,
and that she for one was:not so unreasonableas to expect him to overcome all at
once; and when she saw that his heart was

Worries.

1 think men have the advantage. over,

As

Literary Rover

min. Surely his wife, whom
God had
given to that man to be his help-meet, was
the one who ought to have encouraged
him, and pointed ¢out that the one fall did

The Family Circle.
Women’s

imprecations found in the Psalins,—a topic. : The friends of Professor Lowell ‘who are
‘which has called out much inquiry and contro- privileged to see him in his house and to sit versy, and which Mr. Barnes has here dealt with at his table, are often delighted by sparkin a manner-that will not fail to interest inquir- ling imp!
the thoug! it of a moment
ers and relieve more or less minds from perplex. suggestedTs
ntidont epigrams
ity. ‘This last of the author’s work will be wel. follow e
dw Pa
succession,
comed with general satisfaction and will be. sure | none of which failof
0
rs”
to meet an extensive demand. The mechanical have heard it sid aRie “Bi 1 Ww Ps a) ks

the

on his sprees no more. - He was dead.

Little Bessie had got a present of a new
book, and she eagerly opened it to look at.
of her. The man hears some preaching,
the first picture.
- It was the picture of a
and comes home deeply impressed. ‘My
boy sitting by the side of a stream, and
girl,” he says, *‘ I mean, with God's help,
throwing seeds into the water.
never to get the worse for drink again."—
«I wonder -what this picture is about, »
a What's tthe use of your talking like this? | said she; ‘why does the boy throw seeds
1 you said that twenty times before you gos
into the water ?”
so_drunk that night. You are so weak,
«0! 1 know,” said her brother Biwar),
youll be as bad as ever again. ” Now
who had been looking at the book; ‘he is
granted that it was a grevious fall, yet
sowing the seeds of water lilies.”
surely his wife's faithful arm should have
«But how small the seeds look,” said
been the oe to help him\up again, and

In patience find one constant friend,

P

shall

when

porter, bowed by years and infirmities,
yielded to the stern law: of nature and went

bridled tongue as well, for it had never
occurred to her to wonder if he was thinking

Not to the haunts of noisy play,
Or paths of tempting sin; “There is a better, surer way
The crown of peace to win.

ny

he

church or meeting.
‘The minister preached against the drink; Ishouldn’t wonder if
he was thinking of you.” She did not
mention that he preached against an un-

.

Theré is no child without a grief,
Or never feels a pain;

2

home

a time

LJ ames Russell Jowell

*

|.

uickly on the
poet”
seemed happy. He evidently missed his Testament—a
fact we are glad to announce,
writes, and his manuserip t ]
old master—missed his caresses and his
the printer with ugly fe
OMIP
a one “finds
first jotteddown Ee
scoldings. Or,
perhaps, he found the|
ECONOMY :, designed as in the printed co, y indications ofbiaste, then
steady goings-on of a moral household too LESSONS ONforPOLITIC
Instn on
in that Science in
point which
gain there is a freshnessand
hools and Colleges.
J.T
, Pres hy
‘
dull for his taste. ‘He refused to be reconDe
thon
make
up
for
he
elinquency,
= ident of Colby irl
bo New York: A, 5
structed, grew sullen and morose, rejected
and which ig far better in its effect than if it
Barnes& Co. 1868. 12mo. pp. 219,
hearts, casting all our care on Him, for He food and died.— Grace Greenwood.
The main facts and principles which are needs had been the subject of deliberate revision.
of the productions
careth for us, would not the very thorns ‘in.
tul to make Palitical Economy appearatrue Sci- This can never be saidappear
wi their: last
which
Longfellow,
of
ence.to exhibit its bearings upon the real welfare
our lot be the means of driving us more
finish..
The
mental
and
moral
contrasts
ag
alo
of the state, and to lay the foundation for fuller
constantly home to our God? If, instead of
between Longfellow and Lowell are in harand
more
detailed
inquiry,
are
presented
in
this
worrying over thei, fou’ ®Buld only pray
mony with the contrast of their personal a

1 met Bill Smith as. drunk |

were the

wife, that’s

Hymn for the Young.
pO

but his wife takes care

says his wife;

av

v

comes

At length there came

forth, but the main discussion is devoted. to the

not forget, it...
She makes as much fuss
ever that one fall 4s a hen: does over one over them; if, instead of grumbling over
THE SCIENTIFIC BAsIs OF EDUCATION 3. de»
chicken. Tt becomes a kind of new-year’s them in the ear of man, you would pour
monstrated by an analysis of temperaments and
of Phrenological facts, in connection with
day from which she dates everything. No ‘them out into the ear of God—you “would
mental phenomena and the oftice of the Holy
chance for her husband to obey the blessed fild -¢are’s sharpest thistle crowned with
Spirit in the processes of the mind: Ina series
° Letters to the Department of Public Instruchopeful Sc:ipture words; “forgetting those the softest down of peace; and as the
in the city of New York. Second Edition.
tion
things that are behind, press forward to nightingale in the old fable is said to sing | By John
Hecker. -New York: A. S. Barnes &
Co. 1868. Octave. pp. 7.
the mark of your high calling in Christ sweetest with a thorn against her breast,
Itisa significant title which has been chosen
Jesus.” “A dispute takgs place as to when the very thorns in your lot would teach
something or other took place. ‘‘Don’t you sbme of God's sweetest "songs. in the for this volume. It does not simply ‘call attention to the need of a scientific basis for education,
=,
you know ?” says the wife. “It was the night.’
nor merely indicate where and how such a basis
“Do
men
gather
grapes
of
thorns
ol
day after you got drunk. J rememberi by
may be formed or laid ;but it brings forward what
that.” He comes home {£om his work tired Yea, verily, touched by Him, our thorns is termed the scientific basis, ag though it were
and-out of spirits: *“ What do you think?” can bear the fruit of the true Vine—prayer- here and nowhere else—this and no otheri—as

To me thy breathing bears another tone,
<_

into the public-house,

alittle the worse for drink. He had overcome many such temptations, he hasyield-

character of these sompositions are concisely, set |

friendly overtures. - The two ‘were reconciled,and “everything was lovely” again.

bud when we were children, there must be

’

face, till at last she fairly nags him into

2, se.

r

d

a

train.

ine, for Yi

al

No. person

+ John L Ws!

Boston : Littell & Gay.
Boston: Ticknor & Fields.
i

pot

him % has seat on his return.
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L Mosquito Scourge

abundant evidence

in England.
carried
on among

scholarsas to which of three

well-known

«and sitmilal Pasen ges of maledietion
to be considered the ‘most terrible. be: 94
first ocours in the ‘‘Prometlieus Vinctus” of
ZEschylus, in a splendid outburst of menace
where the chained demi-god is told that
he
to see the star-spangled
y
(]
DI’
]
g
.

vier

mo
i
sledges, ways

|g}
|.

iu the sculptures

of

stones were

3

eri

4

i

time ‘from the embartas sed General, who,
hu andr
Solves brought

by an

2

immense force of men,

marble ; from
poured in
He continued to reside at

try. Nothing short
of a universal religious
passion amor
the people can account for

sometimes six and

eight hundred miles, over the level 'coun-

forth the

Seper or whichhe

searching.

Zyeech,

He

had been

then read his
‘ imp

tn”

which was a simple expression

of

s thanks, set forthin good
solid phrase,
for the distinguished honor which had been | “Trains leave Dover for Portland at 10.10 A. 3r., 5.457, M
Mond
8.12
conferred ,upon him, The assembly were andPoron Goa
or Hoaday ag
3
a
hen invited to the spacious Et
For
Alton Bay, 10.10 A.3,
,
:
0
on had been prepared for them ; and Jesse | 2:20 aud

16 extent
of the sacrifices, the persistency
of the efforts, the immensityof the seale on |
which p
e-building was carried on
honors, A suiteof rooms was given him for at least two thousand yeaars.— Rev. Dr.
Was. not Jens Botared pp by
in the royal palace, in which he resided Bellows.
party.—Life of Grant, by Oliver Optic.
until hig death. AImOng other relics in the
museumis the bust
of Luther, begun by
| Thorwaldsen
the day he died. After workSilvering Glass Mirrors.
to

10g with al
yo
g, and Send
while

"industry through the

the theater in the even- | \

sitting “quietly
quietly listelistening

to

the play, was stricken down
by pain’
dying ommediately. While going through
the museum it seemed impossible it could

‘

HE

A

a

14

A

,

not | takin

le. They were put on
of wood layed down and

frosted and then they were drawn

fg

|"

wie Sorton urDoverat 1X
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ALWAYS NOTED FORTS

A. Clear, Smooth

+: BOOK

And its large varieties of ig
AND J OB TYPE,
And lately for its unrivalled ~~

NEWSPAPER, FACES.

has

for its author Prof. Henry Draper, and may
be'divided into five operations, %iz., the?
cleaning of the glass, ‘the preparation of

Sate

_HARD AND TOUGH METAL,

'

~The process we propose to describe

“

and

“Particular Notice! Persons wishing obitua-

Beautiful Complexion

follow the use of

Address orders to
JOHN K. ROGERS;

3

Agent,

the Yaruiig oF the glass, ries published in the Morning Star, who do not HELMBOLD'S CONCENTRATED EXTRACT. SARSAPA- rit 35 Water
all
be the work of one man, although he silvering solution,
Street, Boston, ‘sz
JEILLA. . It removes black spots, pimples, mothreached the 'age of seventy-three.
From the process of silvering, and the poli
wish to decide upon their relative depth. of the museum you naturallyturn your steps ‘The deseription is for a 15 1-2inch mirror. patronize it, must accompany them with cash patches; and all eruptions of thé ¥kin.
- The Morning Star type is from this Foundry.

terror, but because the public really seems

ER
”
5s
:
to the church of Notre Dame,
the. recipient "1. Rub the glass plate thoroughly with equal to five cents a line, to insure ‘an insertion:
hE
re
of the finest efforts of his immortal genius, aquafortis and then wash it with plenty of ‘Brevity is spécially important: Not more than a
ey
meet
0 ake Bh Band Tisai
ed on either side, next to the wall, water and set it on edge on filtering paper single square can well be afforded to any single In the Spring and Summer Months,
What with the heat, as to which there stand the twelve Apostles, wonderful em- to dry; then"cover it with a mixture of althe system naturally undergoes a change,and HELMcan be no mistake at all, and what with the bodiments of character and thought. In cohol and prepared chalk, and rub it in suc- obituary, Verses are inadmissible. .
BOLY's HIGHLY CONCENTRATED EXTRACT OF SARSAmosquitoes, wifich are alleged to have the apse, with his arms extended in bene- cession with cotton flannel.
F,, son of James C. and Maria L. Ches- PARILLA is an assistant of the greatest value.
come over and. settled amongst us, our dictign, is the most sublime conception "of
2. Dissolve 560 grains of Rochelle salt ley,JOHN
died in Boston, Mass., Aug. 15, aged 1 year
days and our nights, this summer, it ap- our Saviour, vouchsafed to man. The
tartrate of soda and potassa) in two or and 9 months. His TEAS Wore oul to
pears are to be eqully
. If these majesty and beauty of the figure ars superresidence of the
ounces of water, and filter; dissolve Barrington, N. H., the formeéT
YOUNG LADIES,
*‘pernicious bloodsuckers”
have indeed human.
nts,” and buried from the house of Mr. Clark
In the tribune in front is a most 800 grains of nitrate of silver in four ounces

pretty much the’ quandary which

visited us, and if the sultry weather does not

give way to rain and cooler skies, Lord Byron
and the Hebrew legislator exactly describe
the kind of language
which thousands of
Britons will need to employ,—perspiring
by day and desperately persecuted by
night, We have our share of nuisances
already in this ‘‘right little, tight little
island.” There are east winds,
fogs,
nd colds

.

in the nose, country

ame laws, the

justices,

income tax, Fenians,

and

Mr. James Finlen; but as yet .we never
suffered from mosquitoes. = Britannia

the advantage

of Columbia in this one

exquisitely beautiful figure of a kneeling
angel supporting
a baptismal font. Large

of water,

Take an ounce of strong ammo-

nia of commerce, and add nitrate solution

and small bass-reliefs from the same ininitable chisel adorn the church. When the

to it until a brown
dissolved. Then

waldsen valued each Bgurp at $20,000 ; now,
their value is inestimable: Copénhagen is

nate addition is to be carefully continued
until the silver solution is exhausted, when

statues . were

given. to. the church Thor-

so thoroughly permeated with

pride

and

delight in this one man, it is difficult while

there to be entirely free from the consciousness of his presence. He has but one’ rival, the famous Scandinavian Museum—the
glory of the North. The collection illustrative of the different ages of civilization
is remarkably
fine an
complete, worth

precipitate remains unadd more ammonia and

again nitrate of silver solution.

This alter-

some of the brown precipitate should remain’ in suspension. Filter. Just before
using, mix the Rochelle salt and add water
enough to make 22 ounces. The vessel in
which the silvering
is to he performed
should be a circular dish of ordinary tin
plate, and coated with a mixture

of equal

Robin 80 n, on the 16th inst,

J. MEADER.
OLIVER HILL died in Concord, April 10, of

congestion of the

lungs.

Painful

though

brief

Concord:
unusual

He was aman
piety. During

special effort made, by

the church,

himsélf and

ed by all as being

full of the Holy Spirit.

They

ever, the Yambite

insect has

marked

his

him

conscience,

but

his duty.

You

were

for its own.
Rejoicing in his well-fed and sworn when you were born into this great
plethoric condition, it sounds its trumpet of nasion. Birth is oath, in America. And
war, now in his ear, now under his nose, the man that sits at his ease; and refuses to
think, or vote, or act as a citizen-politician
now about his weary eyelids. The

victim

in this country,

aunoged, ‘but Uedlm ; he

is

is a perjurer;

and violates

his most solemn practical oath. There is
bears with fortitude the prick which tells no man so pious that he should not have
him where to wreak his vengeance, and much to do with primary elections. There
Whenks it on his nose, but also, as he fondly is no man so busy that (he is not bound to
hopes, upon the mosquito. Again he com- take time to attend them. It is the business
poses himself to slumber, exalting in the of every ward, it- is the business of every
imagined death of the intruder. The in- precinct, it is the businessof every citizen,
truder! He is aroused by a chorus of tiny of every neighborhood and community, to
horns, and finds that his foot, haplessly ex- see to it that uncorrupted and uncorruptible
posed, has snddenly become on fire with men are, first, nominated for office ; secondbites ; madly he rubs, and even lacerates ly, elected. And whatever is necessary to

waits till the little buzzing noise is hushed,

. it against

the bed.

e would almost

amputate it fo gut

d of the intolerable itch-

waits

p

ing ;.and now
with

Over and

to go to nasty places,

If it
you
you
: Jou

he vows pitiles

fierce

over

do that becomes your duty, if it requires you

ag

them ;>hgt the mosg

you must

go

there.

requires you to meet bad company,
must meet bad company. If it requires
to take time to. manage wriggling knaves
must take time to manage wriggling

naves.

The

faithful

housewife

cannot

. | say, ‘I have no time to exterminate the
ests of the bed and closet and-pantry ;’ she

s bound to see to itthat the food, and raiment

and children are kept clean.

to besure.

It takes time,

Itis a disagreeable taskto comb

out children, and wash them, and care for
them at all times, and cure them from a doz-

en disagreeable diseases that are incidentto
them;

nevertheless, love

does

ter, arrested

resentment.

‘

‘

;

;

The Ehglish mosquito is to the foreign

bloodsucker merely what a foxis to a tiger.

The Indian and
Egyptian
_ygriety, and also
that of Bermuda, if they
preserved their
appetite in these latitudes, would soon

teach us to talk seriously of a “‘gnat bite.”

They have an extraordinary and detestable
abit,

like the Emperor

ining several times, by

Heliogabalus,

of

getting rid of the

(_stomachful of blood which they have taken,
and then beginning again. They raise a
swelling like a nut’ on the spot attacked

community in the same way.

of you, guardians and parents of the
mon weal; and Christian ‘men, with

sided

proof against them,
those who have re.

amidst their haunts, as if part of their

demoniae pleasure. was the
- pain they inflict. = We sincerely trust the entomdlogists
are right and that Woolwich itches with
nothing but the eulex pipiens of the English marshes.
If we can’t sleep hencefor-

Ai
8A
¥

ward

without mosquito-curtains,

nor bathe

in the gen without fear of sharks, nor gota

drop

+

of rain for the root

crops,

we

really

comtheir

laziness, or their unwillingness to go into
the inconveniences of these primary meetings; that neglect these things, and see matters. goin
from bad to worse, and think
that they
have no Fesponsibilioy and nothing to 4 but rail at thieves and politicians,
would do well to ask titemselves the question,* What have I done to prevent or. cure
corruption?” . Are you not a free-born citizen
and a voter? What is it that makes it the
duty of any man in this country to devote
his time to this matter, that: does not. make
it equally your duty?
.

+a

and cause really excessive pain, and some,
times fever.
strange fact is that the

blood not only grows
but they cease'to bite

are, all

The
a

Obelisk

CO

in Paris.

Concorde at Paris, and of which the mag-

nificent mate is still ir place before the temple at Luxor (the finest obelisk inthe ¢learness of its hieroglyphid figures in the world.)
The French sent a vessel with three captains,
three ship doctors, three engineers

and

two

hundred men to effect the transportation of
this obelisk. They got there purposely-at

might as well‘oxeeps for the honor of the
thing" live in"
gasear
as’ in Groat
[the hight of one inundation, and getting as
Britain. —Londow Daily News. ~
4
near as possible to the obelisk—théy strand-

Thorwaldsen’s

Gallery.

Wo first turned our pilgrim feet: toward
the museum and mausoJeum of Thorwald-

ed their ship, took out a large

side of the vessel, and went
the obelisle Having hung

part of one

to work upon
it from enor-

mous-derricks, they cut it off near the base

(perhaps it was too long for the vessel,)and

will

is the exact retrograde of the normal

cur-

ter, working out a thousand side issues and
results: by
these apparent
'contrarieties,
arrives, without defeat or waste, at its goal,

in a sublime exultation. Is there
here forme? In the march of
the scheme of Providence, as it
before us, are there not apparent

no lesson
events, in
transpires
contrarie-

ties which seem to be thwarting each other,
but which, under the guidance of the Mind

that sees the end from the beginning, are
really working in unison to produce those |
grand results which shall cause the universe to exult with God in perfected beneficence ?
:
And TI, too, in my littleness, may yet
catch here a thought of joy. If I am in|
sympathy with God, the conflicting currents of my own life shall work out a unity
of bliss for me.—Rev. Henry. M. Scudder.

Grant’s Silence Illustrated.
a

Ma

the gold medal, swhich was voted

hy resolution of Congress to Grant aftér the

campaign of Chakancoga, was finished, a
committee from the two
houses went down

to City Point in a special steamer to present

the elegant testimonial of the nation’s grat-

itude to the illustrious soldier. The membors ofthe committee waited upon the Lieutenant

General,

and

arranged

with

him

tian, . His piety was deep,
intelligent, steady and
active. He
began his Christian life by dally prayer
inthis family, {and by the same in the house of
God, which he kept up constantly as long as he
was able. He possessed
an amiable disposition
and an even temperament,
But he has passed
over the river an
né to -his heavenly rest and
home, leaving a wife and other dear friends to

‘mourn

his devariure.

‘But

again safe on the other shore.

a»

to meet

'W..T. SMITH.

Bro. 8. was

of the Greenbush F. W. Baptist
ways interested in its success
He was strongly devoted to the
has taken for years and rejoiced

He was

converted

church and aland prosperic .
Star, which he
in its prosperity.

under the labors of Elds.

Wright and Jrhiting;

baptized by Rev.
worthy member,

a member

in

April,

1852,

and

was

W. Whiting,
He remained a
As a church we niiss him

much,
He was a kind neighbor, a good citizen,
a good husband and father, and beloved by all.
He leaves a wife and three children, brothers,

sisters and the church to mourn.

We

all hope

to meet him again in the better land. Sermon

the writer.

by

W. A. POTTER.

Mrs. ANN G., wife of Thomas Worcester, died
in Pelham, Aug. 2, aged 39 years and 6 months,
She was fora long time a member of the Free

quarters steamer, where ample accommoda-

Grant's family, including his wife,

group

some

was

Master Jesse, a bright,

hand-

lad of six summers, who attracted

no

inconsiderable degree of attention, not only
from his relation to the mighty man of the
nation, but on account of his personal attributes. The guests were gathered togetherin
the cabin of the steamer where the ceremony
was to take place. The spokesman of the
committee now stepped forward, and in a
neat and appropriate address presented the
medal.
:
~
Gen Grant's time came then, and a3 usual
on similar occasions, he was greatly embar-

rassed.

«He could stand undisturbed

while

his edrs, but he seems to have been

afraid

five “hundred

cannons were Sundefing in

of the sound of his own voice: ~All present

4

'

4:

leaves the Hair soft and a beautiful
black or drown.—
Sold by all Druggists
and Perfumers
; and properly
applied at Batchelor’s Wig
street, New York.
;

Factory,

No.

' -

16 Bond
iE
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THE HOWE SEWING MACHINE.
_ At the Pdris Exposition, 1867, ELIAS HOWE, Jr.,
President of the

Ho

rine Co.

;

The American Button-Hole, .

Seis

remedy of the utmost value.

OVER-SEAMING

Sewing

Helmbold’s Extract Sarsaparilla
cleanses and renovates the blood, instils the vigor ot
health intd®the system, -and purges ‘out the humors that make disease.

Those who
plexion

must

HELMBOLD’S

purify

and

enrich the blood,

Se

g

5

gB

g2

S

Take 4

a

HELMBOLD'S

| -

A

v &

Fluid

Extract

taints,

This machine is warranted to exeeute to the
est degree

HELMBOLD'S

SARSAPARILLA

Both are

prepared

and

of

or ¢an be done by

any machine now in use.

.

It also has no rival in its Button-Hole

stitch,
together

and

Eyelet:

Hole making, and embroidering on the edge, Which is
done with equal beauty and perfection on all kinds of
fabrics, not excepting Leather.
It is one machine
doing the work of many.
>
It is simple, noiseless, and easy to manage, combin-

CONCENTRATED

superiority
as

varieties

of work

not done

by other

Sewing

Machines.

are the most active that can
:
:
purity

t-

varieties

It has norival in its celebrated over-seaming
by which edges of different fabrics are sewn
as by hand sewing.

many

according to rules of Pharmacy

The best test of their

and

fect, finished and beautiful Button-Hole, besides doing

is the great Blood Purifier.

be a comparison
with the properties

all kinds

ing in one the merits’ of all others, Itis the only
SEWING MACHINE now known that can make a per-

Concentrated Extract Buchu
EXTRACT

of perfection,

Sewing, Hemming, Felling, Cording, Tucking. Braiding,
Binding, Gathering and soi on, Quilting, &e., that is,

HELMBOLD'S

is the great diuretic..

Ma-

that has made its

advent in this or any other
Country.

the

remnants of DISEASE, hereditary or dherwis, and
is taken by ADULTS
and CHILDKEN with perfect
SAFETY.
| Two TABLESPOONFULS OF HELMBOLD’S EXTRACT
Sarsaparilla, added to a pint of water, is equal to
the Lisbon Diet Drink, and one bottle is equalto a
gallon of the Syrup of Sarsaparilla, or the decoctions
as usually made.

~

and Beéwing

ching ‘Combined,

ERADICATES ERUPTIVE AND ULCERATIVE: DISEASES
OF THE THROAT, NOSE, EYELIDS, SCALP, AND SKIN,
which so disfigure the appearance, PURGING the
removingjyll

Ta

Button-Hole Making

Sarsaparilla

evil effects of mercury, and

0

THE FIRST AND ONLY

HIGHLY CONCENTRATED

|.

Machine.

7

which

Ask for HEMBOLD’S.

NO other.

he

re

CONCENTRATED EXTRACT OF SARSAPA-

RILLA’ invariably does.

AND

B

desire brilliancyof Com-

will

set forth. in

the United States Dispensatory.
My laboratory for the manufacture of Fluid Extracts has been visited by thousands of physicians
and druggists from all parts of the United States,
and themode of preparation received. their unanimous commendation.
:
HELMBOLD’S HIGHLY CONCENTRATED FLUID ExTRACTS are pleasant in taste and odor, and immediate in their action.
Bo
TE
’
NONE
ARE GENUINE, unless done up in the steel
engraved wrapper, and signed, H. T. HELMBOLD.
The proprietor was compelled to adopt such a

wrapper, because of the growing popularity of his

The ease with which it is managed, recommends it.
especially to all Families as a most pleasant an:
Fee.
os companion, being divested of the
perplexities and
annoyances of thread breaking, changing of tensions,
noise and fatigue’ in -operating, &e., which make up
some of the disagreeable features of other machines.
They will stand the test of the severest criticism,
and elicit the encomiums of: all who admire real ingenglst, and even extort praise from jealous rivalry.
All who have tried theéih, have freely
given their
testimony, and unite in recommending them as the
Dest and most perfect machine now offered to the pubic.
Samples of work will be sent to all who may desire
to see them by inclosing .return #tamp. For sale by

«
|.

Geo. W. Drew, Ag’t.

Opposite Phenix Hotel, Concord, N. H.

in
Dover, N. H., opposite “American
Elm St. Manchester, N. H. -..
-

ir

*

~ WHEELER & WILSON
THE EXPOSITION

Sold also

House,

and 178 tHe]

¥

SEWING

UNIVERSELLE

MACHINE,

ILLUSTRATED

S= Publication authorized by the Imperial Commis sion.
;
By their skill, universally recognized, Messrs.
Wheeler & Wilson added to Howe’s system of sewin
machines important modifications, which have pla

articles, and t6 prevent spurious and dangerous
counterfeiting.
hs
H. T. HELMBOLD, druggist, of eighteen years’ exTh egance,
in he on
is simp! liclty, solidity 0 of
perfectionof
of work,
mechanism and
of management, such are the
perience, and manufacturer of HEMBOLD'S GENUemplary walk from day to day she honored the
essential
qualities
united
in the Wheeler & Wilson
cause of her Master and exalted the Christian INE PREPARATIONS.
.
| machine, constituting a su riority which the jury
profession in the esteem of men. She was one
Principal Depots—HELMBOLD'S DRUG AND CHEMI.
has, with unanimity, recognized and proclaimed.
who, by her kind address and
gentle manners
. To these gentlemen the gold medal was awarded as
CAL WAREHOUSE, No. 504 BROADWAY, New York,
won many friends, and endeared herself to many next‘Metropolitan Hotel ; and HELMBOLD’S MEDICAL
manufacturers of machines; to Mr, Elias Howe a similar medal was awarded as promoter. The distinction
outside of the People of her choice. In her removal all feel
that a friend has * gone out of ‘DEPOT, No. 104 SourH TENTH St., Philadelphia, made by the jury explains itself.-— Evening Mail.
. . BOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE.
x
sight.” The church also sustains a loss in the
Price $125 per bottle, or six bottles for §6 50,
departure of one so true to its interests. - Her
disease—cancerous tumor—was a very painful
[3m10
~ Premiums for New Subscribers.
Baptist church, which relationship

was dissolved

one, but she bore her sufferings with

patience and

the

resignation,

cup which

Christiab~

her Father had

given her

to

"drink.
A strong hope in Christ sustained her
to the very last, and she died happy in the Lord.

She leaves a husband and a little son to mourn
‘their loss. Funeral services by the Wher,

| Wverfisements.

fees at their best Trade

Prices.

Circulars

sent

Agents can make 20 to 50 Dollars a Week.
GEORGE
Milk Strect

DRYDEN & CO.,
Boston Mass. <@a

:

Manuf'rs

free.

Agents,

pet 44v20

10

Ti LODI MANUFACTURING COMPANY, the
oldest and largest concern of the kind in the Uniti ed States, possessing extraordinary facilities for the
manufacture of Fertilizers, controlling exclusively the
“night-soil, offal, bones and dead animals of New York,
Brooklyn and Jersey cities, as algo the great Commu-nipaw abbatoirs, offer for sale, in lots to suit custom
ers

Teacher, of long experience and with

good

tes-

timonials, wishes a situation as Principal or Asgoclate in some first class Seminary.
Address,
tf18
vA
M., Box 2064, Bristol, Conn.

INSTITUTE.

JHE Fall Term of this Institution ;will commence
_ September 181, and continue 12 weeks,
:
Board $2,60 per week. “The expenses for a single
term will be not far from. #30, For further particu.
lars send for a Circular,
:
REV. G, 8. BRADLEY; Principal.
Rochester, Wis., July 23, 1868,
awe
edit cap eicpie
A VALUABLE SIrT oo
os. . DR. 8. 8,
FITCH'S “ DOMESTIC FA
XY F¥STon an dev
-soribes all Diseases and their ir Remedies.
Sont by
mail, free,
ty
it

of the new “Book of

DUST.

suitable

the current year, commencing with the No.
aug.
Price $2,50.
. For six new subscribers, and $15,00,

cents additional

produced most remarkable effects, Sold as low as
any article of same purity and fineness in the market,

NITRO-PHOSPHATE OF LIME.
Phosphate

confidently

as

being

as

in this

market, contalning
a larger amount of soluble Phoshate and Ammonia than usual in Superphosphates.

or PEMRANENT, as well as for immediate powerful
effect upon land, 17 HAS NO EQUAL.
|

I Sh

a a

for Janutod
s
( with 63

to pay * Jostage) we will send

first volume of Strong

and

neportation

to: be

McClintock’s

paid

YOU

good if not superior, to any ever made or sold

will

the

Biblical and

Theological Cyclopedia. Price $5,00, or
J
6. For eleven new subscribers; and $27,50, {with
$1,36 additional to pay Rostage) we will send the first
and second volumes of the Cyclopedia. Price $10,00.
7. For forty-five new subseribers, and $112,50, we
will give a Sewing Machine, (Howe's, oy Wilcox &
“of GibD 8, or Wheeler & Wilson’s, as may be preferred,

Double-refined Poudrette and Fine Bone, mixed in
equal proportions, and drilled in with the seed, have

this

Price §1,00.

send the ‘ Riverside Magazine for Young People,” for

YR.WE WARRANT OUR BONE TO ANALYZE PURE.
Packed in bbls, of 250 Ibs. each, For Winter grain,

offer

Worshiy.”

Scenes from the four Gaspels.” Price $3,00, or
4. For three new subscribers, and $7,50, we

1bs. each.

1-COARSE and FINE.
MIXED 2-FENE,
for Drilling, 3—FLOURED BONE?

We

;
-

8. For three new subscribers, and $7,50, ( with 30
cents additional to pay postage) we will send * Life

Made from night-soil, blood, bones and offal,
ground to a powder.
Its effects have been most astonishing, doubling the
crops and maturing them ten days or two weeks earlier. Equal to the best brands o Super-Phosphate for
Present Cropy although sold only for THIRTY DOL-

BONE

°

2.. For two new subscribers, and $5,00, ( with 20
cents additional to pay
postage) we will send a copy

TONS

Packed in bbls. of 26

subscri-

years; or for the same sum he shall be entitled to
wo copies for one year, provided the second copy be

DOUBLE-REFINED POUDRETTE,
LABS ver ton.

premiums for new

sent to another new subscriber.

=

8,000

de following

bers to thé Star.
Of
their character we have no
need to speak.
That they will be approved as. eminently liberal, and induce a host of persons to undertake the work of canvassing, we have no doubt.
1. Any new subscriber sending £4,00 in advance,
shall be entitled to one copy .of the Star for two

TO FARMERS AND PLANTERS.

Ne
oF

PEACHER..

ROCHESTER

We one

accepting submissive-

Price. in New York,
00 per Ton of 2,
were anxious to know. what he. would say
and
how
he
would
say
it,
for
he
had
never
iiss
oD dh i imitation
PR 8-8: FITCH
an impromptu speech.” Tho General Address
J. F.SHORES, JR., PORTSMOUTH,N. H.
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OR LODI MANUFACTURING CO.,
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NEW YORK,
English
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Father
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ents onWAapplication.1s FREEWILL BAPTIST BOOKS,
should haye had the various engineer why don’t you say §omething?”
: Rey. 8. 11. Weston, X. X,
the son of a poor ship carpenter from Ice- piise,
ng
expedients
by
which
it
was
accomplishland born here. He early showed a pasburst, of applause from the assembly
and will furnish them at the same rates as at the office
engraved upon
the pedestal he'executed
sionate love for art, and made his way to | ed,
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reeted this speech, and it was por ain that|.
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to
receive
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, to whom
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Principal and
a studio of his own, and soon after modeled never attempted to move it, much to the tary genius, he made a demonstration which Preceptress
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joy of all travelers in Egypt. There is turned the sation
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with two thousand
‘men (natives) af the
{Opes slowly lowered it tothe ground. An

stantaneous ; no disappointment ; no ridiculous tints;
remedies the ill effects of bad dyes; invigorates and

that afflict mankind arse from corruption of the
blood. HELMBOLD’S EXTRACT SARSAPARILLA is a

only by death. A consistent Christian, she was
worthy of a_place in the church, and by her ex-

tions were made for the party who were to
witness the impressive scene. At the appointed time, the committee with a few invited- guests, appeared. The Lieutenant |
General was attended by his’ staff, and a
5. 10,000 Agents WANTED,
in our Great
few other officers of the army, on duty at ONE DOLLAR SALE of Dry, Fancy, Cutlery, and
plated
Goods,
&e.
All
goods
501d
at
an’
equal rice of
the post, One of the mest interesting feat© Dollar.
Special arrangements made with the
ures of the ocersion was the presence of ORIENTAL TEA COMPANY for their Teas and Cof-

his son and daughter. © The youngest of the

i

J. BE. GOODWIN & CO., dgonts,
=
Dover N. H.

and Chemistry, and
be made.

Bro. W. C,STRATTON died in Greenbush, Wis.,
April 1, aged 40 years.
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hd

we hope

that the formal ceremony of the presentation should take place on board of the head-

General

——

Our dragoman was at Luxor when the
French were taking down and getting afloat
thevenormous obelisk now in the Place de la

by a rock,

rent. Nevertheless, the stream |is in _harmony with itself. The entire body of wa-

it; and you

You

twisted

itself for a little space in a’ direction which

have got to comb, and wash, and clean the |. When
ed
g
Ro She
with his blood, and an. easy,
- but by this time usqless, preyto his savage

amd

run at right angles with another portion
that is maintaining the direct line of advance ; and there another part, caught by
some barrier and turned back, will pour

HAIR DXE.

Not a few of the Worst Disorders |

of blameless life and
the past winter, in a

his companion were constantly among the willing worshipers and his fervent prayers. and,
earnest and melting exhortations, were remark-

BATCHELOR’S

the only true and perfect Dye; harmless, reliable, in-

of the injurious effects of Face Powders

and Washes.
All such remedies close up the pores
of the skin,-and in a short time destroy the complex:
fon,
If you would Have
a fresh, healthy and
youthful appearance, use HELMBOLD’S EXTR er
SARSAPARILLA.
;
>
%

was his last trial.
uring the period
of his
sickness he was unusually tranquil and resigned.
He was born in Northwood, May 20, 1816, pro-fessed an interest in’the Redeemer when JOE,
and became a member of the K. W.
Baptist
church at
Meredith Center, Here he Teta ned
his membership till he united with the churchin

point,—the ‘skeetur’ never vexed her maparts of beeswax and resin.
At opposite will be long remembered in time and no deubt,
Jestic rest. She could sleep in her island
days of careful study.
In connection ends of one diameter two narrow pieces of to all eternity. A lonely companion and daughhome—unlike her transatlantic child— | many
their befessement.
with the ‘“‘Age
of Gold,” one thing struck wood are cemented to keep the face of the ter and other relatives,mourn
by
£
without fear of waking to find her august me asremarkable,
mirror from the bottom of the vessel.
that
it
should
have
had
’4
nose bitten into
a
shapeless lump, or one precedence of the use of silver, the latter
‘3. The glass is slightly warmed by put- | HARVEY HULL died in Conneaut, O., March
eye irrevocably and ludicrously closed. metal goung into use much later, about ting it in a tub or other suitable vessel and 29, aged 61 years. Bro. Hull was born in WarShe even talked contemptuously in her the petiod of the discovery of the art of pouring in tepid water to cover the glass;
n€o., N. Y., in 1807, and in early life removed
to Chaiauque Co., in that state, where he idenEnglish
idiom of a ¢‘gnat bite” as the making glass.—Cincinnati Enquirer.
then hot water is gradually stirred in.
J
tified himself with God’s people by givin, his
equivalent for a trifle, and never knew or
4. Carry the glass to the silvering ves- heart to Christ, and his name to the ¥. W. Bapcared for that insect Macbeth of other latisel, into which the silvering solution has -tist church. In 1851, he removed to Crawford
itudes which “‘doth murder sleep.”
[
y
.
.
.
been poured, place the whole apparatus be- Co., Penn., where he continued to-evince his devotion to his Master by an upright 'Christian dePrimary Meetings.
The “mosquito net” of the East and South
fore the window and keep up a slow rock- portment.
three years since he removed
is the first.thing which warns the unbitten
Ree
& mand
ing motion. Leave the mirror in the lig- to Conneaut, About
where, after a protracted illness
traveler of the happy slumbers which he
uid
20 minutes or half an hour, and wash
he closed his earthly career and was transferred.
The following is an extract from a %érmon
has left behind him. He is surprised, and
to the church above, the land of the blessed. He
with plenty of water.
ey
a litle scornful, to behold the four cur- preached by Henry Ward Beecher, July 5th :
5. When the mirror is perfectly dry, take died as Christians only die, in great peace. His
“Christian men must learn their duty to a piece of the softest buckskin, stuff it with remains were taken to the place of his former
tains of his béd twistéd together and hitchcd up. In thé fidelity and dexterity, how- their country in regard to politics. 1f we -cotton, and go gently over the whole silver residence in Penn., where the writer pronounced
a funeral discourse to alarge concourse of sympaever, with which that seemingly careless are to leave the administration of public af- surface to condense the silver. You may thizing friends. A companion survives him.
fairs
fo
the
men
that
most
naturally
take
to
arrangement has been made, lies his chance
R. E. ANDERSON.
use some of the” finest rouge. The best
of blissful repose. Thrice fortunate he it, we leave ourselves to be governed by dis- stroke is a motion in small circles; rub an
ALBERT
L.
JONES
died
in
Holden, Me., July
who, despising no lesson, inquires what it honest men. There is no hope,if professional hour.
The thickness of the silver thus 10, aged 28 years and 4 mos. This dear brother
politicians
are
to
take
the
management
of
all means, and humbly
es the art of
obtained is about 1-200,000th of an .inch.— suffered for many months with severe pain, suprimary meetings, and of general elections ; Scientific American.
going to bed in the ‘haunts of the bloodyposed to be rheumatism rough on by SXposuie
ff
they
are
to
select
the
candidates,
then
manupon southern battlefields, and no doubt, in part
‘minded culez. The rash stranger does not
at
least by a rebel’s ball which was lodged someage
for
their
election,
and
then
manage
them
comprehend that in those looped-up curwhere in the body.
He never regretted his
tains of gauze he has a cherished vacuum— when elected,— there can be but one termicourse in volunteering in the defense of his counUnity from Diversity.
an ingenious sanctuary. Instead of waving nation to such a course as that. We shall
try’s liberty.
He made a public profession of
a
a towel in all directions, and then deftly certainly sink under the corruption that will
his faith in Christ about two years since, was
baptized
by
the
writer, and united- with the
ensue;
we
are
sinking
already.
There
is
The
diverse
directions
into
which
a
letting the curtains fall around him so as to
W. Baptist church in S, Berwiek, Me., of
exclude the mosquito, he madly takes down but one remedy, aside from those I have al- stream is broken up by the, hindrances dis- F.
which he was a worthy member when he died.
- fold after fold, and composes
himself to a ready indicated ; and every Christian man is tributed through it, and along its shores, All of us feel conscious that the church has lost
Here a portion of the wa- a bright jewel, an honest man and a true Chrisforbidden sleep. In that fatal act, how- to consult, not his ease, nor his taste, nor are remarkable.
Bo
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subscribers,

and

we will givesone of Baker and Randall's Five

Price

$187,560,
Octave

Single Reed Organs, in Black Walnut Case. (Transportation to be paid by the receiver.) (Price $11500.

9. For one hundred new subseril rs, and $250, we

will give one of Baker & Randalls Five Octave
Double Reed Organs, in Black Walnut Case, ' ( Trans.
portation to be paid by the receiver.) Adaptedto the
parlor or vestry. Price $140,00.
10, For one hundred and tity new subscribers and
$375,00, we will give one of Baker & Randalls Five
ctave Three Reed Organs, in Black Walnut Case,
having six stops, and combining the latest eXcellencos and improvements. (Transportationto be paid
by the rece iver
Adapted to churches and large
vestries, Price $225,00.
.
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|lently be held in the hands, and then. place the | state Sa
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SUGAR.
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’

0 |”
hills as can conven- | Green Winter Fas8 700."

middle row ; pull up as many

°

OTs few paces ‘ahead of the
:
ui
w Tong | Crop Of THATan Cori this year:
Railroad bonds substituted. The ‘amount of the | Judge Paschal of Tord iis wiiien
the fields are too far handfuls back. Then proceed: as before. Some- |’
because
drouth
from
damage
|
the
in
matters
regarding
Forney,
Colonel
to
letter
|
$8,260is
office
latter on hand in the Comptroller's
advanced and too well filled with all the elements times the beans are put in a continuous windSouthern States and the effect of the reconstruc000.

larger breadths have been dévoted to this grain.

toward

are

the same basis as the Post Office; three cents for
ten words to any part of the land. They would
be used for correspoddence and editorials to an
extent undreamed of. Raise the cry for the new
Reform.
National
Telegraph,—three cents for
ten words!
Statistics would seem to show that divorce is on

the increase in the United States.

addressed

the

be respected,”

are. coming, Johnny

none,”

&ec.,

&c.

The Emperor of France is never tired of assuring his people that his rule means peace, and the
governments of Russia, Ausfria, and the other
powers, talk only in the most pacific strain; but
all that erowd of sensible people who believe in
actions rather than words, are looking to the future with gloomy forebodings. Many of the most
intelligent judges of events in Europe declare
that war is inevitable at no distant day. Itis a
fearful thing to think of, nor can any man form
any idea of the possible consequences of such a collision at this day.
It is eyen difficult to point out.
the probable * neutral powers” among the great-

The

meeting.

The

meeting

- passed off without disturbance.

Gen. Sherman telegraphed from Omaha onthe
®1st ult. to

the

War Department that he had ad-

vices from General Sheridan from Fort Harker
that he was in hot pursuit of the Indians who
committed the murders at Solomons and Saline.
General Sherman says he has now ordered Geéneral Sheridan to drive the savages south of the

er nations.
Europe

Kansas line, and in pursuing to kill, if necessary.
General Sherman says :—‘‘ This amounts to war,
but, IT hope, only oxia small scale.” He further

‘says :—*“ The

Sioux

at the north remain quiet.

the Indians impossible.”

This

has

been received

The slave trade is prosecuted with vigor for the

at

introduction of slaves into Egypt from Central
Africa. The government winks at it, and many

the “Attorney General’s office from the U. 8.
Marshal for the northern distriet of Florida, stating that
a writ of habeas corpus had been issued
for the release of the assassination conspirators,

officers .derive large profits from permitting it to

go on.

The army is largely recruited by slaves.

A late English paper states that the overseers

Mudd, Spangler and Arnold, now in confinement

at the Dry Tortugas.

of Salford have placed twelve hundred and eight
women

Admiral Farragut has given a banquet to the
Portugal wants to borrow 19,000,000 franes.
hg

a

°

turned

Offichal advices from Bokhara

influence.

+ troops were stil guarding Yokohama.

Mikado.

Foreign

The third son of Emperor Alexander of Russia,

;

Grand Duke Alexis Alexandrovitch, .sailed re
cently from Algeria for the United States, Grand

Duke

Paragraphs.

Axis was born in January, 1850, and is,

therefore, in his eighteenth year.

It is true that the bill for the reduction of the
at thé last session

He has recent-

ly been on a visiting tour in the countries about
the Mediterranean, and, ini particular, spent some
time in Constantinople, This is, we believe, the
first visitto this country from a member of the

of

Congress; but an essential reduction is going
Congress

He did not succeed in winning a very

great place even among Irish. heroes, and the
sudden collapse of his fortunes shows how unsubstantial was the support he professed to have
when his reputation was at the highest,

Late advices from Japan state that the country
The

his old

the sake of making a better use of himit, destroyed the illusion of martyrdom and was fatal to his

"Emir has made a treaty with the Russian commander, dccepting the terms offered by the Tmperial government, and that the Russian troops
bave evacuated Samarcand.

had driven the rebels to the north,

to Paris, where he has resumed

friends; or by the design of the government for

state that the

was still in an unsettied condition.

Thisis what

profession as teacher of languages. His brief career of glory, during which Irishmen at home
and abroad were
only too glad: to pay
tribute to him, ended with his singular escape from
the Dublin prison.
Whether that escape was
brought about by the ingenuity of his Fenian

A great battle has been fought; in China between the Fmperial troops and the rebels, resulting in a signal victory for the government.

98. Before

for that

It is declared that James Stephens, the headcenter and chief organizer of Fenianism, has re-

result of which is.unknown,

on;

of gleston

Stanton, Anthony & Co. may call progress.

Advices from Rustchuk- report that insurrectionary bands have again made their sappearance
in Bulgaria, and several conflicts have taken
place between them and the Turkish troops, the

failed of adoption

register

ants of votes, on the church door.

universal coinage

Juarez and Bismark cannot agree.

army

the

sent in claims to vote for the city of Manchester;
and at Alton, in Staffordshire, the overseers have
put the names of the female rate-payers, as claim-

diplomats at Constantinople.
does not

on

borough.
ily
About five thousand women rate-payers Rive

FOREIGN.

Denmark
system,

map

between France and Prussia. Now, as heretofore, the Old World rests upon a volcano whose
quiescence cannot be relied upon for a day.

despatch

an Affairs.
dispatch

may be speedily in a blaze, and the

all

permanently established withott trial of strength

'wrs communicated to the Commissioner of IndiA ‘telegraphic

conflagration once started,

the battle of Sudowa.
Certain prominent French
pamphleteers have already gone so far as to argue, openly, that the peace of Europe cannot be

tify me promptly, but I deem farther forbearance

with

The

may be as rapidly and suddenly changed as after

If the President does not approve my action, no.

In Vermont,

during the seven years ending with 1866, the ratio
of divorces to marriages was1to 21; in the year
1866, 1 to 19. * In Massachusetts, during the four
years ending
i
1864, the ratioof divorces to
marriages was 1to 44; in the year 1864, 1 to 40.
In Ohio in the year 1866, the ratio of divorces
to marriages was 1to 26. In Connecticut, during the eight years ending with 1867, the ratio was
alittle less than 1 to 11; and the last of those years
it svas a little less than 1to 10.

City Spring Square was densely crowded, and
side meetings were held. Gov. Welles, Gen. W.
C. Wickham, formerly confederate - General, and

others

encouragingly remunerative occupaone which keeps him only “a little
3

adjourned,

Secretary Schofield had prepared an estimate of

Imperial family of Russia. Itis a well-known
fact that during our late war no one of all the

all canses, including therein deaths, desertion
and honorable discharge. His calculation was,

motiarchs of Europe exhibited so warn an interest in the restoration of the Unionas the Emper-

the army reductions
up to January 1, 1869, from

that before New Year's day ‘such a diminution ‘or Alexander.

The

reception of the

young

‘Grand Duke by the people of the United States
will Suvfoubterly show thus his fact is held in

grateful remembrance,
’
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Mechanic Arts, connected with Dartmouth College, will be open for the réception of students on
the 4th of Sept. The course of study covers
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| Water; if pure, may be drank at all times and
in almost any quantity with impunity. The manner of drinking it, however, is a matter of no
little importance, If gulped down in large quantities it may, by suddenly filling the stomach, $0
distend it as to produce a pressure, net. only
painful, but subversive of the functions of that
and other internal organs,
If, moreover, the
water thus swallowedbe excessively cold, and
the body unduly heated, a fatal shock may result from the instantaneous change of temperature. Thus cases are recorded of death from
this cause. These however, do not oceur as often
as was ‘once supposed, and most of those fatal re-
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worth, Washburne, Ingersell,
Cook, Cullom,
and Raum, Republicans, and Burr and Marshall,
democrats.
Messrs. Harding, Bromw ell and Baker, republicans, and Ross, democrats, will be replaced by Messrs. John B.Hawly, Jesse H. Moore,
and republicans, Thompson
W. McNeely, dem_ocrat.
No nomination on either side isi yet made in
the first, Chicago, district.
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should have all the sound sleep which nature will
take; should be in the open air an hour or two

1200 Grant clubs organized in that State.

re-elected.

make the valleys of South California as. great

rule for healthy living, the following: ¢ Every

expires

after 30 ballots,

stat€s that

be.

Hall's Journal of Health prescribes as a general
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can befall the crop is
it will come no one can
on an average,a<month
required to.ripen the

of the capacity of the crop to support a vast popu-,
lation in the future, but this is based upon what
the soil has done in the past, without taking into

The Raleigh (N. C. ) Standard says that the.
Hon. Nat. Boyden,
Democratic
Congressman
from that State, will not support Seymour and
The

The trade is detestable, and bids fair

leys of the Connecticut and the James.

Vallandingham has been nominated for’ Con-

Blair.
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a pest to the country as tobacco has made the val-"

law partner of Mr. Stevens, and J.. P. Wickersham, State Superintendent of Common Schools,
from the 3d Ohio district,
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Among the Republicans suggested for Thad.
Stevens’ place in Congress are O. J. Dickey, late
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It is understood that Hon. Edward McPherson
is a candidate for the Senate from Pennsylvania,
term

so as this year thus

can be raised to an acre. The Americans are trycrop, though in the valleys of the tributaries of the
ing to surpass their British cousins in vice no less
Ohio, such as the Miami, the Muskingum, Scioto,
It is a good way to carry out the J
than in virtue.
and the Wabash, it will be secure within three
Californian detestation of the Chinese, and make
weeks.
:
money ‘by it. Feed them with opium, and kill
- The importance of this crop to our commerce

ress whatever, nor will there bé any.

Buckalew, -whose

so much

on

Live

like hay or grain; but if a little green, it is better

vinesperfectly cared, they can be moved

depended upon his efforts, The several years past
have been what would be called much more favorable for growing corn, and yet none really was

The only calamity which
an early frost, but whether
Californians are going into poppy Falsing With a &
foretell. We may say that
view to the opium traffic: 120 pounds of opium
of the présent weather is

whom it was taken were loyal.
Reports again in circulation regarding frauds
in the payment of bounties to colored troopsin
the Second Auditor's. office are without foundation. The visit of the Chairman of #he Congressional Committee on Frauds in the Pay Depart
ment to the city is purely of a private character,
and the report of his committee on matters in the [|
_ Auditor's office was prepared under his direction
and | approval. There is no investigation in prog-

in place of Mr.
next March.

‘Elect Seymour and civil war is inevi-

peace.”
table.”
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thrown into heaps of convenient size for pitching. If the beans are dry and haid, and the

Avas warm. The utmost - diligence of the farmer
was applied, because life and death, so to speak,
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in a few years they would themselves wonder at.
negro. supremacy.
cry about
the insensate
Voters of the United States, you have a simple
“Elect Grant and secure
problem before.you.

that it is nearly half as much .again as all the

‘government

With-

disabilities under which they now labor.

Since the time expired for receiving cotton
cases in the Court of Claims, a computation of the

amount for which suit is entered reveals
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Collector of New York.
Gen. Rosseau is about to leave Washington to
assume the command of the department of Louisiana; and Texas, to which he was assigned some
time since.
+ ©
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The notorious Perry Fuller has been appointed

25822

pervisors under the new tax law shall be appointed by the proper authority.
-
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su-

cases where such services are required, until
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of ripeness, even if no more rain should fall, In row. Thework is usually done by boys, and if
tion laws, which closes as follows:
many sections additional moistupe would de more ‘the crop is elean, a boy will pull half an acre a
fearful crisis before us I implore all
With this
‘harm than good, for the Teas
at only now, and day, ' the heaps or windrows- should be moved
reflecting’fnen to support the man who alone in.
the ground has be- or turned every day ortwo; andif the weather
necdn insure peace. My firm belief for the first time this season,
all the
come mellow, This refers tothe clays in positions ‘is bad. the crop.must be carefully watched, and
is that if &rant be elected, these malcontents will
naturally wet. A corn crop never has been grown every opportunity seized to turn the heaps and
accept the) situation and adapt themselves to
in so short a tithe as this. Much of it was not get them lightened up. A little ‘neglect may
things as tey are. When thoroughly ‘convinced
planted
till the middle of June. As aconsequence, gpoil the crop or at least render hand-picking
sufupon
rests
ion
representat
of
that the basis
in
frage as well as members, as prescribed fn the uncommonly short periods elapsed between each necessary. Ordinarily there is little difficulty
are. not
14th constitutional amendment, they will’ begin | working, weeds and grass could get no start, and curing beans in this way, provided they
cured they are
to demean themselves s6 as to be relieved of the there was no check to the growth, for every hour neglegted. When sufficiently
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